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Abstract

This thesis addresses packet forwarding in packet-switching networks such as the In-
ternet. The interconnection points tying transmission links together in such networks
are called routers, computers that may be specialized for the task. Routers need to
decide where, when, and in what form each packet should be forwarded. This thesis
concerns aspects of these three decisions.

A router has to decide where an incoming packet is to be sent. Routers need to
determine which outgoing link to use and in the case of multi-access links where on
the link the packet should go. Packet headers contain addressing information that
speci�es the destination of the packet. For IP that information has to be matched with
topological information, gathered by routing protocols that operate between routers,
to determine the next hop in a viable path through the network. A fast algorithm
for this matching operation, the IP routing lookup, is presented. When realized in
software running on commercially available general-purpose processors such as the
Pentium Pro or the DEC Alpha 21164, the algorithm can perform a few million
matching operations per second. This is su�cient to support packet streams arriving
at speeds of gigabits per second. In contrast, previous solutions to this problem have
used special hardware support and/or have relied on tra�c locality by caching the
results of recent matching operations.

Routers also need to determine when to forward each packet. When an outgoing
link is busy, packets must be stored temporarily in the router until they can be for-
warded. Modern routers use various queuing schemes to change the order in which
packets are forwarded relative to the order in which they arrived. This is done to pro-
vide bounds on the latency through the network, and/or to guarantee certain transfer
capacities to certain network users. Reservation protocols provide the parameters
to these queuing schemes and thus allow network users to reserve network capacity
for their tra�c. The thesis explores mechanisms for advance reservations; resource
reservations made potentially weeks or months before the tra�c enters the network.
It appears possible to keep the high link utilization of services using measurement-
based admission control algorithms, such as predictive service, even when resource
reservations are made in advance.

Finally, routers have to decide what form packets should have when forwarded.
A problem with today's Internet Protocol is that headers are relatively large. When
payloads are small, header overhead can become prohibitive. This thesis presents
ways to reduce header sizes signi�cantly, from 28{100 bytes down to 2{6 bytes. The
disadvantage of large headers is thereby eliminated. The methods can be used for
all IP packet streams and are, in contrast to previous solutions, usable over links
with signi�cant packet-loss rates such as wireless links. The techniques are useful for
applications such as Internet telephony where voice samples are carried in a stream
of many small packets, and for �le transfers over highly asymmetrical (satellite) links
where the back channel carrying acknowledgments is the bottleneck.
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Preface
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area. This meant switching research direction completely as my Licentiate concerned
process algebra.

I �rst worked on advance reservations which resulted in paper 3. Then, at the
33rd IETF in Stockholm in July '95, our group decided to take on the challenge to
specify header compression for IPv6 after discussions with Stephen Deering. That
work has resulted in papers 4{6 and still continues. Our work in this area originates
from ideas on a new network protocol, NP++, which has served as a focusing point for
our research since the summer of '95. Paper 7 is the only publication speci�cally on
NP++. However, my other publications also have their roots in the NP++ project.

In the early summer of '96 I started a collaboration with Andrej Brodnik and
Svante Carlsson from the Algorithmic E�ciency Lab at Lule�a University, where we
joined forces to attack the problem of IP routing lookups. The starting point of this
work was an invited talk by Craig Partridge on architectures for gigabit routers. Our
e�ort eventually resulted in papers 1{2.

I had the good fortune to spend �ve months in the fall of '95 as a visiting scholar
at the University of Southern California (USC) in Los Angeles as a guest of professor
Deborah Estrin. USC is one of the top places in the world for computer communi-
cation research, and I spent a rewarding time there working on advance reservations
and header compression.

In parallel with pursuing the Ph D I have been teaching two or three courses
per year and have had some administrative duties in the new division of Computer
Communication. To get any research done I have often felt the need to work late. It
has been worth the e�ort.

Most of my research has been funded through the Centre for Distance Bridging
Technology, CDT, which is a joint venture between Lule�a University of Technology
and the companies Erisoft, Frontec, and Telia Research, with �nancial support from
the local government. I have also been funded by Sun Microsystems and Ericsson
Radio Systems.
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Thesis Introduction and Summary 1

Thesis Introduction and Summary

Prologue

Today it seems clear that the future global information infrastructure will be based on
packet switching technology. The Internet Protocol (IP), the fundamental protocol
of the Internet, appears to be the internetworking protocol of the future.

The Internet has become the global network for computer communication. It con-
nects millions1 of computers, and thus their users2 over the whole world. Traditional
Internet services such as electronic mail, �le transfers, and remote login, are now be-
ing supplemented with web browsers and applications sending sound and video over
the network.

There are at least four important trends in the current development of the Internet.

� The number of end-systems is growing exponentially. For the last �fteen years,
the number of computers attached to the Internet has been doubling every 12{15
months.

� The capacity of the wired Internet is growing and has now reached gigabit/s
speeds. Research into building terabit/s networks has begun.

� Many users carry their end-systems (computers) with them. Nevertheless they
still want to have access to the same services as on stationary end-systems.
Thus, wireless access and mobility are becoming important.

� New applications using sound and video are placing new demands on the net-
work. Traditional Internet applications work well with high delays through the
network. However, interactive applications using sound and video can become
unusable if network delays are too high.

The internetworking protocol is the entity that provides connectivity in a het-
erogeneous network such as the Internet. All nodes in the network, end-systems as
well as interconnection points, implement the internetworking protocol. It provides
ubiquitous connectivity by providing ways to address all nodes and by its ability to
deliver packets anywhere in the network.

1In January 1997, there were over 16 million names [105] in the DNS, the database that translates
computer names to the addresses used in the Internet.

2A recent estimate [87] is that 57 million users world-wide could access Internet information by
January 1997. 71 million users had email.
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Introduction

In a packet-switched network such as the Internet, the interconnection points between
transmission links are called routers. Routers are computers that may be specialized
for the task. Routers need to decide where, when, and in what form each packet
should be forwarded. This thesis addresses aspects of these three decisions.

The Spatial/Topological Aspect

A router has to decide where an incoming packet is to be sent. Routers need to
determine which outgoing link to use and in the case of multi-access links where
on that link the packet should go. Packets carry control and signaling information
in a header that is separate from the data payload. Headers contain addressing
information that speci�es the destination of the packet. For IP, that information
has to be matched with topological information, gathered by routing protocols that
operate between routers, to determine the next hop in a viable path through the
network.

This thesis presents a fast algorithm for this matching operation. When realized
in software running on commercially available general-purpose processors such as the
Pentium Pro or the DEC Alpha 21164, the algorithm can perform a few million
matching operations per second. This is su�cient to support packet streams arriving
at speeds of gigabits per second. In contrast, previous solutions to this problem have
used special hardware support and/or have relied on tra�c locality by caching the
results of recent matching operations.

The Temporal Aspect

Routers also have to decide when to forward each packet. When an outgoing link is
busy, packets must be stored temporarily in the router until they can be forwarded.
Modern routers use various queuing schemes to change the order in which packets are
forwarded relative to the order in which they arrived. This is done to provide bounds
on the latency through the network, and/or to guarantee certain transfer capacities to
certain network users. Reservation protocols provide the parameters to these queuing
schemes and thus allow network users to reserve network capacity for their tra�c.
This thesis explores mechanisms for advanced reservations, resource reservations that
are made potentially weeks or months before the tra�c enters the network. It appears
possible to keep the high link utilization of services using measurement-based admis-
sion control algorithms, such as predictive service, even when resource reservations
are made in advance.

The Form Aspect

Finally, routers have to decide what to forward, i.e., what form the packet should
have when forwarded. A problem with today's Internet Protocol is that headers are
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relatively large. When payloads are small, header overhead can become prohibitive.
This thesis presents ways to reduce header sizes signi�cantly, from 28{100 bytes down
to 2{6 bytes. The disadvantage of large headers is thereby eliminated. The methods
can be used for all IP packet streams and are usable over links with signi�cant packet-
loss rates, for example many wireless links. The techniques are useful for applications
such as Internet telephony where voice samples are carried in a stream of many small
packets, and for �le transfers over highly asymmetrical (satellite) links where the back
channel carrying acknowledgments is the bottleneck.

These header compression methods originate from ideas on new ways to design a
network protocol. In this new protocol, the control information normally placed in
the �elds of a �xed-size packet header are instead sent independently and more or
less frequently. In this manner, a exible network protocol is obtained, where per-link
tradeo�s between speed, header overhead, and robustness are simple and natural.

The ideas on a new network protocol came about as a reaction to the many
recent proposals on how to reconcile IP and ATM. The semantic gap between the
services o�ered and the di�erent signalling required for these protocol families make
it di�cult to, for example, utilize the service quality capabilities of ATM when sending
IP datagrams over an ATM network. The intense activities in the IETF in this area
is evidence for the conclusion that a more exible network protocol is desired.

The new network protocol, NP++, is an attempt to use what we have learned from
these network architectures and to reconcile them into an architecture that keeps the
best properties of both. By forcing us to start with the basics, the NP++ project
has inspired several new ideas on the design of network protocols and has served to
focus our thinking on various networking issues and problems. All research presented
in this thesis has its roots in the NP++ project.

Organization of the Dissertation

This thesis consists of seven parts covering three aspects of network protocols and
packet forwarding. Parts 1{2 deal with the spatial/topological aspect, speci�cally the
routing lookup problem, the matching operation needed to determine where a packet
is to be forwarded. Part 3 deals with the temporal aspect, speci�cally with advanced
reservations, resource reservations that are booked ahead of the time when the tra�c
enters the network. Finally, parts 4{7 deal with the form aspect, speci�cally with
what format packet headers should have when packets are transmitted. Parts 4{6
concern header compression and part 7 a new network protocol.

All parts have been published elsewhere and are reproduced here in their original
form with the following exceptions. The numbering of sections, equations, �gures,
etc, has been changed to allow a common numbering scheme throughout the thesis.
A common bibliography is used for the whole thesis instead of a separate reference
list for each part. Moreover, cosmetic changes have been made to �gures and tables
to make them �t the format of this thesis.
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The Spatial/Topological Aspect

Part 1: Internet Routing Lookups

In this paper we apply recent developments in algorithm theory to the practical
problem of performing routing lookups with one of the fastest commercially available
processors of today: the DEC Alpha 21164.

In modern computers, there is a large gap between the speed of the processsor
and the speed of the memory. To deal with this problem, modern processors rely
on locality in memory access patterns, and have small and fast caches where recently
used pieces of data are kept. This increases processing speeds by orders of magnitude.
The Alpha processor has an elaborate caching system with three levels of cache in
addition to primary memory. Moreover, the multiplication operations are about as
fast as an access to the second-level cache.

This makes the Alpha a bad �t for the computer models typically used to evaluate
algorithms in algorithm theory. For example, those models do not take the caching
system into account and assign the same cost to all accesses to data in the computer
memory. We argue that a new computer model would be more appropriate. By using
new theoretical results and by using knowledge gained from analysis of actual routing
tables from large Internet interconnection points, we design a data structure for IP
routing lookups that is very e�cient under this new model.3

Part 2: Small Forwarding Tables for Fast Routing Lookups

Here we continue the work on routing lookups by actually implementing the algorithm
developed in part 1. This involved construction of the data structure from actual
routing tables and implementing and optimizing the lookup procedure. We also devise
a way to measure the performance of the algorithm in a conventional workstation
environment. Using the measured values, we calculate a pessimistic estimate on
its performance in the environment in which it would be used. We also measured
performance on a Pentium Pro processor in addition to the Alpha 21164 processor
with similar results.

The results are encouraging: more than two million routing lookups per second
are possible on both kinds of processors. This shows the feasibility of performing full
IP routing lookups at gigabit speeds without special hardware and assuming no tra�c
locality. Moreover, the data structure is signi�cantly smaller than any other that we
are aware of, and thus more economical as less memory is needed.

During the implementation e�ort, we found that it was necessary to change the
original data structure from part 1 in a number of ways. For example, the perfect
hashing methods we planned to use were not practical, and that particular problem

3My contribution to the paper is to provide the problem formulation and the design parameters
for the data structure, and to provide information on Internet routing, Internet addressing, and on
the Alpha processor. I also took part in collecting and analyzing the routing tables, and in asking
more or less intelligent questions. I wrote parts of sections 1.1 and 1.2.
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had to be solved in another fashion. This new solution adds somewhat to the size
of the data structure but avoids a division instruction which otherwise would have
decreased the performance signi�cantly. We also tried a number of new optimizations
to increase lookup speed and to decrease the size of the data structure. The successful
optimizations are reported in the paper.

We found that the instruction counts in part 1 were somewhat too optimistic for
the Alpha 21164. When we estimated the number of instructions needed by the Alpha,
we did not fully take into account the di�erence between modern RISC architectures
that use many simple instructions and older CISC architectures that use fewer more
complex instructions.

The above two paragraphs show the importance of the implementation and opti-
mization process. During the process of implementing and measuring algorithms we
reveal performance bottlenecks and identify problems with the original design. This
then serves as input to new rounds of (re)design, implementation and performance
measurement.

To emphasize this point, we have found an optimization since writing this paper
that would reduce the size of the data structure by another 10{30%, depending on the
routing table, by reusing pointers in the data structure when possible. The price is
about 25 milliseconds worth of processing time when constructing the data structure.
Another recently found optimization of the lookup routine can increase the lookup
speed by a few per cent by replacing a linear search with a tailormade binary search.
Moreover, we now believe that by rearranging the way data is laid out in memory,
one reference to secondary cache can be avoided per level (on the Alpha 21164), since
it would be in the same cache line as another piece of data that also needs to be
accessed.

These results are of some importance because they show that conventional pro-
cessors are powerful enough to do full IP routing lookups at gigabit speeds. The
networking community has believed for some time that full IP routing lookups are
inherently slow and complex and require hardware support at gigabit speeds. This
research indicates that this belief was overly pessimistic and that IP processing is not
a bottleneck at these speeds.4

The Temporal Aspect

Part 3: Advance Reservations for Predictive Service in the Internet

To provide adequate service to network tra�c such as real-time voice and video,
it may be necessary to reserve network resources for speci�c ows. When network
resources are inadequate, some reservation requests will have to be denied. This might
be unacceptable to network users that need to plan their use of the network. Such
users might prefer to be able to book network resources in advance instead of when

4I am the main contributor to this work and am prepared to defend all of it.
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they start using the network. In this manner they can rely on the resources being
available when needed.

This paper extends an admission control algorithm for a particular type of network
service, predictive service, so that it can admit users in advance. A distinguishing
feature of the new admission control algorithm is that it avoids preemption of ad-
mitted ows. The properties of the new admission control algorithm are evaluated
by simulation, and it is shown that the desirable properties of predictive service are
maintained. The storage requirements of the new algorithm are analyzed. Moreover,
ways to reduce the complexity of the required bandwidth estimation procedure are
suggested and we provide simulations to show their e�ects on link utilization.

The paper also discusses the setup protocols that carry admission requests to the
network, in particular hard-state versus soft-state based setup protocols. We also
suggest how RSVP, a newly developed reservation protocol, could be extended to
reserve resources in advance and point out two problems with this approach.5

The Form Aspect

These papers focus on what form packet headers should have when forwarded. Parts
4{6 in conjunction show that the disadvantage of large IP headers can be eliminated
even over lossy links such as wireless. This is an important result for many commu-
nication applications where small packets must be used.

Part 4: Soft-state Header Compression for Wireless Networks

This paper concerns methods for reducing header sizes for unreliable uni-directional
packet ows using for example UDP. The presented mechanisms are resilient to packet
loss and decrease the packet loss rate on lossy links. They are di�erent from previously
known header compression mechanisms in that they deal with other packets than TCP
packets as opposed to [51] and in that they use soft state as opposed to [61]. They
are thus usable for multicast over multi-access links.

The mechanisms for compression state maintenance presented in this paper are pe-
riodic refreshes with timer based garbage collection (soft state), and the novel method
of compression slow-start, where full headers are sent periodically with exponentially
increasing intervals after changes in the compression state. Compression slow-start
allows quick repairs of lost headers and high compression rates.

Header compression is a typical example of a booster protocol [36], a protocol that
improves performance but does not otherwise change the behavior of the network.
Header compression is done per-link and is typically used over slow-speed to medium-
speed links where bandwidth is precious and processing power is not a limiting factor.

5In this paper I am responsible for the simulations and wrote all of sections 3.5, 3.6, 3.8, and 3.9,
plus parts of sections 3.4 and 3.10.
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Header compression should not be used in the core of the Internet where processing
speed is the limitation as opposed to bandwidth.6

Part 5: Low-loss Header Compression for Wireless Networks

Wireless links typically have signi�cant bit-error rates and low bandwidth, at least
compared to the wired part of the network. Together with the limited battery life of
portable end-systems this makes wireless networking an interesting challenge to the
research community. Currently there is a trend towards using special booster proto-
cols at the network or link level in the wireless part of the network. These protocols
often violate the principles of traditional layered protocol architectures by knowing
the semantics and formats used by higher layers. The success of these approaches is
an indication that it is occasionally necessary to ignore conventional wisdom to obtain
the best result. Header compression is an example of such a necessary violation of
conventional wisdom.

In this paper we continue the work on header compression over lossy links. The
paper is a considerable extension of the work in part 4. In addition to a thorough
introduction and motivation for the work, the new results in this paper concern mech-
anisms for compression of TCP headers.

The traditional TCP header compression by Jacobson [51] does not deal well with
loss. Using VJ header compression actually decreases the throughput of TCP transfers
over lossy links. This is shown by simple calculations and by simulation. However,
analysis of packet traces show that a simple mechanism, the twice mechanism, can
repair the compression state after loss with high probability. Simulations show that
with this mechanism, TCP transfer rates increase by 15{30 per cent. By comparison
with the ideal header compression algorithm, which can always decompress correctly,
we show that our mechanisms for state repair cannot be improved signi�cantly.7

Part 6: Header Compression for IPv6

This isn't really a publication, it is an Internet Draft. Internet Drafts are the working
documents of the Internet Engineering Task Force, the IETF, which is the protocol
development and standardization body of the Internet. Anyone can publish Internet
Drafts, they are automatically removed after 6 months or when a new version of the
same document is published.

This particular Internet Draft, however, has been approved by the IPng Working
Group to become a Proposed Standard RFC. This means that if the IESG, the Internet
Engineering Steering Group, also approves, it will become a Proposed Standard which
is the �rst step of three on the path of becoming an Internet Standard that all Internet
nodes must implement. Internet Drafts are reviewed by members of the working

6I am the main contributor to this work and am prepared to defend all of it.
7I am the main contributor to this work. It was a joint e�ort with the other authors but I am

prepared to defend all of it.
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groups. This draft has gone through two versions and will go through another minor
revision before being submitted to the IESG.

The draft speci�es all aspects of IPv6 header compression, in excruciating detail.
In fact, it speci�es how to compress any IP packet with any combination of initial
IP headers and extension and transport headers. It uses the mechanisms and results
from parts 4 and 5.

I have included this draft in order to show a side of my work that is normally not
publishable. However, to develop and document actual protocols, one needs qualities
that I hope are exempli�ed by this document.8

Part 7: Issues in the Design of a New Network Protocol

This position paper is the most speculative in the thesis and describes some of the
design issues for a new network protocol. It lays out the fundamental assumptions
behind traditional packet switched protocols. It also elaborates on advantages and
disadvantages of dominating network protocol design philosophies such as datagrams
and virtual circuits, connectionless and connection-oriented communication, and hy-
brids such as network \ows". Aspects of resource reservation, hard- and soft-state,
multicast, and mobility are also examined. We suggest that a new network proto-
col should incorporate the best features of these design philosophies and avoid their
pitfalls.

We argue that the primary goal for a new network protocol should be that it is
exible enough to adapt to a wide spectrum of network technologies with di�erences
in speed, latency, error characteristics, packet formats, abilities to provide quality of
service, etc. By seeing the traditional packet header as a set of independent �elds,
where each �eld can be sent with each piece of data, or sent independently from other
�elds more or less frequently, we hope to achieve this exibility. The key remaining
research problem is whether this idea can be translated into an e�cient network
protocol that can be realized with a reasonably complex implementation.9

Conclusions

As this thesis is a collection of previously published work, each paper has its own set
of conclusions. This thesis focuses on three aspects of the forwarding procedure of
packet switched networks such as the Internet. Consequently, three main conclusions
can be drawn. The �rst is that conventional workstation class processors are capable
of performing full IP routing lookups at gigabit speeds. The second is that it appears

8I am the main contributor to this work. However, I acknowledge the valuable and insightful
comments from my co-authors and the people on the IPng mailing list, ipng@sunroof.eng.sun.com,
the o�cial forum of the IPng Working Group, in particular those of Stephen Deering who is the
Chair of the IPng Working Group.

9In this paper, I am responsible for sections 7.4, 7.6, 7.8, 7.11, 7.12, and parts of sections 7.5 and
7.7.
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possible to keep the good features of services using measurement-based admission
control, such as predictive service, when resource reservations are made in advance.
Finally, it is possible to eliminate the disadvantage of large IP headers by compressing
headers locally over links where bandwidth is scarce, even when packet-loss rates are
signi�cant.
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Internet Routing Lookups 1

Andrej Brodnik2, Svante Carlsson3, and Mikael Degermark4

Abstract

In this paper we use what can be considered to be highly theoretical results to solve what
can be considered a highly practical problem, namely to perform fast Internet routing
table lookups on a 400MHz Alpha 21164 processor. The existing models of computation
do not simultaneously capture the computational power of modern computers and the
varying costs of memory accesses. We felt the need for a new computational model that
is a better �t to modern computers and can be used for an analysis of �ner granularity
than asymptotic analysis. By using new theoretical tools we have constructed a novel
data structure for the problem that is very e�cient under this new model. We also
believe that it is very e�cient in reality and our intention is to implement it on a
large Internet router in the near future.

1.1 Introduction and Motivation

Theoretical results in Computer Science can be of great practical importance. To
reach this importance, however, it is necessary to translate them to the real prob-
lem that we want to solve. In this translation one often �nds that the theoretical
model does not �t the problem in question. Therefore, we often need to modify the
theoretical solution in a non-trivial way to better adapt to the computer model, and
the actual problem statement. In this paper we will present a solution to a problem
Routing table look-up on the Alpha processor that is trivial to solve in optimal time
under the RAM-model since that model, among other things, does not take the mem-
ory management costs into account. In this sense the RAM-model is too powerful
to model modern computers well. There are several results dealing with the I/O-
complexity of various algorithms and data structures (cf. [4, 5, 96, 102]) but for our
problem this will not be a good model of computing either. More relevant to us is
the work on hierarchical memory management by Aggarwal et al. ([2]).

On the other hand, several papers have lately shown that the RAM-model is not
powerful enough. A number of interesting techniques has been described that employ

1This work was partly supported by a grant from the Centre for Distance Spanning Technology
(CDT), Lule�a, Sweden.

2Dept. of Computer Science Lule�a University of Technology, Sweden, and Iskra Sistemi and
IMFM, Slovenia.

3Dept. of Computer Science Lule�a University of Technology, Sweden
4Department of Computer Communications, Lule�a University of Technology, Sweden and Centre

for Distance Spanning Technology, Lule�a, Sweden.
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the full power of instruction sets of contemporary computers. These instructions are
in particular (parallel) bitwise Boolean operations and parallel addition of a number
of small operands (e.g. [3, 88]). The mentioned techniques represent a move from a
comparison based machine model to a stronger though still realistic model, but as
for the standard RAM-model di�erent speeds of di�erent memories is not taken into
account.

1.1.1 Practical background

Except for a few glitches, the number of Internet hosts registered in the Domain Name
System5 ([58]) has been doubling every 12{15 months for the last 15 years (cf. Figure
1.1). If this trend continues for thirty more years, there will be approximately 50
Internet hosts per square meter of the face of the Earth6. The Internet infrastructure
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Figure 1.1: Growth of Internet (number of hosts) from [59].

consists of a number of interconnected routers that forward data packets towards
their destination. Commercially available routers today can forward a few hundred
thousand packets per second, but on the horizon are router designs with much higher
capacities. For example, as a research project for the US government, the BBN
Corporation is currently making routers that will have a forwarding capacity of 50
Gbit/s, or a few tens of millions of packets per second. These routers will have to
forward more than one packet per 100 ns.

Modern router designs consist of a number of network interfaces that connect
independent networks to the router, one or a few packet forwarding engines that
moves packets between interfaces depending on the contents of packet headers, and a
switching fabric that interconnects interfaces and forwarding engines. In addition, a
separate processor deals with more complex tasks. A forwarding engine decides which

5The Domain Name System is the globally distributed database that translates computer names
used for e-mail and remote logins, for example scarpa.cdt.luth.se and www.acm.org, to the ad-
dresses used in the network.

6The growth might slow down.
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interface to move a packet to by matching the destination address in the packet header
with the contents of its routing table. This is by far the most complex and potentially
costly part of the routing operation. Today a large routing table has about 40 000
entries.7 In a high-speed router these routing tables are usually preprocessed by a
separate processor before being downloaded into the forwarding engines | the routing
table can be considered static. Routing tables are typically represented as Patricia
trees ([29, 69]). In this paper we present a succinct and e�cient data structure which
permits fast routing table lookups. We also describe its implementation on one of
todays fastest commercially available processors.

The forwarding engines can be made as tailormade hardware especially built for
this purpose, as in the Bell Labs router ([6]). This results in fast but expensive routers.
However, speed of general purpose processors rapidly catches up with tailormade
hardware. As it is not needed to redo the whole hardware design every few years, a
general purpose processor is preferred if it can be made fast enough.

1.2 De�nitions

1.2.1 Addresses, Networks and Routing

The Internet Protocol, IP ([84]), speci�es the syntax of IP packet headers. IP ad-
dresses are 32 bits long8 and logically consists of a pair (netID; hostID). The Internet
consists of a large number interconnected networks (by July 1996 over 135 000) each
of which has a unique network identi�er, netID. Until a packet reaches the desti-
nation network, only the netID part of the destination address is used for routing,
8 � lgnetID � 30.

To limit the size of routing tables, a hierarchy is imposed on network identi�ers
([43, 90]), so that network identi�ers in the same \area" share the same pre�x. In
this way many entries in routing tables collapse and each pre�x de�nes an interval of
addresses that share the same routing table entry. In such a range, a longer pre�x
may de�ne a subrange of addresses that should be routed di�erently and routers are
required to use the routing table entry with the longest initial match. This problem
can be avoided by proper expanding of pre�xes. In our solution we assume that the
expansion has been done and that a pre�x uniquely de�nes an interval of addresses.

1.2.2 The Routing Table Lookup Problem

The problem of minimizing the size of routing tables is in the literature mostly con-
sidered as a problem of routing along the shortest path in general directed graphs and
minimizing the size of routing tables at all nodes simultaneously (cf. [16, 41, 45, 81]).

7Data on the routing table used by a large Internet router, Mae-East, is available on the URL

http://www.ra.net/statistics/ . The size of its routing table as of October 10th 1996 was 38515
entries.

8The next generation of IP, IP version 6 { IPv6, uses 128 bit addresses ([48, 99]).
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Gavoille and P�erenn�e in [45] still consider the routing in a whole, this time undi-
rected, graph but they are also concerned with memory requirements at individual
nodes. They prove that for the shortest path routing scheme there always exists
an n-node network which requires 
(n logd) bits of storage on 
(n) nodes, where
3 � d < n. For the same problem, Buhrman et al. in [16] show that for the Kol-
mogorov random (1� 1

nc
) fraction of all graphs on n nodes, where c � 3 and constant,

�(n2) bits are necessary and su�cient for shortest path routing. They also study the
sensitivity of lower and upper bounds on the model { in particular with respect to
di�erent naming schemes for the nodes. For the worst case static networks they prove
the lower bound 
(n2 logn) bits { i.e. each node stores the routing information for
all other nodes.

In all these works an assumption is made that the names of nodes are drawn from
the set f0; : : : ; n� 1g. This assumption might be justi�ed for multiprocessor systems,
but it certainly does not apply to the Internet. This di�erence also makes comparison
between the mentioned results and ours impossible.

Because of the hierarchical composition of the IP addresses the problem of �nding
an entry in the routing table is the same as the problem of search for the closest
neighbour on the left in a bounded linear universe (cf. [15]). The closest neighbour
problem has been extensively studied in computational geometry. Therefore the ma-
jority of solutions are considering at least two dimensions and the continuous domain
(cf. [32, 85]). A one dimensional problem can be also considered as a non-overlapping
interval sets problem and with this problem associated union-split-�nd problem ([63]).
There is an e�cient O(log logM ) data structure due to van Emde Boas et al. which
solves the problem ([34]) and matches the lower bound under a pointer machine model
([64]). Since the original van Emde Boas data structure used O(M ) bits of memory
a number of authors later improved its amortized or probabilistic behaviour under
a more powerful RAM model which includes integer multiplications and divisions
(cf. [54, 55, 60, 104]). The only known lower bound under the cell probe model is

(
p
log logn) due to Miltersen for a restricted split-�nd version of the problem ([66]).

The results discussed so far are considering either a dynamic or at least a semi-
dynamic version of the problem. For the static version of the problem there is a
constant time algorithm which, under Practical RAM, uses M + o(M ) bits of space
([15]). The problem we are addressing is a restricted version of this problem, so it
permits a better space bound. Formally:

De�nition1.1. Let M = f0; : : : ;M � 1g (M = 2m) be the universe. Each element
of the universe M is either a member of some interval or a head of an interval.
There are N intervals, where

� an interval contains (the interval's size or length is) 2l consecutive elements
(0 � l � m);

� the interval is identi�ed by its smallest element;

� let x be the smallest element in the interval of size 2l, then x � 0 (mod 2l)
(i.e. the interval of length 4 can start only at 0; 4; 8; : : :, etc.).
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Then the netID search problem is, given a query element (IP address) x, �nd the
netID of the interval containing x.

Perhaps a more intuitive view of the problem is to consider a complete binary
tree of height m built on top of M. The heads of intervals are internal nodes which
are roots of subtrees exactly covering the intervals, and the routing information is
associated with these nodes. Then, the netID search problem is, given an IP address,
�nd the root of a subtree that contains the leaf representing the IP address. Note
that all subtrees are mutually disjoint.

1.2.3 The Model of Computation

In the practical part of the solution we use the 64-bit superscalar RISC processor
with a fairly elaborate caching system, the DEC Alpha 21164. Figure 1.2 illustrates
the relation between access speeds for memories of di�erent sizes. The graph gives
only approximate relations because access times in the caches also depend on the
status of processor instruction pipelines. In the diagram we also include the time
necessary to perform 64-bit integer multiplication on the processor. The time required
to perform this operation is approximately the same as an access to a piece of data
positioned in the secondary (on-chip!) S-cache. Multiplication of shorter operands
is faster. Surprisingly, also the oating point multiplication takes less time. The
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Figure 1.2: Relation between times necessary to access memories of di�erent sizes on the 400MHz
Alpha 21164 processor.

machine model we use is RAM whose instruction set is extended by shift operations,
bitwise Boolean operations, and general integer multiplications | thus ERAM or
extended RAM (cf. [13] and MBRAM in [33]). In our model a register can store one
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object (i.e. address) { it is w bits (w � m = lgM ) wide. This model is stronger
than in literature also used Practical RAM ([67]) or for that matter any member of
AC0 RAM family ([3]) since these models do not include an integer multiplication as
a unit time operation. The main reason to deviate from AC0 RAM family is that
multiplication on the Alpha processor takes about the same time as an access to the
S-cache (cf. Figure 1.2). Moreover, since we use an actual multiplication, i.e., not
shifting, only twice in our algorithms, the penalty of using it is paid back by the
pipelined internal architecture of the processor. In our model we have the freedom to
associate di�erent computation costs for di�erent instructions to be able to get good
estimates of the total running time.

We also need to associate costs with accesses to di�erent parts of the memory.
This will be described as a discrete function that can model the costs for accesses in
di�erent caches of the computer (see Figure 1.2). We would like to point out that
we normally do not gain any speed to read from several adjacent locations in a cache
compared to accesses to locations that are evenly distributed over the cache. The
total cost of computation is then the sum of the costs to perform the operations and
the memory accesses.

1.3 The Solution

The data structure consists of two parts: the set of intervals and the table of routing
information. The set of intervals is used to �nd netID { the interval an IP address
belongs to. The table of routing information stores all possible di�erent routing data
entries. It contains R entries each of which occupies � words. The result of search in
the �rst part of the data structure is the r-bit (r = dlgRe) index into this table. In
the rest of the section we describe the �rst part of the data structure.

1.3.1 The Sets of Intervals

Throughout the rest of the section we use M and M (possibly with subscripts) to
denote the universe and its size, respectively. Similarly, we use N and N to denote
the set of intervals in this universe and their number.

The representation of the set of intervals depends on its sparsity. For very sparse
sets the best data structure we can use is a sorted array of all heads and then perform
a binary search on the array. Assuming there are N intervals, the array occupies
N � r � dlgMe bits, and the search takes approximately 5 � dlogB Ne instructions out of
which dlogB Ne are memory accesses. The basis of the logarithmB = 1+

j
w

dlgMe

k
� 2

since we can use word-size parallelism in the search. On the other end of the spectrum,
when the set of intervals is very dense, for every element in each interval we store an
index to its routing information. This requires M �r bits. For the rest of the spectrum
of sparsities we apply a leveled (recursive) data structure.
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1.3.2 Leveled Structure

On each level we split universe into smaller segments and treat each of these smaller
segments as a new universe. We proceed in this way until the sparsity of sets of
intervals becomes very high or very low, at which point we apply the appropriate
simple solution described above.

We split the universe M into M1 buckets and put the element x 2 M into the

bucket x1 = x div M2 (M2 =
l
M
M1

m
). To get the smallest data structure M1 � N

(cf. [14]) and as a consequence:

Lemma1.1. The number of levels created as described above is for an independent
random sample taken from the uniform distribution �(log�N ).

Proof. Directly from Theorem 3.10 in [73]. ut

The buckets are treated as elements from a new universe M1 of size M1.

De�nition1.2. An element x1 2M1 is:

� a member of an interval i� all elements falling into the bucket represented by
x1 are members of some interval in M;

� is a genuine head of an interval i� the smallest element y 2M which falls into
the bucket represented by x1 is a head of some interval and all other elements
falling in this bucket are members of that same interval;

� is a root head i� there are at least two heads of intervals in M that fall in the
bucket represented by x1.

Let M1 = 2m1 and let m1 = blgNc. (since N � K, M1 � 0 (mod K)) This
gives the following relation between intervals in universes M and M1:

Lemma1.2. Let x; y 2M be represented by x1; y1 2M1 respectively, and let x be a
head of the interval containing y. Then x1 is a head of the interval containing y1.

Proof. Easy by a contradiction. ut

Because of Lemma 1.2 we can replace the search for the head of an interval in
M by the search for the head in the much smaller M1. Assume that y1 2 M1 is
the head of interval we were looking for. If y1 is a genuine head by De�nition 1.2 it
represents only a single head y 2 M. Therefore we can associate with y1 the index
to the routing part of the data structure. If y1 is a root head, we must recursively
search inside the bucket represented by y1. Next we describe how to search in M1.
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Search in One Level

We split the universe M1 into Mk = M1

K
= 2m1�k chunks of size K = 2k � w and

the element x 2M falls in the chunk x div K.9

Each chunk represents a (small) universe (cf. \small range" in [14]). As the whole
universe, the chunk is split into intervals of sizes 2l (0 � l � k) and each element of
the chunk is in some interval { it is either a member of an interval (not the smallest
element in the interval), or a head of an interval (the smallest element in the interval).
We represent the chunk by a K-bit vector where setting the bit K:[i] denotes that
the ithelement of a chunk is a head of the interval. Since K � w the bit vector
representing a chunk �ts in one word and we can deal with it one unit of time. In
particular, since, as shown in [15], we can �nd in O(1) the left neighbour of x 2 K
under ERAM (Practical RAM) using O(K) (O(2�K)) bits of memory, we can �nd in
the same time the head of the interval containing x.

Next we prove the following property about the chunk in which the head of the
M-interval containing x falls:

Theorem1.1. Consider a netID search problem from De�nition 1.1 in the universe
of size M1 that is split into chunks of sizes K = 2k. Then the interval containing an
IP address x either has its head in the same chunk as x is in, or is its head the �rst
(and the only) element of some other chunk.

To prove the theorem we use the following lemma:

Lemma1.3. Assume the conditions from Theorem 1.1. Then:

(i.). only intervals of length 1 can have root heads;

(ii.). the �rst element of a chunk is a head or the chunk does not contain a head;

(iii.). if a chunk contains only one head, it is the �rst element in the chunk; and

(iv.). the number of di�erent chunks is de�ned by the recurrence

C(1) = 1 C(K) = 1 + C2(
K

2
) : (1.1)

Proof. Assume x1 is a root head of an interval of length more than 1. Without loss
of generality x < x0 are heads ofM-intervals in the bucket represented by x1, and x00

is an element in the bucket represented by x1+ 1. Obviously, x00 is in the M-interval
headed by x0. By de�nition x = x1 �M2 + y, x0 = x1 �M2 + y0 (0 � y < y0 < M2)
and x00 = (x1 + 1) �M2 + y00 (0 � y00 < M2). Assuming l = maxi

�
y0 � 0 (mod 2i)

�
(0 � l < lgM2), then by De�nition 1.1 the length of the longest interval headed by
x0 is 2l and the largest element in this interval is less than

x0 + 2l = x1 �M2 + (y0 + 1) � 2l
= x00 � (M2 + y00 � y0 � 2l)

< x00 � (y00 � y0) < x00 :

9Since K is a power of two, this division is a simple shift to the right.
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Thus x00 can not belong to the M-interval headed by x0 and this proves (i.).

To prove (ii.), assume the chunk contains a head x00 and its �rst element x0 is a
member of an M1-interval headed by x (x < x0 = y0 � 2k < x00). Following a similar
argument as above we can prove the interval headed by x is not long enough to contain
x0. Part (iii.) follows immediately from (ii.).

We prove (iv.) by induction. The details are left out, only note that the chunk is
either any combination of K

2 -element half-chunks, or by (iii.), it starts with a head
which is followed by members. Thus the recurrence from eq. (1.1) is correct. ut

Proof. Trivially from Lemma 1.3. ut

The important consequence of Theorem 1.1 is that in one level we need to search only
one chunk to get the head of the interval containing the query element or �nd the
index of the �rst preceding non-empty chunk. Since the last case occurs i� the chunk
is empty, we use the same approach as is used in [15] | if the chunk is not empty we
store its bit vector and otherwise the pointer to the chunk containing the head of the
interval. The space used to represent this structure is M1

K
� (K + 1) bits.

Lemma1.4. The search for the head of an interval in M1 takes constant time and
M1 +

M1

K
+O(1) bits of space, which is at most N + N

K
+O(1) bits.

Proof. Note, M1 = 2blgNc. ut

However, we still do not know if the found head is a genuine or a root one, and,
if it is a genuine head, what is the index of the routing information associated with
this case, or, if it is a root head, where is the description of the M2-element bucket
represented by this head. We store this information in a perfect hash table (cf. [42])
with a head as a hashing key. Similarly as above, we utilize the same space of a table
entry for two mutually excluding purposes: either as a r-bit index into the routing
information table or as an m-bit pointer to the representation of the bucket. The
di�erentiation is done based on the value of an extra bit, which, essentially, describes
if the found head is a genuine or a root head respectively. The total size of the hash
table is at most N � (dlgMe + 1) + O(logM ) bits.

The Space Reduction

Similarly as in [14] we observe that at a su�ciently small K not all chunks can be
di�erent. Hence we construct the table of all possible chunks and in the main data
structure replace chunks with indices into the table. This requires an extra memory
access, but reduces the total size of the data structure. The size of all possible chunks
is C(K) �K bits (cf. eq. (1.1)) and the value of the index is less than C(K).

Next consider the pointer to the preceding chunk in the case when the current
chunk is empty (it does not contain a head). Since De�nition 1.1 restricts the lengths
of intervals, the element can be contained only in one interval of a given length. The
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length of an interval that spans over several chunks is 2l, k < l � m1. The head of
such an interval is:

Lemma1.5. Let M1 be as in De�nition 1.2. If the length of the interval containing
x1 2M1 is 2l, then the head of this interval is (x1 div 2l) � 2l.
Proof. Let y 2M be a head of an interval of length 2l, then by De�nition 1.1 y � 0
(mod 2l). Without loss of generality let (x div 2l) � (y div 2l) (x 2 M) and hence
x = y + x0 where 0 < x0 < 2l. Since the length of the interval headed by y is 2l, the
last element in this interval is y + 2l � 1 � x. Thus, y = (x div 2l) � 2l is the head of
interval containing x. It is trivial to reduce the same proof fromM to M1. ut

To conclude, the chunk is completely speci�ed by the value in the range between
0 and C(K) +m1 � k � 1, which takes dlg(C(K) �m1 � k)e bits. This also proves
the theorem:

Theorem1.2. One level of the data structure used in the solution of the netID search
problem for the universe M takes

M1 �
�
lg(C(K) + lg

M1

K
)

�
+ N � (dlgMe+ 1) +O(logM )

bits of space in the addition to C(K) �K bits used for the table of all possible chunks.
The search takes O(1) time.

We need to remark that the same table of chunks is used on all levels.

1.3.3 The Complete Solution

It remains to assemble all results into the �nal theoretical solution:

Theorem1.3. There is an algorithm with a data structure that solves netID search
problem in O(log�N ) time using

N � r � dlgMe+ �(log�N � (M1 � (lgC(K) + lgM ))) + C(K) �K +R � �
bits of memory under an independent random sample taken from the uniform distri-
bution.

Proof. Follows from Lemma 1.1 and Theorem 1.2, and by observing M1 = 2blgNc.
ut

At the end we need to mention the lower bounds on the size of the data structure
which permit constant (or at worst O(log�M )) query time for the problem of N inter-
vals in the universe of size M . Without loss of generality we can restrict our attention
to search of the head of interval only. For a general problem with unrestricted lengths
of intervals under the cell probe model when N > (logM )t and t is a query time,

the lower bound is 2
t
p

logM bits of memory ([65]). For our speci�c problem the lower
bound can be deduced from:
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Theorem1.4. The number of di�erent sets of N intervals in the universe of size M
with the restricted lengths as described in De�nition 1.1 is

C(M;N ) =

8>>><
>>>:

0 if M < N
1 if N � 1X

0<Ni;Nj<N

Ni+Nj=N

C(
M

2
; Ni) �C(M

2
; Nj) otherwise :

(1.2)

Proof. Trivial, since N �M . ut

The consequence of Theorem 1.4 is:

Corollary 1.1. The necessary number of bits to describe the set of N intervals in the
universe of size M from De�nition 1.1 is 
(logM + logC(M;N )).

Proof. In addition to Theorem 1.4 we need �(logM ) bits to record N . ut

As shown in Theorem 1.3 the size of our data structure depends on C(M ) (C(M ) �
C(M;N ), cf. eq. (1.1) and eq. (1.2)). However, it is possible to adapt the data
structure to depend on C(M;N ) and thus bring its size closer to the information
theoretic lower bound from Corollary 1.1 without change in the time complexity.
Though this is asymptotically correct, it is impractical because of increase of the
constant in the time complexity. Nonetheless, the analysis is pessimistic because we
did not take into account the locality of the tra�c.

1.4 The Practical Solution

In this section we show how fast our solution is for a typical set of input data. The
size of a word is w = 64 bits. The typical data set we consider is the one mentioned
in section 1.1.1. It contains N = 80672 intervals in the universe of size M = 230.
We �rst split the universe into a universe of buckets M1, M1 = 216. Each bucket
containing 9 or more elements is considered dense and is split further into 256 sub-
buckets. The (dense sub-)buckets are partitioned into chunks of size K = 216. Thus,
to describe a chunk, by (iv.) in Lemma 1.3, we need 10 bits, or, in other words, each
64-bit word contains descriptions of 6 chunks. Consider now the non-empty buckets
only. There are 2131 of them, and in all of them are 72414 intervals. This makes on
average approximately 12.74 intervals per word.

To help us approximating the average number of accesses to di�erent caches in
our data structure we use the following lemma:

Lemma1.6. Assume that we have a tree with l leaves. The probability that a node,
v, of the tree has not been touched during a accesses to randomly chosen di�erent
leaves is less than (1 � a=l)lv , where lv is the number of leaves in the subtree rooted
at v.
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Proof. Shown by combinatorial arguments. ut

Our data structure is a version of a three-level trie. The size of a complete data
structure is 141kB, of which the representation of buckets takes 116kB. Assuming that
the rest of the data structure is resident in the S-cache, the buckets share the remaining
71kB of the S-cache.10 The buckets are two level tries where the parent is a 64-bit
word | i.e. lv = 12:74 and the leaf is a pointer into the table of routing information.
The approximate number of leaves in the S-cache is 44000 and the remaining leaves
are stored in the B-cache. From the probability that none of the last a accesses
has been to the children of a given node (see Lemma 1.6), we estimate the average
number of B-cache accesses by (1� a

l
)+ (1� a

l
)lv . Finally, assuming that each leaf is

accessed with equal probability, the average number of accesses to the B-cache in our
structure is less than 0:4. To summarize, the computation of the routing table lookup
takes approximately 45 instructions, out which are 2 multiplications and 9 memory
accesses. By a proper arrangement of the data structure the memory accesses are
made (cf. Figure 1.2): 2 to the registers, 3 to the D-cache, 3.6 to the S-cache and 0.4
to the B-cache. If we add up the costs for the operation and the memory accesses
we get a total cost of at most 130 clock cycles, since most operations take two cycles
each. The total time for a router table look-up will therefore take less than 325 ns,
which means that we can make 3 million look-ups per second in this table.

The equal probability of accessing is unrealistic because of the locality of network
tra�c. In fact, there are approaches which assume the locality of tra�c being as high
as 80{90%11. Under such an assumption our solution performs even better as most
of the data structure would be in the D-cache, and we will be about 30% faster than
in the above estimation.

Although the estimation of our solution is based on the particular implementation
for the Alpha processor the only characterization we used is the one illustrated in
Figure 1.2. Since every contemporary processor has a similar characteristics | with
perhaps less rich cache structure (cf. [46]), one can get a similar estimation for each
of them.

It is interesting to see that although we have designed a data structure that is
much faster than any previous solution to this problem it is still the bottle-neck in
routing. We would need to be at least three times faster to meet the expectation
of the next generation of routers. Some of this can, of course, be achieved by faster
computers and larger caches, but there is still a need for a better algorithmic solution
to the problem. We strongly encourage everyone working on algorithmic design to
help solving this important problem.

10Such an assumption actually degrades the performance of our data structure.
11These approaches assume a hit-rate of 80{90% when the results for the 5000{6000 most recent

destination IP addresses are kept in a hash table.
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Abstract

For some time, the networking community has assumed that it is impossible to do IP
routing lookups in software fast enough to support gigabit speeds. IP routing lookups
must �nd the routing entry with the longest matching pre�x, a task that has been
thought to require hardware support at lookup frequencies of millions per second.

We present a forwarding table data structure designed for quick routing lookups.
Forwarding tables are small enough to �t in the cache of a conventional general pur-
pose processor. With the table in cache, a 200 MHz Pentium Pro or a 333 MHz Alpha
21164 can perform a few million lookups per second. This means that it is feasible to
do a full routing lookup for each IP packet at gigabit speeds without special hardware.

The forwarding tables are very small, a large routing table with 40,000 routing
entries can be compacted to a forwarding table of 150{160 Kbytes. A lookup typi-
cally requires less than 100 instructions on an Alpha, using eight memory references
accessing a total of 14 bytes.

2.1 Introduction

For some time, the networking community has assumed that it is impossible to do
full IP routing lookups in software running on general purpose microprocessors fast
enough to support routing at gigabit speeds. In fact, some believe that IP routing
lookups cannot be done quickly at low cost in hardware [103].

We present a forwarding table that allows fast IP routing lookups in software.
Pessimistic calculations based on experimental data show that PentiumPro and Alpha

1This work was partially supported by grants from the Centre for Distance Spanning Technology
(CDT), Lule�a, Sweden.

2Division of Computer Communication, Lule�a University of Technology, S-971 87 Lule�a, Sweden.
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Jadranska 19, 1111 Ljubljana, Slovenia.
5Swedish Institute of Computer Science, PO box 1263, S-164 28 Kista, Sweden.
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21164 processors can do at least two million full IP routing lookups per second. No
tra�c locality is assumed.

IP routers do a routing lookup in a routing table to determine where IP datagrams
are to be forwarded. The result of the operation is the next hop on the path towards
the destination. An entry in a routing table is conceptually an arbitrary length pre�x
with associated next-hop information. Routing lookups must �nd the routing entry
with the longest matching pre�x.

The belief that IP routing lookups are inherently slow and complex operations has
lead to a proliferation of techniques to avoid doing them. Various link layer switching
technologies below IP, IP layer bypass methods [71, 77, 78] and the development of
alternative network layers based on virtual circuit technologies such as ATM, are, to
some degree, results of a wish to avoid IP routing lookups.

The use of switching link layers and ow or tag switching architectures below the
IP level adds complexity and redundancy to the network. Link layer switching and
IP layer routing perform the same functions, so it would be simpler to have only one
of these in the network.

Most current IP router designs use caching techniques where the routing entries of
the most recently used destination addresses are kept in a cache. The technique relies
on there being enough locality in the tra�c so that the cache hit rate is su�ciently
high and the cost of a routing lookup is amortized over several packets. These caching
methods have worked well in the past. However, as the current rapid growth of the
Internet increases the required size of address caches, hardware caches might become
uneconomical.

Traditional implementations of routing tables use a version of Patricia trees [69],
a data structure invented almost thirty years ago, with modi�cations for longest
pre�x matching. By applying modern results in algorithm theory, routing lookup
performance can be improved by orders of magnitude compared to Patricia trees.

A straightforward implementation of Patricia trees for routing lookup purposes,
for example in the NetBSD 1.2 implementation, uses 24 bytes for leaves and internal
nodes. With 40,000 entries, the tree structure alone is almost 2 megabytes, and in
a perfectly balanced tree 15 or 16 nodes must be traversed to �nd a routing entry.
In some cases, due to the longest matching pre�x rule, additional nodes need to be
traversed to �nd the proper routing information as it is not guaranteed that the initial
search will �nd the proper leaf. There are optimizations that can reduce the size of
a Patricia tree and improve lookup speeds. Nevertheless, the data structure is large
and too many expensive memory references are needed to search it. In short, Internet
routing tables were too large to �t into on-chip caches and o�-chip memory references
onto DRAMs are too slow to support gigabit routing speeds.

In the rest of this paper we present a data structure that can represent large rout-
ing tables in a very compact form and can be searched quickly using few memory
references. For the largest routing tables we have found at key interconnection points
in the Internet [92, 101], the data structure is 150 { 160 Kbytes. That is small enough
to �t entirely in the secondary cache of Pentium Pro processors, and to almost �t in
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Figure 2.1: A router design

the secondary cache of Alpha 21164 processors. A lookup with an Alpha processor
typically requires less than 100 instructions, uses eight memory references, and ac-
cesses a total of 14 bytes. In the worst case, where the pre�x is longer than 28 bits
(very rare), an additional 50 instructions, four memory references, and 7 bytes are
needed. With the data structure in secondary cache, both Alpha and Pentium Pro
processors can do more than two million routing lookups per second. With a packet
size of 1000 bits (125 bytes), that is equivalent to more than 2 Gbit/s.

2.2 Routing and Forwarding Tables

A router design is schematically shown in Figure 2.1. A number of network interfaces,
forwarding engines, and a network processor are interconnected with a connection
fabric. Inbound interfaces send packet headers to the forwarding engines through the
connection fabric. The forwarding engines in turn determine which outgoing interface
the packet should be sent to. This information is sent back to the inbound interface,
which forwards the packet to the outbound interface. The only task of a forwarding
engine is to process packet headers. All other tasks such as participating in routing
protocols, resource reservation, handling packets that need extra attention, and other
administrative duties, are handled by the network processor.

A forwarding engine uses a local version of the routing table, a forwarding table,
downloaded from the network processor to make its routing decisions. It is not nec-
cessary to download a new forwarding table for each routing update. Routing updates
can be frequent but since routing protocols need some time to converge, forwarding
tables can grow a little stale and need not change more than at most once per second
[35].

The network processor needs a dynamic routing table designed for fast updates
and fast generation of forwarding tables. The forwarding tables, on the other hand,
can be optimized for lookup speed and need not be dynamic.
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2.3 Design Goals and Parameters

When designing the data structure used in the forwarding table, the primary goal
was to minimize lookup time. To reach that goal, we simultaneously minimize two
parameters;

� the number of memory accesses required during lookup, and

� the size of the data structure.

Reducing the number of memory accesses required during a lookup is important
because memory accesses are relatively slow and usually the bottleneck of lookup
procedures. If the data structure can be made small enough, it can �t entirely in
the cache of a conventional microprocessor. This means that memory accesses will
be orders of magnitude faster than if the data structure needs to reside in memory
consisting of relatively slow DRAM, as is the case for Patricia trees.

If the forwarding table does not �t entirely in the cache, it is still bene�cial if a
large fraction of the table can reside in cache. Locality in tra�c patterns will keep
the most frequently used pieces of the data structure in cache, so that most lookups
will be fast. Moreover, it becomes feasible to use fast SRAM for the small amount
of needed external memory. SRAM is expensive, and more expensive the faster it is.
For a given cost, the SRAM can be faster if less is needed.

As secondary design goals, the data structure should

� need few instructions during lookup, and

� keep the entities naturally aligned as much as possible to avoid expensive in-
structions and cumbersome bit-extraction operations.

These goals have a second-order e�ect on the performance of the data structure.

To determine quantitative design parameters for the data structure, we have in-
vestigated a number of large routing tables (see section 2.5). In these tables there are
fairly few distinct next-hops, less than 60 distinct next-hops in tables consisting of up
to 40,000 routing entries. If next-hops are identical, the rest of the routing informa-
tion is also the same, and thus all routing entries specifying the same next-hop can
share routing information. The number of distinct next-hops in the routing table of
a router is limited by the number of other routers or hosts that can be reached in one
hop, so it is not surprising that these numbers can be small even for large backbone
routers. However, if a router is connected to, for instance, a large ATM network, the
number of next-hops can be much higher.

The forwarding table data structure is designed to accommodate 214 or 16K dif-
ferent next-hops. This should be su�cient for most cases. If there are fewer than 256
distinct next-hops, so that an index into the next-hop table can be stored in a single
byte, the forwarding tables described here can be modi�ed to occupy considerably
less space.
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Figure 2.2: Binary tree spanning the entire IP address space.
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Figure 2.3: Routing entries de�ning ranges of IP addresses.

2.4 The Data Structure

The forwarding table is essentially a tree with three levels. Searching one level requires
one to four memory accesses. Consequently, the maximumnumber of memory accesses
is twelve. However, with the routing tables we have tried, the vast majority of lookups
requires searching one or two levels only, so the most likely number of memory accesses
is eight or less.

For the purpose of understanding the data structure, imagine a binary tree that
spans the entire IP address space (Figure 2.2). Its height is 32, and the number of
leaves is 232, one for each possible IP address. The pre�x of a routing table entry
de�nes a path in the tree ending in some node. All IP addresses (leaves) in the
subtree rooted at that node should be routed according to that routing entry. In this
manner each routing table entry de�nes a range of IP addresses with identical routing
information.

If several routing entries cover the same IP address, the rule of the longest match
is applied; it states that for a given IP address, the routing entry with the longest
matching pre�x should be used. This situation is illustrated in Figure 2.3; the routing
entry e1 is hidden by e2 for addresses in the range r.

The forwarding table is a representation of the binary tree spanned by all routing
entries. This is called the pre�x tree. We require that the pre�x tree is full, i.e., that
each node in the tree has either two or no children. Nodes with a single child must be
expanded to have two children; the children added in this way are always leaves, and
their next-hop information will be the same as the next-hop of the closest ancestor
with next-hop information, or the \unde�ned" next-hop if no such ancestor exists.
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Figure 2.4: Expanding the pre�x tree to be full.
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Figure 2.5: The three levels of the data structure.

This procedure, illustrated in Figure 2.4, increases the number of nodes in the
pre�x tree, but allows building a small forwarding table. Note that it is not needed
to actually build the pre�x tree to build the forwarding table. We use the pre�x tree
to simplify our explanation. The forwarding table can be built during a single pass
over all routing entries.

A set of routing entries partitions the IP address space into sets of IP addresses.
The problem of �nding the proper routing information is similar to the interval set
membership problem [64]. In this case, each interval is de�ned by a node in the pre�x
tree and, therefore, has properties that we can use to compact the forwarding table.
For instance, each range of IP addresses has a length that is a power of two.

As shown in Figure 2.5, level one of the data structure covers the pre�x tree
down to depth 16, level two covers depths 17 to 24, and level three depths 25 to 32.
Wherever a part of the pre�x tree extends below level 16, a level two chunk describes
that part of the tree. Similarly, chunks at level three describe parts of the pre�x tree
that are deeper than 24. The result of searching a level of the data structure is either
an index into the next-hop table or an index into an array of chunks for the next level.

2.4.1 Level 1 of the data structure

Imagine a cut through the pre�x tree at depth 16. The cut is stored in a bit-vector,
with one bit per possible node at depth 16. 216 bits = 64Kbits = 8 Kbytes are required
for this. To �nd the bit corresponding to the initial part of an IP address, the upper
16 bits of the address is used as an index into the bit-vector.

When there is a node in the pre�x tree at depth 16, the corresponding bit in the
vector is set. Also, when the tree has a leaf at a depth less than 16, the lowest bit in
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Figure 2.6: Part of cut with corresponding bit-vector

the interval covered by that leaf is set. All other bits are zero. A bit in the bit vector
can thus be

� a one representing that the pre�x tree continues below the cut; a root head (bits
6, 12, and 13 in Figure 2.6), or

� a one representing a leaf at depth 16 or less; a genuine head (bits 0, 4, 7, 8, 14,
and 15 in Figure 2.6), or

� zero, which means that this value is a member of a range covered by a leaf at a
depth less than 16 (bits 1, 2, 3, 5, 9, 10, and 11 in Figure 2.6). Members have
the same next-hop as the largest head smaller than the member.

For genuine heads we need to store an index to the next-hop table. Members will
use the same index as the largest head smaller than the member. For root heads,
we need to store an index to the level two chunk that represents the corresponding
subtree. The head information is encoded in 16-bit pointers stored in an array. Two
bits of the pointer encodes what kind of pointer it is, and the 14 remaining bits are
either indices into the next-hop table or into an array containing level two chunks.

So how do we �nd the proper pointer? The bit-vector is divided into bit-masks of
length 16 and there are 212 = 4096 of those. The position of a pointer in the array is
obtained by adding three entities: a base index, a 6-bit o�set and a 4-bit o�set. Base
index plus 6-bit o�set determines where the pointers corresponding to a particular
bit-mask are stored. The 4-bit o�set speci�es which pointer among those to retreive.
Figure 2.7 shows how these entities are found. The following paragraphs elaborate on
the procedure.

Since bit-masks are generated from a full pre�x tree, not all combinations of the
16 bits are possible. A non-zero bit-mask of length 2n can be any combination of
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Figure 2.7: Finding the pointer index.

two bit-masks of length n or the bit-mask with value 1. Let a(n) be the number of
possible non-zero bit-masks of length 2n. a(n) is de�ned by the recurrence

a(0) = 1; a(n+ 1) = 1 + a(n)2 (2.1)

The number of possible bit-masks with length 16 are thus a(4) + 1 = 678, the addi-
tional one is because the bit-mask can be zero. An index into a table with an entry
for each bit-mask thus only needs 10 bits.

We keep such a table, maptable, to map bit numbers within a bit-mask to 4-bit
o�sets. The o�set speci�es how many pointers to skip over to �nd the wanted one,
so it is equal to the number of set bits smaller than the bit index. These o�sets are
the same for all forwarding tables, regardless of what values the pointers happen to
have. Maptable is constant, it is generated once and for all.

The actual bit-masks are not needed, and instead of the bit-vector we keep an
array of 16-bit code words consisting of a 10-bit index into maptable plus a 6-bit
o�set. A 6-bit o�set covers up to 64 pointers, so we need one base index per four code
words. There can be at most 64K pointers so the base indices need to be at most 16
bits (216 = 64K).

The following steps are required to search the �rst level of the data structure; the
array of code words is called code, and the array of base addresses is called base.
Figure 2.7 illustrates the procedure.

ix := high 12 bits of IP address

bit := low 4 of high 16 bits of IP address

codeword := code[ix]

ten := ten bits from codeword

six := six bits from codeword

bix := high 10 bits of IP address

pix := base[bix] + six + maptable[ten][bit]

pointer := level1_pointers[pix]
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The code is extremely simple. A few bit extractions, array references, and ad-
ditions is all that is needed. No multiplication or division instructions are required
except for the implicit multiplications when indexing an array.

A total of 7 bytes needs to be accessed to search the �rst level: a two byte code
word, a two byte base address, one byte (4 bits, really) in maptable, and �nally a two
byte pointer. The size of the �rst level is 8K bytes for the code word array, 2K bytes
for the array of base indices, plus a number of pointers. The 5.3 Kbytes required by
maptable are shared among all three levels.

Optimizations at level 1

When the bit-mask is zero or has a single bit set, the pointer must be an index into
the next-hop table. Such pointers can be encoded directly into the code word and
thus maptable need not contain entries for bit-masks one and zero. The number of
maptable entries is thus reduced to 676 (indices 0 through 675). When the ten bits
in the code word (ten above) are larger than 675, the code word represents a direct
index into the next-hop table. The six bits from the code word are used as the lowest
6 bits in the index, and (ten-676) are the upper bits of the index. This encoding
allows at most (1024 � 676) � 26 = 22272 next-hop indices, which is more than the
16K we are designing for. This optimization eliminates three memory references when
a routing entry is located at depth 12 or higher, and reduces the number of pointers
in the pointer array considerably. The cost is a comparison and a conditional branch.

2.4.2 Levels 2 and 3 of the data structure

Levels two and three of the data structure consist of chunks. A chunk covers a subtree
of height 8 and can contain at most 28 = 256 heads. A root head in level n�1 points
to a chunk in level n.

There are three varieties of chunks depending on how many heads the imaginary
bit-vector contains. When there are

� 1{8 heads, the chunk is sparse and is represented by an array of the 8-bit indices
of the heads, plus eight 16-bit pointers; a total of 24 bytes.

� 9{64 heads, the chunk is dense. It is represented analogously with level 1, except
for the number of base indexes. The di�erence is that only one base index is
needed for all 16 code words, because 6-bit o�sets can cover all 64 pointers. A
total of 34 bytes are needed, plus 18 to 128 bytes for pointers.

� 65{256 heads, the chunk is very dense. It is represented analogously with level
1. 16 code words and 4 base indexes give a total of 40 bytes. In addition the 65
to 256 pointers require 130 to 512 bytes.

Dense and very dense chunks are searched analogously with the �rst level. For
sparse chunks, the 1 to 8 values are placed in decreasing order. To avoid a bad worst-
case when searching, the fourth value is examined to determine if the desired element
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is among the �rst four or last four elements. After that, a linear scan determines the
index of the desired element, and the pointer with that index can be extracted. The
�rst element less than or equal to the search key is the desired element. At most 7
bytes need to be accessed to search a sparse chunk.

Optimizations at levels two and three

Dense and very dense chunks are optimized analogously with level 1 as described in
section 2.4.1. In sparse chunks, two consecutive heads can be merged and represented
by the smaller if their next-hops are identical. When deciding whether a chunk is
sparse or dense, this merging is taken into account so that the chunk is deemed
sparse when the number of merged heads is 8 or less. Many of the leaves that were
added to make the tree full will occur in order and have identical next-hops. Heads
corresponding to such leaves will be merged in sparse chunks.

This optimization shifts the chunk distribution from the larger dense chunks to-
wards the smaller sparse chunks. For large tables, the size of the forwarding table is
typically decreased by 5 to 15 per cent.

2.4.3 Growth

The data structure can accomodate considerable growth in the number of routing
entries. There are two limits in the current design.

1. The number of chunks of each kind is limited to 214 = 16384 per level.

Table 2.2 shows that this is about 16 times more than is currently used. If the
limit is ever exceeded, the data structure can be modi�ed so that pointers are
encoded di�erently to give more room for indices, or so that the pointer size is
increased.

2. The number of pointers in levels two and three is limited by the size of the base
indices.

The current implementation uses 16-bit base indices and can accomodate a
growth factor of 3 to 5. If the limit is exceeded it is straightforward to increase
the size of base pointers to three bytes. The chunk size is then increased by 3
per cent for dense chunks and 10 per cent for very dense chunks. Sparse chunks
are not a�ected.

It is clear that the data structure can accomodate a large increase in number of
routing entries. Its size will grow at most linearly with the number of routing entries.

2.5 Performance measurements

To investigate the performance of the forwarding tables, a number of IP routing tables
were collected. Internet routing tables are currently available at the web site for the
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Routing next- Size Build
Site Date Year entries Leaves hops (Kb) time
Mae East Jan 9 '97 32732 58714 56 160 99 ms
Mae East Oct 21 '96 38141 36607 50 148 91 ms
Sprint Jan 1 '97 21797 43513 17 123 72 ms
PacBell Jan 28 '97 18308 33250 2 99 49 ms
Mae West Jan 1 '97 12049 28273 51 86 46 ms
AADS Jan 4 '97 1109 5670 12 28 11 ms

Table 2.1: Forwarding table generation data.

sparse dense very dense level 3
Site Date Year chunks chunks chunks chunks
Mae East Jan 9 '97 1199 587 186 2
Mae East Oct 21 '96 1060 593 149 4
Sprint Jan 1 '97 988 483 98 3
PacBell Jan 28 '97 873 357 67 0
Mae West Jan 1 '97 775 312 42 3
AADS Jan 4 '97 320 38 0 2

Table 2.2: Chunk distribution in forwarding tables.

Internet Performance Measurement and Analysis (IPMA) project [101], and were
previously made available by the now terminated Routing Arbiter project [92]. The
collected routing tables are daily snapshots of the routing tables used at various large
Internet interconnection points. Some of the routing entries in these tables contain
multiple next-hops. In that case, one of them was randomly selected as the next-hop
to use in the forwarding table.

2.5.1 Size of Forwarding Table

Tables 2.1 and 2.2 show data on forwarding tables constructed from various routing
tables. For each site, they show data and results for the routing table that generated
the largest forwarding table. Routing entries is the number of routing entries in the
routing table, and Next-hops is the number of distinct next-hops found in the table.
Leaves is the number of leaves in the pre�x tree after leaves have been added to make
it full.

Build time in Table 2.1 is the time required to generate the forwarding table from
an in-memory binary tree representation of the routing table. Times were measured
on a 333 MHz Alpha 21164 running DEC OSF1. Table 2.2 show the total number of
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Clock Primary Cache Secondary Cache Tertiary Cache
Processor cycle Size Lat Size Lat Size Lat
Alpha 21164 3 ns 8 Kb 6 ns 96 Kb 24 ns 2 Mb 72 ns
Pentium Pro 5 ns 8 Kb 10 ns 256 Kb 30 ns

Table 2.3: Processor and Cache data

sparse, dense, and very dense chunks in the generated tables followed by the number
of chunks in the lowest level of the data structure.

It is clear from Table 2.1 that new forwarding tables can be generated quickly.
At a regeneration frequency of one Hz, less than one tenth of the Alpha's capacity is
consumed. As discussed in section 2.1, higher regeneration frequencies than 1 Hz are
not required.

The larger forwarding tables in Table 2.1 do not �t entirely in the 96 Kbyte
secondary cache of the Alpha. It is feasible, however, to have a small amount of very
fast SRAM in the third level cache for the pieces that do not �t in the secondary
cache, and thus reduce the cost of a miss in the secondary cache. With locality in
tra�c patterns, most memory references would be to the secondary cache.

An interesting observation is that the size of these tables are comparable to what
it would take to just store all pre�xes in an array. For the larger tables, no more
than 5.6 bytes per pre�x is needed. More than half of these bytes are consumed by
pointers. In the Sprint table there are 33469 pointers that require over 65 Kbytes
of storage. It is clear that further reductions of the forwarding table size could be
accomplished by reducing the number of pointers.

2.5.2 Lookup Performance

Our measurements on the lookup routine are done on a C function compiled with
the GNU [95] C-compiler gcc. Reported times do not include the function call or the
memory access to the next-hop table. gcc generates code that uses approximately 50
Alpha instructions to search one level of the data structure in the worst case. On a
Pentium Pro, gcc generates code that uses 35 to 45 instructions per level in the worst
case. It is concievable that better code can be obtained by hand-coding the lookup
routine in assembler; we have not tried this.

It is possible to read the current value of the clock cycle counter on Alphas and
Pentium Pros. We have used this facility to measure lookup times with high precision:
one clock tick is 5 nanoseconds at 200 MHz and 3 nanoseconds at 333 MHz.

Ideally, we would like to place the entire forwarding table in cache so lookups would
be performed with an undisturbed cache. That would emulate the cache behaviour
of a dedicated forwarding engine. However, we have access to conventional general-
purpose workstations only and it is di�cult to control the cache contents on such
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systems. The cache is disturbed whenever I/O is performed, an interrupt occurs, or
another process gets to run. It is not even possible to print out measurement data or
read a new IP address from a �le without disturbing the cache.

The best method we could devise is to perform each lookup twice, measuring the
time for the second lookup. In this way, the �rst lookup is done with a disturbed
cache and the second in a cache where all necessary data has been forced into the
primary cache by the �rst lookup. After each pair of lookups measurement data is
printed out and a new address is fetched, a procedure that again disturbs the cache.

The second lookup will perform better than lookups in a forwarding engine because
data and instructions have moved into the primary cache closest to the processor. To
get an upper limit on the lookup time, the additional time required for memory
accesses to the secondary cache must be added to the measured times. To test all
paths through the forwarding table, lookup time was measured for each entry in the
routing table, including the entries added by the expansion to a full tree.

Average lookup times can not be inferred from these experiments because it is not
likely that a realistic tra�c mix would have a uniform probability for accessing each
routing entry. Moreover, locality in tra�c patterns will keep frequently accessed parts
of the data structure in the primary cache and, thus, reduce the average lookup time.
The performance �gures calculated below are conservative because it is assumed that
all memory accesses miss in the primary cache, and that the worst case execution
time will always occur. Realistic lookup speeds would be higher.

Table 2.2 show that there are very few chunks in level three of the data structure.
That makes it likely that the vast majority of lookups need to search no more than
two levels to �nd the next hop. Therefore, the additional time for memory accesses to
the secondary cache is calculated for eight instead of the worst-case twelve memory
accesses. If a signi�cant fraction of lookups were to access those few chunks, they
would migrate into the primary cache and all twelve memory accesses would become
less expensive.

Lookup performance for Alpha 21164

The Alpha 21164 we experimented with has a clock frequency of 333 MHz; one cycle
takes 3 nanoseconds. Accesses to the 8 Kbyte primary data cache completes in 2
cycles and accesses to the secondary 96 Kbyte cache requires 8 cycles. See Table 2.3.

Figure 2.8 shows the distribution of clock ticks elapsed during the second lookup for
the Alpha on the Sprint routing table from January 1st. The fastest observed lookups
require 17 clock cycles. This is the case when the code word in the �rst level directly
encodes the index to the next-hop table. There are very few such routing entries.
However, as each such routing entry covers many IP addresses, actual tra�c might
contain many such destination addresses. Some lookups take 22 cycles, which must
be the same case as the previous. Experiments have con�rmed that when the clock
cycle counter is read with two consecutive instructions, the di�erence is sometimes 5
cycles instead of the expected 0.
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Figure 2.8: Lookup time distribution, Alpha 21164

The next spike in Figure 2.8 is at 41 clock cycles, which is the case when the
pointer found in the �rst level is an index to the next-hop table. Traditional class B
addresses fall in this category. Spikes at 52{53, 57, 62, 67, and 72 ticks correspond
to �nding the pointer after examining one, two, three, four, or �ve values in a sparse
level 2 chunk. The huge spikes at 75 and 83 ticks are because that many ticks are
required to search a dense and very dense chunk, respectively. A few observations
above 83 correspond to pointers found after searching a sparse level 3 chunk, but
we believe that most are due to variations in execution time. Cache conicts in the
secondary cache, or di�erences in the state of pipelines and cache system before the
lookup, can cause such variations. The tail of observations above 100 clock cycles are
either due to such variations or to cache misses. 300 nanoseconds should be su�cient
for a lookup when all data is in the primary cache.

The di�erence between a data access in the primary cache and the secondary cache
is 8� 2 = 6 cycles. Thus, searching two levels of the data structure in the worst case
requires 8 � 6 = 48 clock cycles more than indicated by Figure 2.8. That means at
most 100 + 48 = 148 cycles or 444 nanoseconds for the worst case lookup when 2
levels are su�cient. The Alpha should thus be able to do at least 2.2 million routing
lookups per second with the forwarding table in the secondary cache.

Lookup performance for Pentium Pro

The Pentium Pro we experimented with has a clock frequency of 200 MHz; one cycle
takes 5 nanoseconds. The primary 8 Kbyte cache has a latency of 2 cycles and the
secondary cache of 256 Kbytes has a latency of 6 cycles. See Table 2.3.

Figure 2.9 shows the distribution of clock ticks elapsed during the second lookup
for the Pentium Pro with the same forwarding table as in the previous section. The
sequence of instructions that fetches the clock cycle counter takes 33 clock cycles.
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Figure 2.9: Lookup time distribution, Pentium Pro

When two fetches occur immediately after each other the counter values di�er by 33.
For this reason, all reported times have been reduced by 33 clock cycles.

The fastest observed lookups are 11 clock cycles, about the same speed as for
the Alpha. The spike corresponding to the case when the next-hop index is found
immediately after the �rst level occurs at 25 clock cycles. The spikes corresponding to
a sparse level 2 chunk are grouped closely together in the range 36 to 40 clock cycles.
The di�erent caching structure of the Pentium seems to deal better with linear scans
than the caching structure of the Alpha.

When the second level chunks are dense and very dense, the lookup requires 48
and 50 cycles, respectively. There are some additional irregular spikes up to 69, above
which there are very few observations. It is clear that 69 cycles (345 nanoseconds) is
su�cient to do a lookup when all data is in the primary cache.

The di�erence in access time between the primary and secondary cache is 20
nanoseconds (4 cycles). The lookup time for on the Pentium Pro when two levels
need to be examined is then at worst 69 + 8 � 4 = 101 cycles or 505 nanoseconds.
The Pentium Pro can do at least 2.0 million routing lookups per second with the
forwarding table in secondary cache.

2.6 Related Work

We are not aware of any substantial improvements in the performance of software
for full IP routing lookups in recent years. An early work on improving IP routing
performance by avoiding full routing lookups [37] found that a small destination
address cache can improve routing lookup performance by at least 65 per cent. Less
than 10 slots was needed to get a hit rate over 90 per cent. Much larger destination
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address caches are needed with the larger tra�c intensities and number of hosts in
today's Internet; several thousand slots are neccessary.

ATM avoids doing routing lookups by having a signalling protocol that passes
addresses to the network during connection setup. Forwarding state, accessed by a
virtual circuit identi�er (VCI), is installed in switches along the path of the connection
during setup. ATM cells contain the VCI which can then be used as a direct index
into a table with forwarding state or as the key to a hash function. The routing
decision is simpler for ATM. However, when packet sizes are larger than 45 bytes,
more ATM routing decisions need to be made. When packets are large, it can be
more e�cient to make a few IP routing lookups instead of a large number of ATM
lookups. If network tra�c consists mostly of large packets in the future, IP will be
more e�cient.

Tag switching and ow switching [71] are two IP bypass methods that are meant to
be operated over ATM. The general idea is to let IP control link-level ATM hardware
that performs actual data forwarding. Special purpose protocols [70] are needed
between routers to agree on what ATM virtual circuit identi�ers to use and which
packet should use which VCI. If IP processing was fast enough, that extra machinery
would not be needed.

Another approach with the same goal of avoiding IP processing is taken in the

aItPm architecture [78, 77], where an ATM backplane connects a number of line
cards and routing cards. IP processing elements located in the routing cards process
IP headers. When a packet stream arrives, only the �rst IP header is examined and
the later packets are routed the same way as the �rst one. The main purpose of these
shortcuts seems to be to amortize the cost of IP processing over many packets. Again,
that would not be necessary if IP processing was fast enough.

IP router designs can use special-purpose hardware to do IP processing, as in the
IBM router [6]. This can be an inexible solution. Any changes in the IP format
or protocol could invalidate such designs. The exibility of software and the rapid
performance increase of general purpose processors makes such solutions preferable.
Another hardware approach is to use CAMs to do routing lookups [62]. This is a fast
but expensive solution.

BBN is currently building a pair of multi-gigabit routers that use general purpose
processors as forwarding engines. Little information has been published so far. The
idea, however, seems to be to use Alpha processors as forwarding engines and do all
IP processing in software. [75] shows that it is possible to do IP processing in no more
than 200 instructions, assuming a hit in a route cache. The secondary cache of the
Alpha is used as a large LRU cache of destination addresses. The scheme presumes
locality in tra�c patterns. With low locality the cache hit rate could become too low
and performance would su�er.
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2.7 Discussion and Further Work

A processor in a router or forwarding engine would presumably do other IP process-
ing than routing lookups. However, assuming that other IP processing requires 100
instructions in the common path, Pentium Pros and Alphas are still powerful enough
to process a million IP packets per second.

Our analysis of the performance of forwarding table lookups is conservative. The
longest observed lookup time was used and it was assumed that memory accesses
always missed in the primary cache. Even if the access probability for routing entries
was uniformly distributed, there would be several hits in the primary cache. With
locality, many accesses would be to the primary cache and performance would increase
even further. A natural way to continue this work is to study cache behaviour using
realistic packet traces. Signi�cantly lower average lookup times are expected.

Increased routing lookup speeds will make caching of destination addresses less
sensitive to low locality in tra�c patterns. Designs using route caching will be sound
for much lower cache hit rates when routing lookups are fast.

The current forwarding table sizes of around 150{160 Kbytes for the largest routing
tables are still not small enough to �t entirely in the second level cache of Alpha
21164s. The current small size and fast lookups has been realized by applying recent
work in algorithm theory [14, 15, 73] and by careful tuning of the data structure.
There is reason to believe that this �eld of algorithm theory will develop even further.
Moreover, a number of techniques to reduce the table size even further are still untried.
There is still hope of making forwarding tables small enough to �t entirely in the
secondary 96 Kbyte cache of Alpha 21164 processors.

With the coming of IPv6 [21, 49] it is desirable to do fast lookups for 128-bit IPv6
addresses as well. With such large addresses, there is a danger of inating the table
size if the address space is sparsely utilized everywhere. However, there are techniques
to adapt depths of chunks to the density and sparsity of the pre�x tree so that a small
size can be guaranteed. To tune the data structure to the actual properties of the
IPv6 address space, a number of representative IPv6 routing tables would have to be
examined, but such tables do not yet exist. We strongly believe that small forwarding
tables and fast routing lookups are possible for IPv6 as well as IPv4.

2.8 Conclusion

We have shown the feasibility of doing full IP routing lookups per packet at gigabit
speeds. The technique involves generating a compact forwarding table that can be
searched quickly to �nd the longest matching pre�x. No special hardware is required.
Pessimistic calculations based on experimental data show that general purpose pro-
cessors are capable of performing several million full IP routing lookups per second.
With locality in tra�c, lookup speeds will be even higher.
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These forwarding tables can scale to accomodate arbitrary growth in the size of
routing tables. With small modi�cations, there is practically no limit. The solution
is general. Similar techniques can be applied to the larger addresses of IPv6.
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Abstract

We extend a measurement-based admission control algorithm suggested for predictive
service to provide advance reservations for guaranteed and predictive service while
keeping the attractive features of predictive service. The admission decision for ad-
vance reservations is based on information about ows that overlap in time. For ows
that have not yet started, the requested values are used, and for those that have already
started measurements are used. This allows us to estimate the network load accurately
for the near future. To provide advance reservations we ask users to include dura-
tions in their requests. We present simulation results to show that predictive service
with advance reservations provides utilization levels signi�cantly higher than those
for guaranteed service, and comparable to those for predicted service without advance
reservations. Those utilization levels are reached without any preemtion of other ad-
mitted ows. Finally, we discuss how to setup advance reservations over multiple
hops in the Internet using resource reservation setup protocols.

3.1 Introduction

Real time multimedia applications will share future networks with traditional data ap-
plications. To provide quality-of-service (QoS) for real time applications, it is likely
that resource reservations will have to be made in the network. Current resource
reservation protocols allocate resources just before communication begins, e.g., ST-2
[100] and various ATM signaling protocols reserve resources during connection estab-
lishment. This model of communication may not �t the needs of future network users
[76, pp. 44{45].

1This work was supported by a grant from the Center for Distance Spanning Technology (CDT),
Lule�a, Sweden.
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Resource reservations should be optional and decoupled from the starting time
of the session. One should be able to reserve resources prior to or during a network
session depending on when a speci�c service is needed. Users may know far in advance
of their needs and would like to plan their activities by making advance reservations
to ensure that they are not blocked by the network's admission control mechanism.
Imagine some users with busy schedules in di�erent time zones who want to have an
important teleconference on a resource-limited network at an agreed time in the near
future. They should be allowed to make an advance reservation given that they know
when and for what duration their teleconference will take place.

In this paper we will look at an important candidate for an admission control
algorithm originally proposed in [52] and later re�ned in [53], for a service called pre-
dictive service [19]. Predictive service provides quality of service for applications that
can tolerate some loss such as real time digital audio and video applications that can
adjust their playback points in response to jitter in the network. The e�ciency gain of
predictive service comes from allowing more ows into the network than guaranteed
service, thus providing more sharing and lower cost. The architecture described in
[19] supports guaranteed and predictive service, but not advance reservations.

The possibility of making advance resource reservations should be a part of a
communication architecture to provide better service to the users. Whether advance
reservations are actually needed depends on future resource scarcity. Where resources
are plentiful, not even immediate reservations may be necessary, but where resources
are scarce enough to justify reservations at all, it makes sense to be able to make them
in advance. In this paper we will show that advance reservations can be provided by
the network with little overhead.

3.2 Framework

The service model and the admission control algorithm suggested in this paper are
extensions of those presented in [19] and [53]. In [19], the proposed network service
interface o�ers guaranteed service, predictive service and best-e�ort (ASAP) service.
The service interface relies on token bucket tra�c shaping; the source speci�es the
bucket size b and the token generation rate r. Guaranteed service provides a minimum
transmission rate and therefore the queuing delay bound becomes the bucket size
divided by the rate. Predictive service provides K di�erent service classes with widely
spaced target delay bounds Di and it is suggested that the target bounds are spaced
by an order of magnitude. The bounded quantity is the queuing delay per hop, so it
is necessary to add up the target delay bounds at each hop to �nd the upper bound
on the total queuing delay.

To support this service interface a scheduling algorithm is presented in [19]. The
guaranteed service tra�c is scheduled with weighted fair queuing (WFQ) [28] so that
each guaranteed service client has a separate WFQ ow. All the predictive service
ows and ASAP tra�c share the spare bandwidth in a pseudo{WFQ ow, called
ow 0. The available bandwidth for ow 0 is therefore � � �̂G where � is the link
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bandwidth and �̂G is the measured bandwidth usage for all guaranteed ows over the
link. Inside ow 0, there are a number of strict priority classes: one class for each
target delay bound and ASAP tra�c at the lowest priority. The strict priority scheme
implies that queuing delay experienced by higher priority classes will be conveyed to
lower priority classes.

Admission control is performed in each switch along the path of a ow. Admission
requests will be carried to the switches by an end-to-end resource reservation protocol.

Note that our use of the term \guaranteed service" in this paper is adopted from
[19]. There are other ways to provide guaranteed service which may give better
utilization, e.g., jitter-EDD [39].

3.3 Duration Intervals

To achieve an e�cient scheme for advance reservations without preemption we have
extended the service interface so that each admission request includes a duration
interval: I = [ts; te], where ts is the starting time of the requested service and te
is the �nishing time of that service. Knowledge of these intervals is necessary for
the admission control algorithm to determine which requests overlap and when the
reserved resources will be released. As a special case, requests for immediate admission
will specify now as their starting time. Note that a duration interval refers to the
resource allocation only, sending packets outside the interval is possible but as no
resources are allocated to those packets they will receive a lower service quality.

A user that does not know how long a session will be should be able to use a
default value or a value derived from a personal pro�le. If a resource allocation turns
out to be shorter than needed, it will be possible to renegotiate by calling admission
control again. If the new request is granted the duration of the resource allocation is
extended. If not, the session is in danger of loosing service quality when the resource
allocation expires. Default intervals could be renegotiated automatically just before
they expire.

If a resouce allocation turns out to be longer than needed, other advance reserva-
tion requests might unecessarily be rejected. Fortunately, the unused resources can
be given to those who are requesting immediate admission. This is because the mea-
surement procedure of predictive service automatically detects unused capacity once
a ow is active. Therefore, over-reservation has little impact on the total utilization
as long as there are some immediate requests for admission. In addition, there is an
option for users to explicitly cancel the allocation before it expires.
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3.4 Admission Control Decision for Advance Reser-

vations

The admission decision for predictive service is based on requested rates for ows that
have not yet started and on measured rates for currently active ows. If there are
no advance reservations and a request for immediate admission arrives, our extended
conditions give the same result as the conditions stated in [53].

Figure 3.1 is a snap-shot of admitted ows in a time/bandwidth diagram. Flows
a, b and c are currently active and we have measurements of their rates and maximum
delays which are used as predictions of their future behavior. When a new admission
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Figure 3.1: Snap-shot of reservations.

request arrives, admission is granted if the new ow would not cause any delay bounds
to be violated or bandwidth limits to be exceeded. The admission conditions (section
3.4.1) only consider ows that overlap with the new ow (b,c,d,e,g,h), using measured
bandwidth if they have started or, otherwise, bandwidth requests; we call this the
estimated bandwidth. The conditions are checked at all points where new ows begin
(ts, tx and ty).

For reservations in the distant future the number of currently active overlapping
ows is small and admission decisions are based mainly on requested rates. In the
near future the number of currently active overlapping ows is probably large and
admission decisions are based mainly on measured values. So, in the distant future,
the admission criteria are conservative, but as time proceeds more overlapping ows
will become active and we get better estimates of bandwidth usage. Thus, as we get
closer in time to the point at which a ow with an advance reservation is to begin, we
have a more accurate knowledge of the network load and more ows can be admitted.
Requests for immediate reservation can �ll up the remaining bandwidth.
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3.4.1 Admission Criteria

A client may request admission for predictive service in one of the classes 1 to K
(where class K packets are scheduled at the lowest priority level), or for guaranteed
service. The following notation will be used in the formulas2 describing our admission
criteria:

�G(t) estimated bandwidth for guaranteed ows at time t
�P (t) estimated bandwidth for predictive ows at time t
�Pi(t) estimated bandwidth for ows in predictive class i at time t
RG(t) requested bandwidth for guaranteed ows at time t

D̂j measured delay in predictive class j
Bj(t) bucket size sum for not yet started ows in predictive class j.

Predictive service: When a client requests service in predictive class k for a ow �,
shaped by token bucket �lter (r�k ; b

�
k ; I

�), the admission control algorithm performs
the following checks:

� Determine if the bandwidth usage, after adding the new load r�k , will exceed
the available link capacity v� during the requested interval I�:

v� > max
t�I�

�
r�k + �G(t) + �P (t)

�
(3.1)

The available link capacity, v�, is determined by the link capacity � and the
link utilization target v, that is tunable.

� Determine whether the worst possible behavior of the new ow and the other
ows that have not yet started can cause violation of delay bounds for predictive
service classes k through K.

The worst case is when all predictive service ows ush their entire token buckets
simultaneously in one burst. The resulting queue will be emptied according to
the available bandwidth.

- check the delay bound, Dk, of the same priority level:

Dk > max
t�I�

 
D̂k +

b�k +
Pk

i=1Bi(t)

� � �G(t) �
Pk�1

i=1 �Pi(t)

!
(3.2)

- check the delay bound of the lower priority levels, i.e., Dj where k < j � K.

Dj > max
t�I�

0
@D̂j

�
�� �G(now) �

Pk�1
i=1 �Pi(now)

�
+
�
b�k +

Pj

i=1Bi(t)
�

� � �G(t) �
Pk�1

i=1 �Pi(t) � r�k

1
A (3.3)

2These formulas are extensions of those presented in [53]
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Guaranteed service: When a client requests guaranteed service for a ow � shaped
by (r�G; b

�
G; I

�), the admission control algorithm �rst performs the total bandwidth
check expressed in (1), then the following checks are performed:

� Determine whether the requested bandwidth of all guaranteed service ows will
exceed link capacity:

v� > max
t�I�

�
r�G + RG(t)

�
(3.4)

� Determine that the delay bounds of each predictive service class is still observed
when the remaining bandwidth is decreased (estimated bandwidth for guaran-
teed ows and for predictive classes with higher priority is subtracted from the
link bandwidth).

Dj > D̂j �max
t�I�

 
�� �G(now) �

Pj�1
i=1 �Pi(now)

� � r�G � �G(t) �
Pj�1

i=1 �Pi(t)

!
1 � j � K (3.5)

3.4.2 Operation of Admission Control Algorithm
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Figure 3.2: Plot of number of active ows when there is a large block of ows admitted in advance.

Figure 3.2 illustrates how our admission control algorithm operates. At time 1700
a large number of sources start. These sources, which were admitted in advance,
have reserved all of the available bandwidth and all �nish at time 1800. There is a
background of sources asking for immediate admission with predictive service. The
�gure clearly shows that the number of active ows goes down to zero just before time
1700 because admission control rejects new ows to honor the resource commitments
to the previously admitted sources, and because active sources �nish. At time 1700
the number of active ows increases sharply as the previously admitted sources begin
to transmit. As the aggregate tra�c is measured and found to consume only part of
the resources needed to accommodate the worst case according to the token bucket
parameters of the admission requests, more sources can be admitted and the ow
count increases further.
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3.4.3 Renegotiations

If a request is made for extending the duration of an already active ow it would be
very conservative to base the admission criteria on peak-rate values obtained from the
token bucket speci�cation. Instead the available measurements of the ow could be
used to predict its future behavior. This can be done by checking the conditions (1)
to (3), replacing the bucket rate r�k with the measured rate and replacing the bucket
depth b�k with zero (so that it has no e�ect on the admission decision). This means
that the future behavior of any active ow is given by the measured values only. The
conditions need to be checked at the points in the requested interval where previously
admitted ows will start. This ensures that the extended duration will be granted
only if no previously admitted reservations are jeopardized.

3.5 State Requirements

To make the admission control decision, the original admission control algorithms
[52] [53] need the current bandwidth use for all guaranteed ows plus maximumdelay
and bandwidth use for each predictive service class. These are measured values and
per-packet processing is needed to maintain them.

The information needed to make advance admission decisions in a switch is sum-
marized in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. Figure 3.3 shows the cumulative requested bandwidth

bandwidth

now
time

Figure 3.3: Cumulative requested band-
width

time
now

bandwidth

Figure 3.4: Predicted bandwidth use of
currently active ows

admitted to ows that have not yet started. Figure 3.4 shows the predicted band-
width use of currently active ows. Present measurements are used as predictions of
future bandwidth use for those ows. We need to keep state corresponding to these
diagrams for the guaranteed ows collectively and for each predictive service class
individually. Note that the state corresponding to �gure 3.3 need to be accessed only
when making an admission decision, while the state corresponding to �gure 3.4 are
measured values and per-packet processing is needed to maintain it.

A straightforward implementation for advance reservation would keep an amount
of state proportional to the number of active ows plus the number of ows reserved
in advance. Aggregation methods, however, can decrease the amount of state needed
for the admission control decision: ows that start or �nish at the same time, or
nearly the same time, can be treated collectively.
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There is a tradeo� between the amount of state saved by aggregating requests and
the exibility of making requests. A simple way to aggregate requests is to use time
slots. Duration intervals may then start and �nish only at certain points in time. A
disadvantage with this scheme is internal fragmentation: clients may have to reserve
longer intervals than they will actually use.

Any scheme for resource allocation in a packet switched network requires that
switches can �nd the appropriate resource allocation when a packet is received, so
that the packet can be scheduled correctly. It seems inevitable that this mapping
requires an amount of state linear in the number of active reservations if resource
reservations can be made for individual ows. For instance, the values that identify
ows with reservations (addresses, port numbers, ow identi�ers, etc) will typically
be kept by the switch.

To summarize, regardless of whether advance reservation is supported or not,
predictive service requires that a switch keeps, and accesses on a per-packet basis,
an amount of state that is no more than linear in the number of active reservations.
To support advance reservations, our admission control algorithm needs to keep an
additional amount of state not more than linear in the number of admitted ows that
have not yet started. This additional state needs to be accessed only when admission
decisions are being made.

3.6 Simulations

Our simulations aim to show that adding advance reservation capability to the admis-
sion control algorithm for predictive service does not decrease utilization levels very
much. This implies that advance reservations for predictive service give signi�cantly
higher utilization levels than advance reservations for guaranteed service.

The simulated network topology is a single link, and the source models are sim-
ple on/o� models with exponentially distributed on and o� times. We have done
simulations of scenarios with immediate reservations only, and with both immediate
and advance reservations. We have also examined the e�ects of aggregating state for
active ows with similar �nishing times. Finally, as it is likely that advance reserva-
tions will be made a long time in advance and have longer durations than immediate
reservations, we have studied how such scenarios a�ect utilization levels.

3.6.1 Simulated Topology

The simulated topology is a single 10 Mbit/s bottleneck link connecting two routers. A
number of sources are connected to one of the routers with links of in�nite bandwidth.
All sources send data to a sink connected to the other router. Our data comes from
the upstream router R (�g 3.5).
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Figure 3.5: Simulated topology

Model Model parameters Token bucket Delay bounds

Name p I N p=a r b D Dj

pkts/sec msec pkts tkns/sec tkns msec msec

Exp1 64 325 20 2 64 1 16 16
Exp2 1024 90 10 10 320 50 160 160
Exp3 107 684 9 76000 512 80 { 160

Table 3.1: Source model parameters

3.6.2 Source Model Parameters

We use three kinds of sources, all generate packet trains at some peak rate p. The
train length is exponentially distributed with mean N . The time between packet
trains is also exponentially distributed with mean I. The ratio between the peak and
average rate, p=a, can be calculated from those values.

All sources regulate their output with a token bucket �lter with token generation
rate r and bucket depth b. Each token is worth 1000 bits which is equal to the packet
size; sending one packet consumes one token. If the bucket is empty the packet is
queued until a token is available. The token bucket �lters in table 3.1 are designed
to always have a token available when the source wants to output a packet.

All source parameters are listed in table 3.1. In the table, D is the maximum
delay for a guaranteed ow, calculated from the token bucket parameters. Dj is
the requested delay bound when the source asks for predictive service. The router
supports two predictive service classes, one with a delay bound of 16 ms and the other
with a delay bound of 160 ms.

3.6.3 Flow Generation

Sources ask for admission according to a poisson process; the times between admission
requests are exponentially distributed with a mean of 400 ms. In all simulations, the
o�ered load is about 2.4 times larger than the capacity of the link, so most admission
requests are rejected.

In the �rst set of simulations, the requested duration intervals are exponentially
distributed with a mean of 300 seconds. For sources that ask for admission in ad-
vance, the times between the admission request and the start of the duration interval,
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henceforth called the booking times, are exponentially distributed with a mean of 5
min.

In the second set of simulations part of the load, henceforth called the uniform
load, comes from sources with durations that are uniformly distributed in an interval
+ � 50% of their mean. These sources use booking times that are also uniformly
distributed in an interval + � 50% of their mean. The o�ered uniform load is kept
constant by decreasing the number of admission requests when durations are large.
E.g., when durations have a mean of 30 min the number of admission requests are 6
times fewer than when durations have a mean of 5 min.

A source requests admission by sending a setup packet containing the desired
service type and token bucket parameters towards the destination. If all routers
along the path grant admission, the source transmits during the requested interval
and then it stops.

3.6.4 Measuring Process

The measuring process estimates current bandwidth utilization �̂ and experienced
maximum delay D̂ in the same way as in [53]. When deciding whether to admit an

bw

now t f3 time f4

f3: finish time of flow 3

f4: finish time of flow 4 

Figure 3.6: Estimated future bandwidth use for currently active ows

advance reservation, the algorithm needs estimates of bandwidth utilization in the
future, e.g., at time t in �g 3.6. This is done by continually estimating current band-
width utilizations and using these as predictions of future utilization. The estimates
are obtained by a straightforward extension of the measuring process in [53]. The
packet rate of every active ow is sampled; these rates are then used as in [53] to
obtain estimates of bandwidth utilization between �nishing points of ows. The sum
of the rates of the bottom three ows in �gure 3.6 are used to estimate �̂ between f3
and f4, i.e., the �nishing points of ows three and four from the bottom. This pro-
cedure ensures that the estimates are conservative in the distant future and accurate
in the near future where many currently active ows will still be active.

In a straightforward implementation, calculating the estimates is linear in the
number of ows. To avoid keeping track of every individual ow and reduce the
overhead in calculating the estimates, we have experimented with aggregating ows
that �nish at about the same time. The bandwidth utilization of the aggregated ows
is then estimated collectively.
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Name Model Serv util delay # sources (avg) Measuring params

% (ms) act adv adm T (s) S(s) A(s)

IMM Exp1 G 45 2.6 140 | | 5.0 0.80 |
ADV Exp1 G 44 2.3 137 137 282 5.0 0.80 |
IMM Exp1 P 78 2.3 244 | | 5.0 0.80 |
ADV Exp1 P 68 1.9 213 160 265 5.0 0.80 |
GRA Exp1 P 70 1.9 219 164 249 5.0 0.80 32
GRA Exp1 P 75 2.5 232 153 240 5.0 0.80 128
IMM Exp2 G 28 9.3 28 | | 1.0 0.12 |
ADV Exp2 G 27 8.4 27 27 109 1.0 0.12 |
IMM Exp2 P 76 37.0 75 | | 1.0 0.12 |
ADV Exp2 P 59 13.4 58 37 124 1.0 0.12 |
GRA Exp2 P 54 11.1 54 37 122 1.0 0.12 32
GRA Exp2 P 50 11.5 49 33 123 1.0 0.12 128

Table 3.2: Simulation results, durations exponentially distributed

3.6.5 Simulation Results

To verify our simulation environment we �rst replicated some relevant results from
[53] in our simulator. In this �rst set of simulations, all sources in a single simulation
conformed to the same source model and all requested immediate admission for the
same type of service. The results of these simulations are summarized in Table 3.2
under IMM. In table 3.2; util is the utilization of the bottleneck link and delay is the
maximum experienced queuing delay. # sources are averages of ow counts; act is
the average number of sources that were transmitting. The measuring params are the
size of the T and S windows used in the measuring process (see [53]).

The utilization target v was 90% in all simulations. All simulations ran for at least
3000 seconds simulated time. The data in table 3.2 comes from the second half of the
simulated time. Visual inspection con�rmed that no startup transients remained at
that time.

In the simulations with advance reservations, 50% of the sources asked for im-
mediate admission and 50% for admission in advance. The choice was random. All
sources conformed to the same model and asked for the same type of service. These
simulation results are summarized in table 3.2 under ADV. There, adv is the average
number of sources that were transmitting and were admitted in advance, and adm
is the average number of sources that were admitted in advance but have not begun
transmitting.

The GRA simulations are similar to ADV, the only di�erence being the measuring
process: all ows that �nish within the same A seconds are aggregated and measured
collectively. This also implies that for purposes of admission control, �nishing times
are rounded upwards to the nearest A seconds. In the table, A is the granularity of
the measuring process.
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3.6.6 Discussion

These simulations clearly show that predictive service with advance reservations pro-
vides higher network utilization than guaranteed service with advance reservations.
They also show that adding advance reservation capability to predictive service de-
creases bandwidth utilization. The levels are not much lower though for smooth
tra�c, but for bursty tra�c the utilization level decreases more. When the fraction
of sources asking for advance admission is lower the decrease in utilization is lower.
E.g., in simulations when 10% of the sources (instead of 50%) ask for admission in
advance, the utilization is 69% for the burstier Exp2 tra�c.

The reason for the decrease in utilization is that advance reservations will block
requests for immediate admission. This blocking e�ect is larger when the sources are
bursty since the token bucket parameters are larger. Moreover, when token buckets are
deep the admission decision is based on delay considerations more than on available
bandwidth. To make a good admission decision in this case, the algorithmwould need
to know how much each ow contributes to the current queuing delay. This would
enable the algorithm to estimate future delay since it knows which ows will be active
at any future time. Instead, the algorithm uses the current delay as an estimate of
future delay. Since this is a very conservative estimate, network utilization su�ers.

An interesting and somewhat surprising result is that when there was aggregation
of ows in the measuring process utilization increased for the smooth tra�c generated
by Exp1 sources, but decreased for the burstier Exp2 sources. It is easy to see
that utilization might decrease since the durations of active reservations are virtually
extended by the aggregation in the measuring process. This gives less room for new
reservations. The simulation results are not conclusive on why aggregation increases
utilization for the smooth Exp1 sources.

An interesting observation is that for guaranteed service, sources asking for im-
mediate admission are almost completely shut out by sources asking for admission in
advance. This is due to the fact that for guaranteed service the admission decision is
based on requested values only, regardless of estimated bandwidth use. The sources
asking for admission in advance are admitted �rst and so can starve out sources
asking for immediate admission since no bandwidth is freed when the sources with
guaranteed service begin to transmit.

3.6.7 Booking Time and Duration

These simulations investigate how booking times and durations are related to uti-
lization. Table 3.2 shows that there is virtually no decrease in utilization levels for
guaranteed service when there are advance reservations, so we concentrate on predic-
tive service. No e�ort was spent in �nding good parameters for the measuring process,
so it is likely that utilizations levels could be improved somewhat. [53] discusses the
e�ects of changing various measurement parameters.

In this and all following simulations, 60% of the load has zero booking times and
durations that are exponentially distributed with a mean of 5 min. 40% of the o�ered
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Mean duration (min) 5 10 15 30 45 60 75

Exp1 util (%) 79 81 82 78 78 83 83
Exp2 util (%) 78 79 80 80 81 81 81
Exp3 util (%) 40 42 43 46 45 47 46

Table 3.3: Zero booking time

Mean booking time (min) 5 15 30 45 60 75

Exp1 util (%) 80 79 79 78 79 78
#adv 162 136 132 133 134 132

Exp2 util (%) 76 76 76 76 77 76
#adv 36 26 26 25 25 25

Exp3 util (%) 16 19 20 19 21 21
#adv 30 15 15 15 15 15

Table 3.4: E�ect of booking time. Mean duration is 10 min.

load is uniform as explained in 3.6.3. The parameters in tables 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 refer
to the uniform load only. All sources in a simulation obey the same source model, and
all request predictive service. Simulations ran for 7500 seconds simulated time and
the reported results come from the last 1500 seconds. No delay bounds were violated.

Table 3.3 gives utilization levels for a simulation series where all booking times
were zero, i.e., all requests are for immediate reservation. This allows comparison with
later results using non-zero booking times. Table 3.3 generally show a tendency of
increasing utilization as the durations of the uniform load increase. This is expected
as the number of active ows with long durations increase and there are fewer dips
when ows leave.

The uniform load in the next set of simulations have duration means of 10 minutes.
The booking times vary. Results are reported in Table 3.4, which lists utilization
levels, util, and average number of active reservations that were booked in advance,
#adv. Table 3.4 show that utilization levels are independent of the length of the
booking time when the booking time is longer than the duration intervals. As there
is no overlap with active ows at the time of admission, the number of ows that can
be admitted in advance is determined by how much will �t into the link given the
token bucket parameters. Simple calculations on the token bucket parameters and
comparison with the reported #adv numbers con�rm this. The utilization levels for
the smoother Exp1 and Exp2 models decrease only a few percent compared to the
simulations with zero booking time. For the Exp3 model utilization levels decrease
dramatically, from 42% to 21% when durations are 75 min. Note, however, that the
utilization level would be less than 2.7% if guaranteed service were requested. The
utilization decreases because of the blocking that occur just before reservations made
in advance become active, see Figure 3.2 for an illustration of this e�ect.
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Mean duration (min) 5 10 15 30 45 60 75

Exp1 util (%) 69 79 82 84 84 85 86
#adv 130 144 153 187 205 219 224
#advstarts 628 342 244 152 109 93 65

Exp2 util (%) 71 76 78 79 80 80 82
#adv 26 26 28 38 50 52 57
#advstarts 133 69 52 31 24 19 20

Exp3 util (%) 11 19 24 28 30 35 37
#adv 15 15 19 29 42 50 63
#advstarts 80 42 29 27 22 21 24

Table 3.5: E�ect of Duration. Mean booking time is 15 min.

The �nal simulations keep the mean booking time �xed at 15 min, and the duration
means vary from 5 to 75 minutes. Table 3.5 list the results. There, #adv is the number
of active ows that were reserved in advance and #advstarts is the number of such
ows that started within the 25 minute interval.

Table 3.5 show that longer duration intervals increase utilization levels. The reason
appears to be that the number of starts of reservations that were booked in advance
decrease as the length of duration intervals increase. The number of accompanying
dips then also decreases. Utilization levels for the bursty Exp3 sources uctuate
signi�cantly due to the uneven distribution of starting times of advance reservations.
A plot of the utilization level and number of starting advance reservations per time
unit clearly show this phenomenon, the utilization level drops signi�cantly before a
high concentration of starts.

When booking times are shorter than durations, the number of active ows that
were admitted in advance will increase. This does not appear to have much e�ect on
utilization. A 20000 second simulation where durations had a mean of 75 min, and
booking times were large, resulted in 36% utilization for Exp3 sources. Compare this
to the 37% utilization when booking times had a mean of 15 min (Table 3.5).

To conclude, these simulations show that when durations of advance reservations
are long, utilization levels are about the same as the levels without advance reserva-
tions, unless token bucket parameters are very large in which case the levels decrease
somewhat due to blocking before the starting times of reservations booked in advance.
When booking times are longer than a few minutes, utilization levels are not related
to the length of the booking time. Utilization does depend on the duration of ad-
vance reservations, longer duration gives higher utilization. There were no violations
of delay bounds in any simulation.
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3.7 Setup protocols for advance reservations

To provide an end-to-end advance reservation service in an internetwork, it is neces-
sary to have a protocol which is able to set up reservations in advance across multiple
hops. So far, we have been concerned only with admission control into a single hop.
There have been some protocols suggested for setting up reservations in a packet
switched network, including ST-2 [100], RSVP [108], Q.2931 [86], RCAP [10]. The
�rst two protocols were designed to provide reservations in the Internet. One di�er-
ence between them is that ST-2 relies on hard state and RSVP on soft state. Another
di�erence is that in ST-2 the sender makes the reservations and in RSVP it's the
receiver. For our purposes, hard state means that the reservation state in the routers,
once set up, will remain in those routers until explicitly torn down. By soft state we
mean that reservation state must be refreshed periodically and will time out other-
wise. In practice, this means that as routes change, the reservation state in RSVP
will time out and be rebuilt along the new path.

3.7.1 Setting up Advance Reservations using RSVP

With some minor changes, RSVP [108] can be used to set up advance reservations in
almost the same way as it is used for setting up immediate reservations. To establish
an advance reservation for a multi-party session the senders have to announce their
session by periodically sending announcement messages (in RSVP terms, \PATH"
messages) down a multicast tree. Receivers respond to those announcements by send-
ing reservations toward the senders. The resources have at this point been reserved
for some time in the future. At the time the session starts, resources are allocated
and the service to each session participant increases from best-e�ort to the requested
quality.

For reservations made far in advance, there is potentially a very large number of
path and reservations messages that must be sent before the session begins. To reduce
overhead, the frequency of sending these messages should start low and increase as the
time of the session approaches. RSVP could support advance reservations e�ciently
while allowing the admission control algorithm and measuring process to aggregate
session state if the following two minor changes are made:

� To support advance reservations the ow speci�cation carried by RSVP path
and reservation messages should include session durations. A sender will state
a duration for the session and the receivers are free to reserve any interval
within that duration. Since senders may lengthen or shorten durations, special
wildcard durations can be used by the receivers to follow the changes made by
the sender.

� To cancel a reservation, RSVP should provide the original owspec in the inter-
face between RSVP and the admission control mechanism. This is because our
admission control algorithm aggregates requests for sessions of similar duration
to save state and for measuring purposes. We propose that RSVP provide the
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original ow speci�cation when making a call to the admission control mecha-
nism to delete a session.

Setting up advance reservations with RSVP is attractive because relatively small
changes are needed to the protocol. Also, RSVP seems to be a setup protocol that
will be widely used in the Internet. However, there are two problems with the scheme.

First, both senders and receivers need to be present when the reservation is made
and during the whole period before the reserved interval starts. The actual appli-
cation need not be present, but some agent on each involved host needs to join the
multicast group and tell the local RSVP agent to start sending and receiving path
and reservation messages. If hosts fail or are temporarily cut o� from the network,
the reservation may time out. Even worse, the sender and/or receiver hosts may not
even be present when the reservation needs to be made3. A truly exible resource
setup protocol should allow resource reservations by third parties as well as receivers
and/or senders.

Second, RSVP currently does not prevent route changes. Changed routes will
cause the reservation messages of existing reservations to pass through new routers,
which may or may not have su�cient resources to grant the reservations. If not,
some reservations will be rejected, which introduces an ordering problem in rebuild-
ing advance reservation state. Thus, earlier reservations can be shut out by later
reservations whose request happens to arrive �rst at the router in the new path. Such
behaviour will decrease the utility of advance reservations. If you cannot trust an
advance reservation to be present at session time, why bother to make it? There
appears to be a strong connection between a resource reservation and the path over
which it holds.

3.7.2 Soft versus Hard State Setup Protocols

Hard-state-based resource reservation protocols avoid the problem of changing routes
but at the cost of exibility. Some routing changes that are due to failures are
unavoidable. When a hard-state based resource reservation protocol encounters such
a routing change, its only available action might be to reestablish the connection on
a new route or tear down the connection. Reestablishing the connection on the new
route has the same consequences for the user as RSVP's way of rebuilding state on the
new path: reservations could be rebuilt in such a way as to deny service to users that
had earlier reservations. On the other hand, tearing down the connection completely
and not reestablishing a new one seems an inexible way of handling the situation if
a new route in fact exists. Only an \all-or-nothing" user would desire such a service.

Route \pinning" has been suggested for RSVP to avoid situations where the route
protocol \aps" between two di�erent paths without a failure on either one. This
could happen, for example, when while routing table calculations attempt to converge
after a change. Such \apping" would needlessly disturb the quality of service for an
application. Route pinning would allowRSVP to keep a path stable after a reservation

3This point was made by David Clark
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is made by continuing to forward packets on the initial path, even though the route has
changed. This might help the situation where advance reservations would otherwise
need to be rebuilt along new paths. In a proposed scheme, a pin ag is added to
the reservation messages of RSVP. When the pin ag is present, the path towards
the source is pinned down as long as pin state is refreshed. If real routing failures
occured, pinned routes would be freed and the RSVP path would migrate to the new
route. Thus, RSVP would be able to take advantage of the robust features of Internet
routing (such as being able to route around \damage") while preserving quality of
service in the face of \apping" routes.

One way to avoid the situation of having resource reservations rebuilt in a new
order and denying service unfairly is to have reservations timestamped to reect the
original time reservations are made. Although this would add more complexity, it
could in principle be implemented in a soft-state based as well as hard-state based
setup protocol.

Thus, RSVP's soft-state style of resource reservation would seem to have ad-
vantages over setup protocols that use hard state. The major problem for setting
up resource reservations in advance with such protocols is the demand that senders
and/or receivers must be present at booking time for these schemes to work. This
is a problem for both hard and soft-state-based setup protocols. Thus, a third-party
approach to making advance reservations on behalf of potentially absent senders or
receivers would seem to be needed.

3.8 Related Work

The distinguishing feature of our work is that we o�er an admission control algorithm
that allows advance reservations for predictive service without preemption. The al-
gorithm results in signi�cantly higher utilization levels for predictive service than for
guaranteed service.

There are few papers on advance resource reservation in the literature. The earliest
mention of advance reservations in packet switched networks we have found is from
1992 [76].

The work closest to ours is [40], where advance reservations are for a kind of guar-
anteed service. Their simulations show network wide utilization gains since conference
sessions (that share resources) get priority by being reserved in advance. All schemes
for advance reservation where reservations are merged, including ours if used together
with, e.g., RSVP, would show similar gains. In their scheme a separate partition of the
link is allocated to advance reservations. If such partioning were used for predictive
service there would be small or no utilization gains compared to guaranteed service,
because partitioning prevents allocating unused resources to immediate requests.

[106] describes a general model for resource reservation in advance. Admission
control algorithms are not suggested.
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A new scheme called RBONE for making advance reservations in the Mbone (i.e.,
the Internet multicast backbone) has been presented recently [12]. The key idea is to
assign priorities to sessions that are pre-registered. Resource reservation is done as
the ow becomes active and RSVP reservation requests carry priorities. The receivers
learn what priority to use by an out-of-band mechanism. The routers give resources
to the requests with the highest priorities, possibly by preempting reservations with
lower priorities. The scheme is independent of routing and routers do not keep much
state for advance reservations, except for what is needed to authenticate reservation
requests. A disadvantage is that preemption is necessary. The scheme is geared
towards large and dense sessions. When few hosts participate in each session, it is
necessary that the agents assigning priorities know the topology of the network in
order to provide an adequate response to registrations. Users, for example, may want
to be noti�ed if their registrations are likely to be preempted.

3.9 Further work

We have used simple on/o� source models. Recent studies [44, 57, 80] have shown
that real data tra�c and VBR video tra�c are self-similar, which means that our
simple tra�c models can give results that are too optimistic. Jamin et al [53] show
by simulation that predictive service works well for some self-similar tra�c models
when ows enter and leave frequently. However, when reservations are made a long
time in advance and tra�c is self-similar, current estimates of bandwidth and delay
can be poor estimates of the future. A natural continuation of our work is to simulate
using self-similar tra�c.

Another continuation would be to study larger topologies. This has been done
by Jamin et al for the original predicted service admission control algorithm. The
concern here is that it is possible for existing advance reservations in parts of a
multihop path to block new admission requests along that path so that utilization
decreases intolerably. The reservation setup protocol and its timing parameters are
important here since partially installed reservations that are later rejected in another
part of the path could introduce severe blocking under high load [68]. This problem
is not speci�c to predicted service since reservations for other kinds of service would
also su�er from such phenomena to some degree.

3.10 Conclusions

We have shown how the predictive service admission control algorithm developed in
[52] and [53] can be extended to support advance reservations provided that requests
for admission specify the duration of their reservation. Our work shows that it is
possible to have advance reservations without preemption.

The extended admission control algorithm proposed in this paper relies on knowl-
edge of which ows overlap in time with the ow that requests advance reservation,
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measuring those overlapping ows that are active, and assigning the requested rate to
the ows that have not yet started. Thus, more requests for a certain duration of time
can be granted as we get closer to that duration of time increasing sharing and low-
ering cost for those ows that occupy that duration. We have also suggested ways to
minimize the amount of state information necessary to provide advance reservations
and to simplify the measuring process that estimates future bandwidth use.

Our simulations show that predictive service with advance reservations provides
higher network utilization than guaranteed service with advance reservations. They
also show that adding advance reservation capability to predictive service decreases
bandwidth utilization. The levels are not very much lower though, and they are still
signi�cantly higher than for guaranteed service. The decrease in utilization is due to
the fact that advance reservations will block sources asking for immediate admission.
This blocking e�ect is larger for bursty sources which request more resources and
when durations of advance reservations are short.

We have also discussed how to set up advance reservations in the Internet. RSVP
can, with minor changes, be used to set up reservations in advance. There are,
however, problems with this solution and we suggest that a more general mechanism
might be more appropriate.
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Abstract

Low-speed wireless is becoming a popular way to connect mobile computers to the
Internet and other networks. Users will desire the same services on low speed links as
they already have on higher speed networks. Since bandwidth will probably always be
a limitation on wide area wireless links, protocol mechanisms need to be developed to
use the available bandwidth on low speed networks e�ciently. In the face of growing
address sizes, such as those in IPv6, we o�er a header compression scheme that
enables e�cient use of bandwidth when packets are small. The scheme uses soft state,
works over simplex links, supports multicast transmission for real time applications,
and besides providing more usable bandwidth on wireless links, allows better utilization
of gateways and servers attached to wireless networks.

4.1 Introduction

In the future, many end systems will be attached to the global Internet over relatively
low-speed wireless links. With the advent of the Mbone as well as some commercial
real time applications, audio and video are becoming important applications in the
Internet. It is thus important to utilize such links e�ciently to allow audio over low
speed wireless links. When bandwidth is very low, video may not be feasible. Audio
applications, however, can have su�ciently low data rates to be viable over low-
speed links. Delay sensitive applications with low data rates, such as interactive voice
conversations, are best served by small packets that are �lled quickly. The bandwidth
consumed by packet headers is relatively large when packet sizes are small. This can
be prohibitive on low-speed links especially with the coming of IPv6 which increases
the IP address size from 4 to 16 bytes per address.

1This work was supported by grants from the Centre for Distance Spanning Technology (CDT),
Lule�a, Sweden, and Ericsson Radio Systems AB.
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Header compression can reduce the bandwidth required for headers by an order of
magnitude, and, since header compression allows smaller packet sizes, the end-to-end
delay can be signi�cantly lower. In addition, as the overall bandwidth e�ciency of
the link is increased, other applications will also bene�t from header compression. By
paying processing time and header storage, bandwidth is saved. Thus, it is a bad
trade-o� to do header compression in the high-speed backbone, and a good trade-o�
on low-speed links.

The e�ciency of our header compression scheme is based on there being consec-
utive headers belonging to the same packet ow that are identical or change very
little during the life of the ow. This allows the upstream node to send a short index
identifying a previously sent header stored as state in the downstream node, instead
of sending the full header.

A header compression scheme must be able to detect when stored headers in
the upstream and downstream nodes become inconsistent due to loss. Not doing so
would mean decompressing packet headers incorrectly. It is desirable to update the
downstream headers quickly to avoid long periods of loss. We present a method of
doing this that requires no upstream messages, and thus can be used over simplex
links. The scheme makes use of soft state, a form of state storage introduced by Clark
[18] and used, for example, in the RSVP resource reservation protocol [108] to make
e�cient use of Internet router and link resources. In our header compression scheme,
soft state promotes better resource utilization on wireless and other low-bandwidth
links and gateways.

4.2 Related work

Jacobson [51] has developed a header compression scheme for TCP streams over
point-to-point links. The scheme uses incremental encoding, and can rely on the
TCP checksum to discard incorrectly decompressed packets. The compressor peeks
into the TCP headers to determine when TCP retransmits. Whenever it does, a full
header is sent to update the stored header at the decompressor on the assumption
that the loss was due to mismatching stored headers.

The methods presented in this paper are di�erent as they aim at compressing
headers of unreliable ows that use, for example, UDP. Jacobson's methods cannot be
applied to such ows because there are no retransmissions, and because the ows are
not necessarily point-to-point, i.e., they may be multicast ows. Moreover, since the
headers typically do not contain sequence numbers, the UDP checksum is less likely
to detect incorrectly decompressed headers. A goal of our scheme is to do e�cient
header compression for ows that use IP multicast over shared media networks. A
complete header compression module would use Jacobson's methods for TCP streams
and our methods for non-TCP streams.

There are header compression schemes, for example a scheme for IPX [61], where
compressor and decompressor perform a handshake whenever the stored header must
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change. Such methods cannot be used over simplex links and are hard to adapt for
multicast over shared media.

4.3 Wireless multimedia

Multimedia makes special demands on network protocols, e.g., reserving resources,
providing bounded end-to-end delays and delay variations. Networks of the future
will often have, on the edges, slow speed wireless links that provide, among other
things, mobile support for real time applications. Many wireless links, especially
wide area networks, are of relatively low bandwidth, making bandwidth a scarce end-
to-end resource. Network protocols, therefore, need to deal with low as well as high
bandwidth links to provide multimedia services.

At the same time as wireless links are becoming popular, the Internet is being used
increasingly to transmit multimedia including delay sensitive tra�c such as real time
audio and video. One example of this is the Mbone which uses IP multicast. Other
examples include new commercial applications that attempt to imitate telephony
service between users on dial up Internet connections.

The end-to-end delay budget for interactive voice conversations can be as low as
150 ms. The propagation delay in the links consumes part of this; ideally it is about
20 ms across the US (coast to coast) and 100 ms to the farthest point in a global
network. To allow for processing time and queuing delay in network elements, the
time spent in end systems should be short.

Audio and video applications typically sample a certain amount of data before
placing it in a packet and sending it o�. When the data rate is low, the time consumed
�lling a packet is signi�cant and small packets are preferred when low total end-to-
end delay is required. However, when packets are small the amount of bandwidth
consumed by packet headers increases.

For example, if an audio application reduces its packet size to contain 20 ms of
audio samples instead of 80 ms, IPv4/UDP headers (28 byte) consume 11.2 kbit/s
instead of 2.8 kbit/s and IPv6/UDP headers (48 byte) consume 19.2 kbit/s instead
of 4.8 kbit/s. When packets are tunneled across a wireless network, e.g., to support
mobility [8, 82, 83], or when extra routing information is added to an IPv6 header [21,
section 4.4], the bandwidth needed for headers alone can approach 50 kbit/s. With
header compression, IPv6/UDP headers can be reduced to 4 bytes and 20 ms packets
would only require 1.6 kbit/s for the headers.

Table 4.1 shows the required header bandwidth for various headers and times
between packets. Tunnel means a IPv6/UDP header encapsulated in an IPv6 header.
Routing means an IPv6/UDP header with a four address routing header. Compr
means the compressed version of IPv6/UDP, tunnel, or routing. For comparison, the
bandwidth needed for the actual audio samples is somewhere between 10 kbit/s for
GSM quality to 128 kbit/s for CD quality.
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Time between packets
80 ms 40 ms 20 ms

IPv4/UDP 2.8 5.6 11.2
IPv6/UDP 4.8 9.6 19.2
tunnel 8.8 17.6 35.2
routing 12.0 24.0 48.0
compr 0.4 0.8 1.6

Table 4.1: Required bandwidth for headers, kbit/s

4.4 Compression and state

Header compression relies on consecutive headers belonging to the same ow being
identical or changing seldomly. Figure 4.1 shows a 48 byte IPv6/UDP header with the
�elds expected to stay the same in grey. It also shows a typical compressed header.
To compress headers, the upstream node can send a full header at the beginning
and otherwise refer to the last full header sent in the ow, the compression state for
that ow, with a small identi�er, the compression state identi�er (CID), on subsequent
packets. The downstream node stores the full header and uses it to expand compressed
headers.

Whenever there is a change in the grey �elds between consecutive headers of a
ow, the next packet is sent with a full header to update the compression state. This
is straightforward in the ideal case of a lossless link. When a packet is lost, however,
the compression state in the upstream and downstream nodes may diverge so that
the downstream compression state needs to be refreshed by resending a full header
(see section 4.6).

The CIDs should be kept small to improve the compression rate. Since they are
a scarce resource, they must be managed carefully. On a point-to-point link this is
straightforward as the compressor knows what CIDs are in use at the decompressor.
On shared media networks, the CID space is shared among several compressors, so
the compressor does not know which CIDs are in use. We use link level addresses in
conjunction with the CID to allow the decompressor to have a separate CID space
for each compressor.

The situation is even more complicated for multicast ows over shared media, as
the compressor does not know who, or even how many, the decompressors are. In
addition, the receivers of a multicast ow may be heterogeneous in the sense that
some may not be capable of decompression, and the compressor needs a method to
determine this. By a utilizing an existing mechanism (IGMP [23]) for determining
if there are members of a multicast group on a shared medium, this problem can be
solved. If all receivers must be able to decompress, the mechanisms for dealing with
heterogeneity are not needed and the ability to use simplex links is preserved.
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decompression of headers.
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Figure 4.1: Headers. Grey �elds are not expected to change between consecutive headers in a ow,
and are stored as compression state in compressor and decompressor.
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4.5 Soft state

The state in our header compression is \soft" in the sense that it needs to be refreshed
periodically or is garbage collected away. Soft state, used in RSVP [108] to setup
resource reservations on behalf of receivers, has advantages also for mobile users on
wireless links. Soft state can provide better utilization of scarce resources in a mobile
server that functions as the gateway from the wireline Internet to a wireless link.

In such cases, mobile clients communicatingwith the server set up soft compression
state that needs to be refreshed by full headers periodically. If a mobile client goes out
of range of the server, something that can happen frequently, the server can reclaim
the compression state after the soft state timeout without waiting for an explicit close
from the client. This increases the server's capacity to serve other mobile clients.
When the �rst mobile client returns into range of the server, state can be set up again
and header compression over the wireless link resumed.

We are able to get soft state by trading o� some header compression. A hard-state
based scheme does not send refresh messages and so will get more compression. The
amount of compression lost in our soft state approach, however, is minimal. Figure
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Figure 4.2: Average header size. H = 48, C = 4.

4.2 shows the average header size when full headers of size H are sent every xth packet,
and the others have compressed headers of size C. For comparison, the diagram also
shows the size of the compressed header. The values used for H and C are typical for
UDP/IPv6. It is clear from �gure 4.2 that if the header refresh frequency is increased
past the knee of the curve, the size of the average header is very close to the size of
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the compressed header. For example, if we decide to send 256 compressed headers for
every full header, roughly corresponding to a full header every �ve seconds when there
are 20 ms between packets, the average header is 1.4 bits larger than the compressed
header.
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Figure 4.3: Bandwidth E�ciency. H = 48, C = 4, D = 36.

Figure 4.3 shows the bandwidth e�ciency, i.e., the fraction of the consumed band-
width used for actual data. The bandwidth e�ciency when all headers are compressed
is shown for comparison. The size of the data, D, is 36 bytes, which corresponds to
20 ms of GSM encoded audio samples.

Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show that, when operating to the right of the knee of the curve,
the size of the compressed header is more important than how often the occasional
full header is sent due to soft state refreshes or changes in the header. The cost is
slightly higher than for handshake-based schemes, but we think that is justi�ed by the
ability of our scheme to compress on simplex links and compress multicast packets.
Moreover, we saw above that scarce resources on a mobile gateway or server can be
shared more e�ciently when a soft state approach is taken.

An important parameter for soft state is the setting of the timer that triggers
garbage collection of the compression state. If the timer is set for too short a period,
the state can be dropped just before a refresh message arrives and delay can ensue
as a result of having to setup the compression state again. If the timer is set for
too long a period, the mobile gateway could reject the entrance of new mobile hosts
wanting compression on the wireless link while the gateway waits for a host that has
gone permanently out of range. The timer should be set to go o� after a few header
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refreshes are missing in order to avoid unnecessarily removing the state if only a single
header refresh is lost.

4.6 Compression slow-start

Whenever a full header would have changed the compression state and the packet
carrying that full header is lost, subsequent compressed headers will be decompressed
incorrectly due to inconsistent compression state in compressor and decompressor.
Thus, those packets carrying subsequent compressed headers must be dropped by
or stored in the decompressor until the compression state is refreshed. Without ex-
tra mechanisms, the only protection against incorrectly decompressed headers is the
transport layer checksum, which does not cover the whole IP header. For example, in
�gure 4.1 only the addresses, port numbers, next header �eld, and UDP Length are
protected by the UDP checksum. IPv6 extension headers are not protected by any
checksum at all.

Because of this lack of protection, our header compression scheme identi�es each
version of the compression state with a number, the generation of that compression
state. Each compressed header contains the generation number of the compression
state that should be used to decompress it. Full headers that change the compression
state contain a new generation number and full headers that refresh it repeat the last
generation number. This allows reliable detection of headers that would be decom-
pressed incorrectly due to inconsistent compression state, since the generation number
in those headers will be di�erent from the generation of the compression state.

Change Full headers

Figure 4.4: Compression slow-start after header change. All refresh headers carry the same generation
number.

To avoid long periods of discarded headers when full headers are lost, the refresh
period should be short. To get high compression rates, however, the refresh period
should be long. To achieve both these goals, the compressor starts with a short refresh
period (one compressed header) when compression begins and when a header changes.
The refresh period is then exponentially increased in size with each refresh until the
soft state refresh period is reached. We call this compression slow-start, and �gure
4.4 illustrates this mechanism. Tall lines represent packets with full headers and short
lines packets with compressed headers. If the �rst packet is lost, the compression state
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will be synchronized by the third packet and only a single packet with a compressed
header must be discarded or stored temporarily. If the �rst three packets are lost,
two additional packets must be discarded or stored, etc. We see that if x packets are
lost in an error burst, at most x� 1 packets are discarded or stored temporarily due
to obsolete compression state.

4.7 Resource management

Header compression virtually increases the bandwidth of the link. A resource setup
protocol like RSVP should be aware of header compression mechanisms to be able
to make correct admission control decisions. Setup protocols like RSVP should also
be able to request header compression for ows that must have it in order to get the
required bandwidth and/or service quality.

The compressor must somehow group packets together into packet streams that
share compression state. To get good compression rates, the headers of the resulting
packet streams should change seldomly. If they change often, there will be repeated
compression slow-starts as the existing compression state can seldomly be used and
the compression rate will su�er as full headers are sent frequently.

To determine which packet stream a packet belongs to, a compressor can

� examine the headers of the packet, for example addresses, port numbers, etc,

� use information obtained from a resource manager, for example if a resource
manager requests compression for a particular packet stream and provides a
way to identify packets belonging to that packet stream,

� use other relevant information, for example recent tra�c patterns may reveal
that there are route aps such that the TTL often switches between two distinct
values, so that using two packet streams is better than using one.

Since CID space is limited and switching between CIDs involves sending more full
headers initially because of compression slow start, the compressor must decide to
which packet streams the CIDs should be allocated and when to change the allocation.
Ideally, the CIDs should be allocated to the streams with the highest packet rates.

4.8 Reduced packet loss rate

Header compression reduces the number of bits that are transmitted over a link. So
for a given bit-error rate the number of transmitted packets containing bit errors is
reduced by header compression. This implies that header compression may improve
the quality of service over wireless links with high bit-error rates, especially when
packets are small, so that the header is a signi�cant fraction of the whole packet.

Header compression, however, may cause the error model for packet streams to
change. Without header compression a bit error damages only the packet containing
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the bit-error. When header compression is used and the bit-error occurs in a full
header, the single error could cause loss of subsequent packets. This is because the
bit-error might be stored as compression state and when subsequent headers are
expanded using that compression state they will contain the same bit-error. Care
must be taken to prevent this phenomenon.

It is su�cient for compression state to be installed properly in the decompressor
if one full header is transmitted undamaged over the link. What is needed is a
way to detect bit-errors in full headers since IPv6 lacks a header checksum. The
compressor can extend the UDP checksum to cover the whole full header, and not
just part of it, and the decompressor can check the checksum before storing a header as
compression state. In this manner erroneous compression state will not be installed
in the decompressor and no headers will be expanded to contain bit-errors. The
decompressor must restore the original UDP checksum before passing the packet up
to IP.

If the decompressor temporarily stores packets for which it does not have proper
compression state and expands their headers when a matching full header arrives, no
extra packet loss will occur due to header compression. The stored packets will be
delayed, however, and hard real-time applications may not be able to utilize them,
although adaptive applications might. Once the compression state is installed, the
loss rate will decrease.
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Figure 4.5: Packet loss rate as a function of a Poisson distributed bit-error rate, with and without
header compression and for payloads of 36 and 100 bytes.
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Figure 4.5 shows the packet loss rate as a function of the bit-error rate of the media
with and without header compression. The packet loss rates for compressed packets
assume that the compression state has been successfully installed. Compressed head-
ers, C, are 4 bytes, full and regular headers, H, are 48 bytes (IPv6/UDP), and the
header refresh interval is 256. D is the size of the payload. Bit-errors are Poisson
distributed. The packet loss rate is decreased in direct proportion to the decrease in
packet size due to header compression. For the 36 byte payload the packet loss rate
is decreased by 52% and for the 100 byte payload by 30%.

4.9 Implementation and standardization status

We currently have a prototype implementation of our header compression scheme for
IPv6 and IPv4. The compressor is about 400 lines of C-code and the decompressor
about 300 lines. We use our prototype to compress vat audio.

The header compression scheme will enable reasonable real-time audio over 14.4
kbit/s modems. With a 28.8 kbit/s modem there will be bandwidth to spare or room
for higher quality audio. We are now implementing our header compression scheme
in NetBSD, and are planning an implementation for SOLARIS.

In addition, we have submitted our header compression scheme as a draft [26] to
the IPng working group of the Internet Engineering Task Force.

4.10 Conclusion

We have shown how to compress packet headers sent over slow-speed lossy links such
as wireless. Our methods enable e�cient use of scarce bandwidth and help to decrease
end-to-end delay for applications that use digital audio, for example, as using small
packets becomes feasible.

We use a method we call compression slow-start, where full headers are sent re-
peatedly with exponentially increasing intervals when the compression state changes,
to achieve high compression rates and to recover rapidly from inconsistent compres-
sion state between senders and receivers due to lost headers. We rely on the soft state
method of periodic refreshes and timer-based garbage collection to allow e�cient re-
source management when mobile computers enter and leave a wireless link, to allow
establishment of compression state without extra messages, to support compression
on simplex links, and compression of multicast packets.
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Abstract

Wireless is becoming a popular way to connect mobile computers to the Internet and
other networks. The bandwidth of wireless links will probably always be limited due to
properties of the physical medium and regulatory limits on the use of frequencies for
radio communication. Therefore, it is necessary for network protocols to utilize the
available bandwidth e�ciently.

Headers of IP packets are growing and the bandwidth required for transmitting
headers is increasing. With the coming of IPv6 the address size increases from 4 to 16
bytes and the basic IP header increases from 20 to 40 bytes. Moreover, most mobility
schemes tunnel packets addressed to mobile hosts by adding an extra IP header or
extra routing information, typically increasing the size of TCP/IPv4 headers to 60
bytes and TCP/IPv6 headers to 100 bytes.

In this paper, we provide new header compression schemes for UDP/IP and TCP/
IP protocols. We show how to reduce the size of UDP/IP headers by an order of
magnitude, down to four to �ve bytes. Our method works over simplex links, lossy
links, multi-access links, and supports multicast communication. We also show how
to generalize the most commonly used method for header compression for TCP/IPv4,
developed by Van Jacobson, to IPv6 and multiple IP headers. The resulting scheme
unfortunately reduces TCP throughput over lossy links due to unfavorable interaction

1This work was supported by grants from the Centre for Distance Spanning Technology (CDT),
Lule�a, Sweden, and Ericsson Radio Systems AB.
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with TCP's congestion control mechanisms. However, by adding two simple mecha-
nisms the potential gain from header compression can be realized over lossy wireless
networks as well as point-to-point modem links.

5.1 Introduction

An increasing number of end-systems are being connected to the global communica-
tion infrastructure over relatively low-speed wireless links. This trend is largely driven
by users that carry their computers around and need a convenient way to connect to
the Internet or other networks. In the core of the global communication infrastruc-
ture, optic �bers provide high speeds, high reliability and low bit-error rates. But an
increasing number of �rst and last hops in the network are using wireless technology
with limited bandwidth, intermittent connectivity, and relatively high bit-error rates.
The TCP/IP protocol suite needs to be augmented to accommodate this type of link
and need mechanisms to utilize them e�ciently.

In the local area, several commercial wireless LAN technologies o�er wireless com-
munication at speeds of 1-2 Mbit/s. Infrared technologies provide similar speeds. In
the wide area, several cellular phone technologies o�ers data channels with speeds
of a few kbit/s, for example the European GSM at 9600 bit/s and CDPD at 19.2
kbit/s. Even though there are plans to increase bandwidth, in the foreseeable future
it is likely that wireless bandwidth, especially in the wide area and outside popula-
tion centers, will be a scarce resource due to properties of the physical medium and
regulatory limitations on the use of radio frequencies.

Mobile users on wireless networks will want the same services as they already
have when using stationary computers attached to the wired Internet. Therefore it is
important to utilize the limited bandwidth over wireless links e�ciently. However, two
trends threaten to decrease the e�ciency of Internet technology over wireless links.
The �rst is the coming of the next generation of the Internet Protocol, IPv6. With
IPv6 the address size increases from 4 bytes to 16 bytes, and the basic IP header from
20 bytes to 40 bytes. In addition, various extension headers can be added to the basic
IPv6 header to provide extra routing information, authentication, etc. IPv6 with its
large headers is clearly intended for networks where there is plenty of bandwidth and
packets are large so that the header overhead is negligible.

The second trend is mobility. There are several schemes for allowing a host to keep
its original IP address even though it has moved to a di�erent part of the network.
These schemes usually involve a home agent in the home subnet to capture packets
addressed to the mobile computer and tunnel them to where the mobile computer
happens to be attached.

Tunneling is done by encapsulating the original packet with an extra IP header.
With one level of encapsulation the minimal header of a TCP segment is 100 bytes1.
In the latest proposal for Mobile IPv6, the mobile host can inform its correspondents

1For IPv6. 60 bytes for IPv4.
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about its current location. This allows correspondents to optimize the route by not
visiting the home network. Correspondents add a one-address routing header to the
basic IPv6 header, adding 24 bytes to the header for a total of 84 bytes for a TCP
segment. This procedure increases the header size over the �rst hop, where it would
otherwise be 60 bytes, and decreases it over the last hop. In the latest proposal for
mobile IPv6, all headers are transferred over the wireless links. While the mobility
protocols are essential for convenient attachment of mobile computers to the Internet,
the large headers are detrimental when bandwidth is limited.

In this paper we show how large headers of 50 bytes or more can be reduced in
size to 4-5 bytes. The e�ciency of our scheme is based on there being consecutive
headers belonging to the same packet stream that are identical or changes seldom
during the life of the packet stream. This allows the upstream node to send a short
index identifying a previously sent header stored as state in the downstream node
instead of sending the complete header. Header compression has several important
bene�ts for the user:

1. When packets contain little data the overhead of large headers can cause unac-
ceptable delays. For TELNET, a typical packet contains one byte of data. The
minimum IPv6/TCP header is 60 bytes, adding an encapsulating IP header for
mobility increases the header size to 100 bytes. Transmitting this header over a
9600 bit/s GSM link takes 84 ms resulting in a round-trip time (for the echoed
character) of at least 168 ms. This results in too long response times, around
100 ms is acceptable, and the system will appear sluggish. By reducing the
header to 4-5 bytes the round-trip time over the GSM link can be reduced to
less than 10 ms which allows for queuing and propagation delays in the rest of
the path.

2. The overhead of large headers can be prohibitive when many small packets
are sent over a link with limited bandwidth. The acceptable end-to-end delay
budget when people talk to each other can be as low as 150 ms, depending on
the situation. The propagation delay (due to the limited speed of light in a �ber)
is ideally about 20 ms across USA and 100 ms to the farthest point in a global
network. Since audio can have a relatively low data rate, around 10-14 kbit/s,
the time required to �ll a packet with audio samples is signi�cant. To allow for
queuing delay and end system processing it is necessary to use small packets that
are �lled quickly if the delay budget is to be met. However, sending more packets
increase header overhead. Table 5.1 shows the bandwidth consumed by headers
for various headers and times between packets. Optim means an IPv6/UDP
header with a one-address routing header; used for example in Mobile IPv6 route
optimization. Tunnel means an IPv6/UDP header encapsulated in an IPv6
header; used for example in Mobile IPv6. Routing means an IPv6/UDP header
with a four address routing header. Compr means the compressed version of
IPv6/UDP, optim, tunnel, or routing. For comparison, the bandwidth needed
for the actual audio samples is somewhere between 10 kbit/s for GSM quality
to 128 kbit/s for CD quality [75, p. 179]. So when tunneling for mobility, at
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Header bw, kbit/s
Pkt interval 80 ms 40 ms 20 ms

IPv4/UDP 2.8 5.6 11.2
IPv6/UDP 4.8 9.6 19.2
optim 7.2 14.4 28.8
tunnel 8.8 17.6 35.2
routing 12.0 24.0 48.0
compr (4 byte) 0.4 0.8 1.6

Table 5.1: Required bandwidth for headers, kbit/s

least 45.2 kbit/s is required for GSM quality with 20 ms between packets. With
header compression this can be reduced to 11.6 kbit/s.

3. TCP bulk transfers over the wide area today typically use 512 byte segments.
With tunneling, the TCP/IPv6 header is 100 bytes. Reducing the header to 5
bytes reduces the overhead from 19.5 per cent to less than one per cent, thus
reducing the total time required for the transfer. With smaller segments or
larger headers2 the bene�t from header compression is even more pronounced.

An IPv6 node is required to perform path MTU3 discovery when sending data-
grams larger than 596 bytes because datagrams are not fragmented by the net-
work in IPv6. A node could restrict itself to never send datagrams larger than
596 bytes, but it is likely that most transfers will use larger datagrams. If data-
grams are 1500 bytes4, header compression reduces header overhead from 7.1
per cent to 0.4 per cent.

4. Because fewer bits per packet are transmitted with header compression, the
packet loss rate over lossy links is reduced. This results in higher quality of
service for real-time tra�c and higher throughput for TCP bulk transfers.

The structure of our paper is as follows. After providing motivation for header
compression for IPv6, we describe our new soft-state-based header compression al-
gorithm for UDP/IPv6, with its support for simplex streams, etc. We then show
with simulation results that the traditional scheme for TCP/IP header compression
does not work well over lossy-links such as wireless. We suggest additional mecha-
nisms for improving performance on a high loss environment, and show their viability
with simulation results. We then report on the implementation status of our header
compression scheme and conclude with a section on related work and a summary.

2An IPv6 routing header containing 24 addresses is 392 bytes long!
3The path MTU is the maximum size of packets transmitted over the path.
4The maximum size of Ethernet frames is 1500 bytes.
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5.2 Header compression

The key observation that allows e�cient header compression is that in a packet stream,
most �elds are identical in headers of consecutive packets. For example, �gure 5.1
show a UDP/IPv6 header with the �elds expected to stay the same colored grey. As
a �rst approximation, you may think of a packet stream as all packets sent from a
particular source address and port to a particular destination address and port using
the same transport protocol.

Payload Length Hop Limit

Source Address

Destination Address

Checksum

Source Port

Length

Flow LabelPrio

Next Hdr

Vers

IPv6 header followed by UDP header (48 bytes)

Destination Port

Figure 5.1: Unchanging �elds of UDP/IPv6 packet.

With this de�nition of packet stream, in �gure 5.1 addresses and port numbers
will clearly be the same in all packets belonging to the same stream. The IP version
is 6 for IPv6 and the Next Hdr �eld will have the value representing UDP. If the Flow
Label �eld is nonzero, the Prio �eld should by speci�cation not change frequently . If
the Flow Label �eld is zero, it is possible for the Prio �eld to change frequently, but
if it does, the de�nition of what a packet stream is can be changed slightly so that
packets with di�erent values of the Prio �eld belong to di�erent packet streams. The
Hop Limit �eld is initialized to a �xed value at the sender and is decremented by one
by each router forwarding the packet. Because packets usually follow the same path
through the network, the value of the �eld will change only when routes change.

The Payload length and Length �elds give the size of the packet in bytes. Those
�elds are not really needed since that information can be deduced from the size of
the link-level frame carrying a packet, provided there is no padding of that frame.

The only remaining �eld is the UDP checksum. It covers the payload and the
pseudo header, the latter consisting of the Nxt Hdr �eld, the addresses, the port
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Checksum could be computed from payload and values of
decompressed header, but is always included in the 
compressed header as a safety precaution.

Grey fields of full header stored as compression state.
Generation field ensures correct matching of compressed
and full headers for decompression.

Destination Port

Hop Limit

Source Address

Destination Address

Checksum

Source Port

Flow LabelPrio

Next Hdr

Vers

CID

Unused

Full UDP header with CID and Generation association

ChecksumCID Generat

Generat

Corresponding compressed UDP header (4 bytes)

Figure 5.2: Full and compressed headers.

numbers and the UDP Length. Because the checksum �eld is computed from the
payload, it will change from packet to packet.

To compress the headers of a packet stream a compressor sends a packet with
a full header, essentially a regular header establishing an association between the
non-changing �elds of the header and a compression identi�er, CID, a small unique
number also carried by compressed headers. The full header is stored as compression
state by the decompressor. The CIDs in compressed headers are used to lookup
the appropriate compression state to use for decompression. In a sense, all �elds in
the compression state is replaced by the CID. Figure 5.2 shows full and compressed
headers. The size of a packet might be optimized for the MTU5 of the link, to avoid
increasing the packet size for full headers, the CID is carried in length �elds. Full
UDP headers also contain a generation �eld used for detection of obsolete compression
state (see section 5.3).

All �elds in headers can be classi�ed into one of the following four categories
depending on how they are expected to change between consecutive headers in a
packet stream. [26] provides such classi�cations for IPv6 basic and extension headers,
IPv4, TCP, and UDP headers.

nochange The �eld is not expected to change. Any change means that a full header
must be sent to update the compression state.

inferred The �eld contains a value that can be inferred from other values, for
example the size of the frame carrying the packet, and thus need not be included
in compressed headers.

delta The �eld may change often but usually the di�erence from the �eld in the
previous header is small, so that it is cheaper to send the change from the
previous value rather than the current value. This type of compression is used
for �elds in TCP headers only.

5Maximum Transmission Unit, maximum size of packets transmitted over the link.
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randomThe �eld is included as-is in compressed headers, usually because it changes
unpredictably.

Because a full header must be sent whenever there is a change in nochange �elds,
it is essential that packets are grouped into packet streams such that changes occur
seldomly within each packet stream.

The compression method outlined above would work very well in the ideal case of
a lossless link. In the real world bit-errors will result in lost packets and the loss of a
full header can cause inconsistent compression state at compressor and decompressor,
resulting in incorrect decompression, expanding headers to be di�erent than they were
before compressing them. A header compression method needs mechanisms to avoid
incorrect decompression due to inconsistent compression state and it needs to update
the compression state if it should become inconsistent. Our scheme use di�erent
mechanisms for UDP and TCP, covered in sections 5.3 and 5.4.

If header compression would result in signi�cantly increased loss rates, the gains
from the reduced header size could be less than the reduced throughput due to loss.
All in all, header compression would then decrease throughput. In the following, we
show how this can be avoided and the potential gain from header compression can be
realized even over lossy links.

5.3 UDP header compression

For UDP packet streams the compressor will send full headers periodically to refresh
the compression state. If not refreshed, the compression state is garbage collected
away. This is an application of the soft state principle introduced by Clark [18] and
used for example in the RSVP [108] resource reservation setup protocol, and the PIM
[22] multicast routing protocol.

The periodic refreshes of soft state provide the following advantages.

� If the �rst full header is lost, the decompressor can install proper compression
state when a refreshing header arrives. This is also true when there is a change
in a nochange �eld and the resulting full header is lost.

� When a decompressor is temporarily disconnected from the compressor, a com-
mon situation for wireless, it can install proper compression state when the
connection is resumed and a refresh header arrives.

� In multicast groups, periodic refreshes allow new receivers to install compression
state without explicit communication with the compressor.

� The scheme can be used over simplex links as no upstream messages are neces-
sary.
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5.3.1 Header Generations

We do not use incremental encoding of any header �elds that can be present in the
header of a UDP packet. This means that loss of a compressed header will not
invalidate the compression state. It is only loss of a full header that would change
the compression state that can result in inconsistent compression state and incorrect
decompression.

To avoid such incorrect decompression, each version of the compression state is
associated with a generation, represented by a small number, carried by full headers
that install or refresh that compression state and in headers that were compressed
using it. Whenever the compression state changes, the generation number is incre-
mented. This allows a decompressor to detect when its compression state is out of
date by comparing its generation to the generation in compressed headers. When the
compression state is out of date, the decompressor may drop or store packets until a
full header installs proper compression state.

5.3.2 Compression Slow-Start

To avoid long periods of packet discard when full headers are lost, the refresh interval
should be short. To get high compression rates, however, the refresh interval should
be long. We use a new mechanism we call compression slow-start to achieve both
these goals. The compressor starts with a very short interval between full headers,
one packet with a compressed header, when compression begins and when a header
changes. The refresh interval is then exponentially increased in size with each refresh
until the steady state refresh period is reached. Figure 5.3 illustrates the slow-start

Change Full headers

Figure 5.3: Compression slow-start after header change. All refresh headers carry the same
generation number.

mechanism, tall lines represents packets with full headers and short lines packets
with compressed headers. If the �rst packet is lost, the compression state will be
synchronized by the third packet and only a single packet with a compressed header
must be discarded or stored temporarily. If the �rst three packets are lost, two
additional packets must be discarded or stored, etc. We see that when the full header
that updates the compression state after a change is lost in an error burst of x packets,
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at most x�1 packets are discarded or stored temporarily due to obsolete compression
state.

With the slow-start mechanism, choosing the interval between header refreshes
becomes a tradeo� between the desired compression rate and how long it is acceptable
to wait before packets start coming through after joining a multicast group or coming
out from a radio shadow. We propose a time limit of at most 5 seconds between
full headers and a maximumnumber of 256 compressed headers between full headers.
These limits are approximately equal when packets are 20 ms apart.

5.3.3 Soft-state

We are able to get soft state by trading o� some header compression. A hard-state
based scheme does not send refresh messages and so will get more compression. The
amount of compression lost in our soft state approach, however, is minimal. Figure
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Figure 5.4: Average header size. H = 48, C = 4.

5.4 shows the average header size when full headers of size H are sent every xth packet,
and the others have compressed headers of size C. For comparison, the diagram also
shows the size of the compressed header. The values used for H and C are typical for
UDP/IPv6. It is clear from �gure 5.4 that if the header refresh frequency is increased
past the knee of the curve, the size of the average header is very close to the size of
the compressed header. For example, if we decide to send 256 compressed headers for
every full header, roughly corresponding to a full header every �ve seconds when there
are 20 ms between packets, the average header is 1.4 bits larger than the compressed
header.
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Figure 5.5: Bandwidth E�ciency. H = 48, C = 4, D = 36.

Figure 5.5 shows the bandwidth e�ciency, i.e., the fraction of the consumed band-
width used for actual data. The bandwidth e�ciency when all headers are compressed
is shown for comparison. The size of the data, D, is 36 bytes, which corresponds to
20 ms of GSM encoded audio samples.

Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show that, when operating to the right of the knee of the curve,
the size of the compressed header is more important than how often the occasional
full header is sent due to soft state refreshes or changes in the header. The cost is
slightly higher than for handshake-based schemes, but we think that is justi�ed by
the ability of our scheme to compress on simplex links and compress multicast packets
on multi-access links.

5.3.4 Error-free compression state

Header compression may cause the error model for packet streams to change. Without
header compression, a bit-error damages only the packet containing the bit-error.
When header compression is used and bit-errors occur in a full header, a single error
could cause loss of subsequent packets. This is because the bit-error might be stored as
compression state and when subsequent headers are expanded using that compression
state they will contain the same bit-error.

If the link-level framing protocol uses a strong checksum, this will never happen
because frames with bit-errors will be discarded before reaching the decompressor.
However, some framing protocols, for example SLIP [91], lack strong checksums.
PPP[93] has a strong checksum if HDLC-like framing [94] is used, but that is not
required.
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IPv6 must not be operated over links that can deliver a signi�cant fraction of
corrupted packets. This means that when IPv6 is run over a lossy wireless link the
link layer must have a strong checksum or error correction. Thus, the rest of this
discussion about how to protect against bit-errors in the compression state is not
applicable to IPv6. These mechanisms are justi�ed only when used for protocols
where a signi�cant fraction of corrupted packets can be delivered to the compressor.

It is su�cient for compression state to be installed properly in the decompressor
if one full header is transmitted undamaged over the link. What is needed is a way to
detect bit-errors in full headers. The compressor extends the UDP checksum to cover
the whole full header rather than just the pseudo-header since the pseudo-header
doesn't cover all the �elds in the IP header. The decompressor then performs the
checksum before storing a header as compression state. In this manner erroneous
compression state will not be installed in the decompressor and no headers will be
expanded to contain bit-errors. The decompressor restores the original UDP checksum
before passing the packet up to IP.

Once the compression state is installed, there will be no extra packet losses with
UDP header compression. If the decompressor temporarily stores packets for which it
does not have proper compression state and expands their headers when a matching
full header arrives, there will be no packet loss related to header compression. The
stored packets will be delayed, however, and hard real-time applications may not be
able to utilize them, although adaptive applications might.

5.3.5 Reduced packet loss rate

Header compression reduces the number of bits that are transmitted over a link. So
for a given bit-error rate the number of transmitted packets containing bit-errors is
reduced by header compression. This implies that header compression will improve
the quality of service over wireless links with high bit-error rates, especially when
packets are small, so that the header is a signi�cant fraction of the whole packet.

Figure 5.6 shows the packet loss rate as a function of the bit-error rate of the media
with and without header compression. The packet loss rates for compressed packets
assume that the compression state has been successfully installed. Compressed head-
ers, C, are 4 bytes, full and regular headers, H, are 48 bytes (IPv6/UDP). D is the
size of the payload.

Thus, our header compression scheme for UDP/IP in addition to decreasing the
required header bandwidth, also reduces the rate of packet loss. The packet loss
rate is decreased in direct proportion to the decrease in packet size due to header
compression. For the 36 byte payload, the packet loss rate is decreased by 52% and
for the 100 byte payload by 30%. With tunneling, the packet loss rate decreases by
68% and 45%, respectively.

If bit-errors occur in bursts whose length is of the same order as the packet size,
there will be little or no improvement in the packet loss frequency because of header
compression. The numbers above assume uniformly distributed bit-errors.
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Figure 5.6: Packet loss rate as a function of bit-error rate, with and without header com-
pression and for payloads of 36 and 100 bytes.

5.4 TCP header compression

The currently used header compression method for TCP/IPv4 is by Jacobson [51],
and is known as VJ header compression. Jacobson carefully analyzes how the various
�elds in the TCP header change between consecutive packets in a TCP connection.
Utilizing this knowledge, his method can reduce the size of a TCP/IPv4 header to
3{6 bytes.

It is straightforward to extend VJ header compression to TCP/IPv6. It is im-
portant to do this since not only are the base headers in IPv6 larger than IPv4,
multiple headers needed to support Mobile IPv6[83], i.e., routing headers with 16
byte addresses tunneled to the mobile host, will produce a large overhead on wireless
networks.

5.4.1 Compression of TCP header

Most �elds in the TCP header are transmitted as the di�erence from the previous
header. The changes are usually by small positive numbers and the di�erence can
be represented using fewer bits than the absolute value. Di�erences of 1-255 are
represented by one byte and di�erences of 0 or 256-65535 are represented by three
bytes.

A ag byte, see �gure 5.8, encodes the �elds that have changed. Thus no values
need to be transmitted for �elds that do not change. The S, A, and W bits of the ag
byte corresponds to the Sequence Number, Acknowledgment Number, and Window
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TCP header (20 bytes)

H Len

Acknowledgment Number

Sequence Number

Source Port

Reserved P SUA R F Window Size

Destination Port

Urgent PointerTCP Checksum

Figure 5.7: TCP header. Grey �elds usually do not change.

PIC S A W U

Figure 5.8: Flag byte of compressed TCP header.

Size �elds of the TCP header. The I bit is associated with an identi�cation �eld in
the IPv4 header, encoded in the same way as the previously mentioned �elds. The
U and P bits in the ag byte are copies of the U and P ags in the TCP header.
The Urgent Pointer �eld is transmitted only when the U bit is set. Finally, the C bit
allows the 8-bit CID to be compressed away when several consecutive packets belong
to the same TCP connection. If the C bit is zero, the CID is the same as on the
previous packet. The TCP checksum is transmitted unmodi�ed.

VJ header compression recognizes two special cases that are very common for the
data stream of bulk data transfers and interactive remote login sessions, respectively.
Using special encodings of the ag byte, the resulting compressed header is then
four bytes, one byte for the ag byte, one byte of the CID, and the two byte TCP
checksum.

5.4.2 Updating TCP compression state

VJ header compression uses a di�erential encoding technique called delta encoding
which means that di�erences in the �elds are sent rather than the �elds themselves.
Using delta encoding implies that the compression state stored in the decompressor
changes for each header. When a header is lost, the compression state of the decom-
pressor is not incremented properly and the compressor and decompressor will have
inconsistent state. This is di�erent from UDP where loss of compressed headers do
not make the state inconsistent. Inconsistent compression state for TCP/IP streams
will result in a situation where sequence numbers and/or acknowledgment numbers
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of decompressed headers are o� by some number k, typically the size of the missing
segment. The TCP receiver (sender) will compute the TCP checksum which reliably
detects such errors and the segment (acknowledgment) will be discarded by the TCP
receiver (sender).

TCP receivers do not send acknowledgments for discarded segments, and TCP
senders do not use discarded acknowledgments, so the TCP sender will eventually
get a timeout signal and retransmit. The compressor peeks into TCP segments and
acknowledgments and detects when TCP retransmits, and then sends a full header.
The full header updates the compression state at the decompressor and subsequent
headers are decompressed correctly.

5.4.3 Simulated scenarios

S B M

MBS

10 ms

34 Mbit/s

10 ms

14.4 kbit/s

100 ms
34 Mbit/s 2 Mbit/s

10 ms

Modem topology

WLAN topology

Figure 5.9: Modem and Wireless LAN (WLAN) topologies. S: Stationary computer, B:
Base station or modem server, M: Mobile. Header compression over the bottleneck link (if
done). TCP connections between S and M. Right link is lossy.

To investigate the e�ects of header compression in various scenarios we have used the
LBNL Network Simulator [74], a network simulator based on the REAL simulator
[56]. A number of TCP variants are available, including TCPs that support selective
acknowledgments, and it is possible to set up various network topologies. We have
extended the simulator to allow emulation of VJ header compression, and in this paper
we show simulations over the two topologies in �gure 5.9. The Modem topology is
meant to mirror a path including a low-delay wireless link with 14.4 kbit/s capacity.
It represents a path including a GSM or CDPD link. The WLAN topology is meant
to mirror a long distance path where the �rst (or last) hop is over a 2 Mbit/s wireless
local area network.

In our simulations, the probability that a transmitted bit is damaged is uniform
and independent. This implies that the times between bit-errors are exponentially
distributed.
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Figure 5.10: Number of 512 byte segments delivered across Modem topology with bit-error
rate 2 � 10�7.

5.4.4 VJ header compression over low-bandwidth links

VJ header compression works well over connections where the delay-bandwidth prod-
uct is small, and consequently the sending window is small, as evident from �gures
5.10 and 5.11. The �gures show throughput over the Modem topology. TCP segments
have a payload of 512 bytes and have an extra IPv6 header for tunnelling IP data-
grams from a Home Agent to a mobile host as described in the current Mobile IPv6
draft [83], resulting in a total header of 100 bytes. Compressed headers are assumed
to be 5 bytes on average, a slightly pessimistic value for data transfers.

The curves show performance with and without header compression, for bit-error
rates of 2 � 10�7 (�gure 5.10) and 2 � 10�6 (�gure 5.11). With the lower bit-error
rate, header compression provides higher throughput corresponding to the reduced
packet size, about 16%. With higher bit-error rates, throughput is better with header
compression than without. VJ header compression was developed to be used over
low-speed links, and even with relatively high bit-error rates, it performs well over
such links.

In Figure 5.11 the curve for header compression has several dips, with big dips
around 230 and 360 seconds. These are the result of packet losses. With every loss,
acknowledgments stop coming back and the TCP sender will take a timeout before the
retransmit which repairs the compression state. There is no similar dip in the curve
for no header compression. This is because TCP's fast retransmit algorithm is usually
able to repair a single lost segment without having to wait for a timeout signal. The
fast retransmit algorithm occurs when the TCP sender deduces from a small number
of duplicate acknowledgments (usually three) that a segment has been lost, and so
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Figure 5.11: Number of 512 byte segments delivered across Modem topology with bit-error
rate 2 � 10�6.

retransmits the missing segment. Which segment is missing can be deduced from the
duplicate acknowledgments.

Fast retransmit does not work with VJ header compression. A lost data segment
causes mismatching compression state between compressor and decompressor, and
subsequent data segments will be discarded by the TCP receiver. No acknowledg-
ments will be sent until a retransmission updates the compression state.

In Figure 5.11, the curve for header compression has a large dip at 230 seconds.
This is because the congestion control mechanisms of TCP are triggered by repeated
losses and TCP reduces its sending rate. Without header compression, fast retransmit
is able to repair lost segments and there are no noticeable dips.

5.4.5 VJ header compression over medium-bandwidth links

With the coming of IPv6 and Mobile IP there is a need to conserve bandwidth even
over medium-speed links, with bit-rates of a few Mbit/s. Moreover, many TCP con-
nections will be across large geographic distances, for example between Europe and
USA, and these paths can have signi�cant delays due to propagation, queueing, and
processing delays in routers. Figure 5.12 shows the e�ects of VJ header compres-
sion on a bulk transfer in the WLAN scenario with a moderate bit-error rate on the
wireless link. The throughput with header compression drops signi�cantly, from 620
kbit/s to 470 kbit/s or about 25%.

One reason for the reduced throughput is that the delay{bandwidth product is
much larger in this scenario. The sending window needs to be at least 50 kbytes to
�ll the link. With header compression, every lost segment results in losing a timeout
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Figure 5.12: Delivered 512 byte segments across WLAN topology with bit-error rate 2 �
10�7.

interval's worth of segments due to inconsistent compression state. A timeout has
to occur before retransmission and update of the compression state, and the timeout
interval is at least equivalent to a round-trip's worth of data, i.e., at least 50 kbyte.
With high bit-error rates, this e�ect alone can severely reduce throughput.

Bit-error rate 10�8 10�7 10�6

Without Hdr Comp
Segments btw loss (avg) 20400 2040 204
Loss rate 0.0049% 0.049% 0.49%

With Hdr Comp
Segments btw loss (avg) 24200 2420 242
Loss rate (incl window) 0.40% 4.0% 40%

Figure 5.13: E�ects of Header Compression on loss rate.

The table in �gure 5.13 show some calculations of the e�ects of packet loss in the
WLAN topology when the sending window is assumed to be constant at 50 kbytes.
The segment size is 512 bytes and header compression is assumed to reduce the header
to 5 bytes. The 50 kbyte window is equivalent to 98 segments. Without header
compression, the fast repair mechanism is assumed to be able to repair a loss without
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triggering a timeout. With header compression, the timeout period is assumed to be
exactly equivalent to the round-trip time of 220 ms, which is very optimistic.

Another reason for the reduced throughput of �gure 5.12 is the congestion control
mechanisms of TCP. TCP assumes that every lost segment is due to congestion and
reduces its sending window for each loss. The sending window determines the amount
of data that can be transmitted per round-trip time, so this reduces TCP's sending
rate. When the congestion signal is a retransmission timeout, the window is reduced
more than what it would be after a fast retransmit. Since header compression disables
fast retransmit, the window after a loss will be smaller with header compression than
without.

It is clear that repeated loss of whole sending windows combined with additional
backo� from the congestion control mechanisms of TCP can result in bad performance
over lossy links when traditional header compression is being used.

5.4.6 Ideal, lossless TCP header compression
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Figure 5.14: Delivered 512 byte segments over WLAN topology with bit-error rate 2�10�7 .

We saw in section 5.3.5 that the packet loss rate is reduced when headers are smaller.
This means that header compression can result in higher throughput because TCP's
sending window can grow larger between losses. If the compression state can be
repaired quickly, header compression will increase throughput for TCP transfers, as
illustrated in Figure 5.14. The �gure plots number of delivered segments for two TCP
transfers where the better one experiences 18% less packet loss due to a reduction
in header size from 100 bytes to 5 bytes. The increase in throughput is about 28%.
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Thus, lossless header compression, i.e., header compression where no extra packet
loss occurs due to header compression, increases TCP throughput over lossy links
signi�cantly.

5.4.7 Low-loss TCP header compression and the twice algo-
rithm

TCP header compression reduces throughput over lossy links because the compression
state is not updated properly when packets are lost. This disables acknowledgments,
and bandwidth is wasted when segments that were unharmed are retransmitted after
a timeout. In this section we describe mechanisms that speed up updating of the
compression state. Achieving totally lossless header compression may not be fea-
sible. However, we will show that two simple mechanisms achieve low-loss header
compression with comparable performance for bulk data transfers.

A decompressor can detect when its compression state is inconsistent by using the
TCP checksum. If it fails, the compression state is deemed inconsistent. A repair can
then be attempted by making an educated guess on the properties of the loss. The
decompressor assumes that the inconsistency is due to a single lost segment. It then
attempts to decompress the received compressed header again on the assumption that
the lost segment would have incremented the compression state in the same way as
the current segment. In this manner the delta of the current segment is applied twice
to the compression state. If the checksum succeeds, the segment is delivered to IP
and the compression state is consistent again.

Figure 5.16 shows success rates for this simple mechanism, called the twice al-
gorithm. The rates were obtained by analyzing packet traces from FTP sessions
downloading a 10 Mbyte �le to a machine at Lule�a University. The Long trace is
from an ftp site at MIT, the Medium trace from a site in Finland, and the Short and
LAN traces from a local ftp site, and a machine on the same Ethernet, respectively.
Figure 5.15 lists information about the traces.

Trace RTT (ms) #hops transfer time
Long 125 { 200 14 26 min
Medium 27 { 32 6 5 min
Short 5 { 18 2 3 min
LAN 0 { 1 0 25 sec

Figure 5.15: Trace information.

The traces contain a number of TCP connections, including the control connection
of FTP. The data and acknowledgment streams are listed separately. Each segment
in the compressed traces was examined and for each segment, it was noted whether
the twice algorithm would be able to repair the compression state if that segment was
lost.
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The twice algorithm performs very well for data streams, with success rates close
to 100% for the Medium and Short traces. The Long trace is slightly worse because
congestion losses and retransmissions cause varying increments in compressed headers.
For the LAN trace, the hard disc was the bottleneck of the transfer. 8192 byte disc
blocks were fragmented into �ve 1460 byte segments, 1460 being the MTU of the
Ethernet, and a remaining segment of 892 bytes. This explains the 66.3% success
rate for the data segment stream, since the twice algorithm fails 2 times for every 6
segments.

Trace Data stream Ack stream
Long 82.8 45.4
Medium 98.6 97.8
Short 99.3 39.1
LAN 66.3 20.1

Figure 5.16: Success rates (%) for twice algorithm.

For acknowledgment streams, the success rates are much lower except for the
Medium trace. The culprit is the delayed acknowledgement mechanism of TCP where
the TCP receiver holds on to an ack, usually 200 ms6, before transmitting it. If
additional segments arrive during this time the ack will include those too. For the
Long and Short traces, 72.0% and 98.8% of all acknowledgments had deltas of one
or two times the segment size, respectively. The obvious optimization of the twice
algorithm, to try multiples of the segment size, would also then reach high success
rates for these traces. The combination of varying segment sizes and the delayed ack
mechanism explains the low success rate for the LAN trace, deltas were usually some
low multiple of 1460 plus possibly 892. The most common deltas were 2920 and 3812.
The straightforward optimization mentioned above would increase the success rate
for the LAN trace to 53%.

When the twice algorithm fails to repair the compression state for an acknowledg-
ment stream, a whole window of data will be lost and the TCP sender will receive a
timeout signal and do a slow start. Thus, the low success rate for acknowledgment
streams call for additional machinery to speed up the repair.

Over a wireless link or LAN, it is highly likely that the two packet streams con-
stituting a TCP connection pass through the same nodes on each side. There will
then be a compressor{decompressor pair on each side. A request for sending a full
header can thus be passed from decompressor to compressor by setting a ag in the
TCP stream going in the opposite direction. This requires communication between
compressor and decompressor at both nodes.

When the data segment stream is broken, acknowledgements stop coming back and
there is no full header for inserting a header request. So this mechanism will not work

6TCP spec allows 500 ms.
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for data segment streams. One way to resolve this would be to have the decompressor
create and forward a segment containing a single byte that the TCP receiver has
already seen. This will cause the TCP receiver to send a duplicate acknowledgment
in which the header request can be inserted.

RECEIVER

Acks

data stream

TCP 
full header
Asks for 

old segment

duplicate ack

CompressorDecompressor

Compressor Decompressor

Asks for
header request

Broken

Figure 5.17: Header request mechanism.

To further improve the situation, the segments received while the data stream
is broken could be stored and decompressed later when a retransmission provides
the missing segments. Adding these two mechanisms, header compression should be
practically lossless. However, the twice algorithm performs well on data streams, so
it is doubtful whether the extra machinery can be justi�ed. For acknowledgment
streams, the request{repair mechanism works well.

Having implemented the twice algorithm and the full header request mechanism
in the simulator, we ran the ideal lossless header compression algorithm and the low-
loss header compression algorithms against each other. Figure 5.18 shows a typical
result. The two header compression curves grow with similar rates, and they are both
signi�cantly better than the curve without header compression. Sometimes low-loss
header compression is actually ahead of the ideal lossless header compression, this is
because random e�ects make them experience slightly di�erent packet losses.

5.4.8 Performance versus bit-error rate

We ran a series of simulations on the WLAN topology where the bit-error rate varied
from 10�4 (on average, one segment in 2 is lost) to 10�9 (on average, one segment
in 200 000 is lost). Figure 5.19 shows the results for various header compression
algorithms. For reference, the performance without header compression is also shown.

We see that the low-loss header compression algorithms perform well for all bit-
error rates. They beat VJ header compression when the bit-error rate is low, and are
better than no header compression when the bit-error rate is high. In particular, for
bit-error rates around 2 � 10�7, low-loss header compression performs signi�cantly
better than both of VJ header compression and no header compression.

The curves for the twice algorithm and the twice algorithm plus header request are
so similar that they cannot be distinguished, which implies that the header request
mechanism is not needed when the bit-error probability is uniform and independent.
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Figure 5.18: Delivered 512 byte segments over WLAN topology with bit-error rate 2�10�7 .
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Moreover, the curve for ideal lossless header compression is almost indistinguishable
from the low-loss curves. This suggests that it is not possible to improve the low-loss
mechanisms signi�cantly.

5.5 Related work and discussion

The �rst work on header compression by Jacobson resulted in the now familiar VJ
header compression method [51], widely used in the Internet today. VJ header com-
pression can compress TCP/IPv4 headers only, UDP headers are not compressed by
his method. Most real-time tra�c in the Internet today uses UDP, so there is a need
for compression mechanisms for UDP.

Mathur et al [61] has de�ned a header compression method for IPX, that can be
adapted to UDP. In their scheme, compressor and decompressor perform a handshake
after each full header. Thus, the scheme in [61] cannot be used over simplex links, and
the ack implosion problem makes it hard to adapt for multicast communication. The
cost of our scheme compared to handshake-based schemes is slightly higher in terms
of bandwidth, but the ability to use it for multicast and over simplex links justi�es
this cost.

With the coming of IPv6 and Mobile IP, there is a need to preserve bandwidth
over medium-speed lossy links. For bulk transfers, VJ header compression performs
badly over such links, and using it actually reduces throughput. Although the link is
less utilized and more users can be served when there is less overhead, most users will
not accept decreased performance. We have shown that with extra mechanisms for
quick repair of compression state, header compression can increase TCP throughput
signi�cantly over lossy links. This is largely due to the reduced packet loss rate that
allows TCP to increase its sending window more between losses.

A number of researchers have worked with increasing TCP throughput over lossy
wireless links. One example is the Berkeley snoop protocol [9], which augments TCP
by inserting a booster protocol [36] over the wireless link. The booster protocol stores
segments temporarily, snoops into segments and acknowledgments to detect what
segments are lost, and performs local retransmissions over the wireless link. This
helps increase the performance of TCP because the congestion control mechanisms
of TCP are less likely to be triggered and the sending window can open up more
than with a standard TCP. The performance of such boosters would be severely
reduced if traditional VJ header compression was used because there would be no
acknowledgments after a loss.

With low-loss header compression, the throughput with booster protocols should
increase. The lower packet loss rate is bene�cial because fewer segments need to be
retransmitted, and if the booster manages to �ll the link to capacity, the reduced
header size promises a performance increase of around 15% for IPv6 and Mobile IP
headers. Moreover, booster protocols such as in [9] can bene�t from the decompres-
sor's detailed knowledge of when packet losses has occurred. It would make sense to
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have the decompressor inform the booster protocol of when losses occur, and have
the booster tell the compressor when to send a full header.

The twice algorithm seemed to perform badly for the LAN trace, with success
rates of 66% for the data stream and 20% for the acknowledgment stream. The
bottleneck, however, was the disc. TCP ran out of data and had to send a smaller
segment at the end of each disc block. It is unlikely that this situation will occur on
a medium-speed wireless LAN, where the bottleneck of a data transfer is more likely
to be in the network than the hard disc.

We have used uniformly distributed bit-error frequencies in our simulations. This
implies that most packet losses are for single packets. It is not clear that this is a good
model for a wireless LAN. Two recent studies of the AT&T WaveLAN [31, 72] have
come to slightly di�erent conclusions. [72] found that within a room, packet losses
do not occur in groups and are uniformly distributed. For longer distances between
rooms packet loss occur in groups of 2-3 packets7. The other study [31] also found
that within a room, losses are uniform and for single packets. This was also true
between rooms. Moreover, this latter study found a much lower correlation between
distance and loss rate than the previous study.

If it is true that most packet losses occur in groups of one to three packets, the
twice mechanism should be extended to be able to repair one to three lost packets.
The compressor can keep track of the consecutive changes to the TCP header and send
an occasional full header to ensure that the TCP checksum will detect all inconsistent
decompression resulting from such loss.

If packet losses occur in long groups, the twice algorithm will fail and the com-
pression state is not repaired. However, the header request mechanism and sending
an empty data segment to ensure that the TCP receiver sends an acknowledgment
should improve the situation considerably. Temporary storing data segments that
cannot be decompressed for later decompression may or may not be justi�ed, this is
a topic for further study.

5.6 Implementation status

We have a prototype implementation where UDP is used as the link layer. A modi�ed
tcpdump allows us to capture real packet traces and feed them into the prototype for
compression and decompression. Processing times for the prototype are listed in �gure
5.20. Times were measured using gettimeofday() on a SUN Sparc-5. Little time has
been spent optimizing the code of the prototype, it is likely that the reported times
can be improved.

The reason for the large variation in the processing times for compression is that
the compressor must �nd the appropriate compression state before compressing. The
implementation performs a linear search over the compression state of active CIDs,
and the processing time includes this linear search.

7In this study, 1400 byte packets were used.
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Header Compressor Decompressor
avg extremes avg extremes

regular 11 10, 12 7 6, 8
full 31 20, 43 16 15, 17
compr 35 32, 49 27 24, 29

Figure 5.20: Processing times, microseconds.

Header compression processing time is low compared to header transmission time.
For example, on a 2 Mbit/s link it takes 0.5 �s to transmit one bit. Total processing
time for a compressed header is 35 + 27 = 62 �s, which is equivalent to 15.5 bytes.
Since a TCP/IPv6 header is reduced by about 55 bytes with header compression,
compressed segments will be delivered sooner with header compression than without.

We are currently implementing IPv6 header compression in the NetBSD kernel,
and are planning a Streams module for Sun Microsystems, Inc., Solaris operating
system. A current Internet Draft [26] speci�es the details of IPv6 header compression.

5.7 Conclusion

The large headers of IPv6 and Mobile IP threaten to reduce the applicability of Inter-
net technology over low- and medium-speed links. Some delay sensitive applications
need to use small packets, for instance remote login and real-time audio applications,
and the overhead of large headers on small packets can be prohibitive.

A natural way to alleviate the problem is to compress headers. We have shown
how to compress UDP/IP headers, resulting in improved bandwidth e�ciency and
reduced packet loss rates over lossy wireless links. Our method, based on soft state
and periodic header refreshes, can be used over simplex links and for multicast com-
munication. A new mechanism, Compression Slow-Start, allows quick installation of
compression state and high compression rates.

Since header compression reduces the packet loss rate, using header compression
for TCP improves throughput over lossy wireless links. With longer times between
packet losses, the TCP sending window can open up more because the congestion
control mechanisms are not invoked as often. However, the compression state used
by the decompressor must be repaired quickly after a loss, and we present two mech-
anisms for quick repair of compression state. One mechanism extrapolates what the
compression state is likely to be after a loss is detected. Analysis of packet traces show
that this method is very e�cient. The other mechanism requests a header refresh by
utilizing the TCP stream going in the opposite direction.

Simulations show that the resulting low-loss header compression method is better
than VJ header compression and better than not doing header compression at all,
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for bit-error rates from 10�9 to 10�4. Low-loss header compression is a win, for
delay-sensitive applications as well as bulk data transfers.
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Abstract

This document describes how to compress IPv6 headers per-hop over

point-to-point links. The methods can be applied to IPv6 base and

extension headers, IPv4 headers, TCP and UDP headers, and

encapsulated IPv6 and IPv4 headers.

Headers of typical UDP or TCP packets can be compressed down to 4-7

octets including the 2 byte UDP or TCP checksum. This largely

removes the negative impact of large headers and allows efficient use

of bandwidth on low- and medium-speed links.
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1. Introduction

There are several reasons to do header compression on low- or

medium-speed links. Header compression can

* Improve interactive response time

For very low-speed links, echoing of characters may take longer

than 100-200 ms because of the time required to transmit large

headers. 100-200 ms is the maximum time people can tolerate

without feeling that the system is sluggish.

* Allow using small packets for bulk data with good line

efficiency

This is important when interactive (for example Telnet) and

bulk traffic (for example FTP) is mixed because the bulk data

should be carried in small packets to decrease the waiting time

when a packet with interactive data is caught behind a bulk

data packet.

Using small packet sizes for the FTP traffic in this case is a

global solution to a local problem. It will increase the load

on the network as it has to deal with many small packets. A

better solution might be to locally fragment the large packets

over the slow link as suggested by Oran, Casner, and Jacobson

in section 5 of [CRTP].

* Allow using small packets for delay sensitive low data-rate

traffic

For such applications, for example voice, the time to fill a

packet with data is significant if packets are large. To get

low end-to-end delay small packets are preferred. Without

header compression, the smallest possible IPv6/UDP headers (48

octets) consume 19.2 kbit/s with a packet rate of 50 packets/s.

50 packets/s is equivalent to having 20 ms worth of voice

samples in each packet. Tunneling or routing headers, for

example to support mobility, will increase the bandwidth

consumed by headers by at least 10-20 kbit/s. This should be

compared with the bandwidth required for the actual sound

samples, for example 13 kbit/s with GSM encoding. Header

compression can reduce the bandwidth needed for headers

significantly, in the example to about 1.7 kbit/s. This enables

higher quality voice transmission over 14.4 and 28.8 kbit/s

modems.

* Decrease header overhead.
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A common size of TCP segments for bulk transfers over medium-

speed links is 512 octets today. When TCP segments are

tunneled, for example because Mobile IP is used, the header is

100 octets. Header compression will decrease the header

overhead from 19.5 per cent to about 1 per cent. This is a

significant gain for line-speeds as high as a few Mbit/s.

The IPv6 specification prescribes path MTU discovery, so with

IPv6 bulk TCP transfers should use segments larger than 512

bytes when possible. Still, with 1400 octet segments (RFC 894

Ethernet encapsulation allows 1500 octet payloads, of which 100

octets are used for IP headers), header compression reduces IP

header overhead from 7.1% to 0.4%.

* Reduce packet loss rate over lossy links.

Because fewer bits are sent per packet, the packet loss rate

will be lower for a given bit-error rate. This results in

higher throughput for TCP as the sending window can open up

more between losses, and in fewer lost packets for UDP.

The mechanisms described here are intended for a point-to-point link.

However, care has been taken to allow extensions for multi-access

links and multicast.

Headers that can be compressed include TCP, UDP, IPv4, and IPv6 base

and extension headers. For TCP packets, the mechanisms of Van

Jacobson [RFC-1144] are used to recover from loss. Two mechanisms

that increase the efficiency of VJ header compression over lossy

links are also described. For non-TCP packets, compression slow-

start and periodic header refreshes allow minimal periods of packet

discard after loss of a header that changes the compression state.

There are hooks for adding header compression schemes on top of UDP,

for example compressed RTP now being developed by Casner and

Jacobson.

Header compression relies on many fields being constant or changing

seldomly in consecutive packets belonging to the same packet stream.

Fields that do not change between packets need not be transmitted at

all. Fields that change often with small and/or predictable values,

e.g., TCP sequence numbers, can be encoded incrementally so that the

number of bits needed for these fields decrease significantly. Only

fields that change often and randomly, e.g., checksums or

authentication data, need to be transmitted in every header.

The general principle of header compression is to occasionally send a

packet with a full header; subsequent compressed headers refer to the

full header and may contain incremental changes to the full header.
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2. Terminology

This section explains some terms used in this document.

Subheader

An IPv6 base header, an IPv6 extension header, an IPv4 header,

a UDP header, or a TCP header.

Header

A chain of subheaders.

Compress

The act of reducing the size of a header by removing header

fields or reducing the size of header fields. This is done in a

way such that a decompressor can reconstruct the header if its

compression state is identical to the compression state used

when compressing the header.

Decompress

The act of reconstructing a compressed header.

Compression identifier (CID)

A small unique number identifying the compression state that

should be used to decompress a compressed header. Carried in

full headers and compressed headers.

Compression state

The state which the compressor uses to compress a header and

the decompressor uses to decompress a header. The compression

state is the uncompressed version of the last header sent

(compressor) or received (decompressor) over the link, except

for fields in the header that are included "as-is" in

compressed headers or can be inferred from, e.g., the size of

the link-level frame.

The compression state for a packet stream is associated with a

compression identifier. The compression state for non-TCP

packet streams is also associated with a generation.
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Generation

For non-TCP packet streams, each new version of the compression

state for a given CID is associated with a generation: a small

number that is incremented whenever the compression state

associated with that CID changes. Carried by full and

compressed non-TCP headers.

Packet stream

A sequence of packets whose headers are similar and share

compression state. For example, headers in a TCP packet stream

have the same source and final destination address, and the

same port numbers in the TCP header. Similarly, headers in a

UDP packet stream have the same source and destination address,

and the same port numbers in the UDP header.

Full header (header refresh)

An uncompressed header that updates or refreshes the

compression state for a packet stream. It carries a CID that

will be used to identify the compression state.

Full headers for non-TCP packet streams also carry the

generation of the compression state they update or refresh.

Regular header

A normal, uncompressed, header. Does not carry CID or

generation association.

Incorrect decompression

When a compressed and then decompressed header is different

from the uncompressed header. Usually due to mismatching

compression state between the compressor and decompressor or

bit errors during transmission of the compressed header.

Differential coding

A compression technique where the compressed value of a header

field is the difference between the current value of the field

and the value of the same field in the previous header

belonging to the same packet stream. A decompressor can thus

obtain the value of the field by adding the value in the

compressed header to its compression state. This technique is

used for TCP streams but not for non-TCP streams.
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3. Compression method

Much of the header information stays the same over the life-time of a

packet stream. For non-TCP packet streams almost all fields of the

headers are constant. For TCP many fields are constant and others

change with small and predictable values.

To initiate compression of the headers of a packet stream, a full

header carrying a compression identifier, CID, is transmitted over

the link. The compressor and decompressor store most fields of this

full header as compression state. The compression state consists of

the fields of the header whose values are constant and thus need not

be sent over the link at all, or change little between consecutive

headers so that it uses fewer bits to send the difference from the

previous value compared to sending the absolute value.

Any change in fields that are expected to be constant in a packet

stream will cause the compressor to send a full header again to

update the compression state at the decompressor. As long as the

compression state is the same at compressor and decompressor, headers

can be decompressed to be exactly as they were before compression.

However, if a full header or compressed header is lost during

transmission, the compression state of the decompressor may become

obsolete as it is not updated properly. Compressed headers will then

be decompressed incorrectly.

IPv6 is not meant to be used over links that can deliver a

significant fraction of damaged packets to the IPv6 module. This

means that links must have a very low bit-error rate or that link-

level frames must be protected by checksums, forward error correction

or something of that nature. Damaged frames will thus be discarded

by the link layer. The link layer implementation might indicate to

the header compression module that a frame was damaged, but it cannot

say what packet stream it belonged to as it might be the CID that is

damaged. Moreover, frames may disappear without the link layer

implementation's knowledge, for example if the link is a multi-hop

link where frames can be dropped due to congestion at each hop. The

kind of link errors that a header compression module should deal with

and protect against will thus be packet loss.

So a header compression scheme needs mechanisms to update the

compression state at the decompressor and to detect or avoid

incorrect decompression. These mechanisms are very different for TCP

and non-TCP streams, and are described in sections 3.2 and 3.3.

The compression mechanisms in this document assume that packets are

not reordered between the compressor and decompressor. If the link

does reorder, section 11 describes mechanisms for ordering the
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packets before decompression. It is also assumed that the link-layer

implementation can provide the length of packets, and that there is

no padding in UDP packets or tunneled packets.

3.1. Packet types

This compression method uses four packet types in addition to the

IPv4 and IPv6 packet types. The combination of link-level packet

type and the value of the first four bits of the packet uniquely

determines the packet type. Details on how these packet types are

represented are in section 13.

FULL_HEADER - indicates a packet with an uncompressed header,

including a CID and, if not a TCP packet, a generation. It

establishes or refreshes the compression state for the packet

stream identified by the CID.

COMPRESSED_NON_TCP - indicates a non-TCP packet with a compressed

header. The compressed header consists of a CID identifying what

compression state to use for decompression, a generation to detect

inconsistent compression state and the randomly changing fields of

the header.

COMPRESSED_TCP - indicates a packet with a compressed TCP header,

containing a CID, a flag byte indentifying what fields have

changed, and the changed fields encoded as the difference from the

previous value.

COMPRESSED_TCP_NODELTA - indicates a packet with a compressed TCP

header where all fields that are normally sent as the difference

to the previous value are sent as-is. This packet type is only

sent as the response to a header request from the decompressor. It

must not be sent as the result of a retransmission.

In addition to the packet types used for compression, regular IPv4

and IPv6 packets will be used whenever a compressor decides to not

compress a packet.

3.2. Lost packets in TCP packet streams

Since TCP headers are compressed using the difference from the

previous TCP header, loss of a packet with a compressed or full

header will cause subsequent compressed headers to be decompressed

incorrectly because the compression state used for decompression was

not incremented properly.

Loss of a compressed TCP header will cause the TCP sequence numbers

of subsequently decompressed TCP headers to be off by k, where k is
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the size of the lost segment. Such incorrectly decompressed TCP

headers will be discarded by the TCP receiver as the TCP checksum

reliably catches "off-by-k" errors in the sequence numbers for

plausible k.

TCP's repair mechanisms will eventually retransmit the discarded

segment and the compressor peeks into the TCP headers to detect when

TCP retransmits. When this happens, the compressor sends a full

header on the assumption that the retransmission was due to

mismatching compression state at the decompressor. [RFC-1144] has a

good explanation of this mechanism.

The mechanisms of section 10 should be used to speed up the repair of

the compression state. This is important over medium speed links

with high packet loss rates, for example wireless. Losing a

timeout's worth of packets due to inconsistent compression state

after each packet lost over the link is not acceptable, especially

when the TCP connection is over the wide area.

3.3. Lost packets in UDP and other non-TCP packet streams

Incorrectly decompressed headers of UDP packets and other non-TCP

packets are not so well-protected by checksums as TCP packets because

differential coding is not used and there are no sequence numbers.

The UDP checksum only covers payload, UDP header, and pseudo header.

The pseudo header includes the source and destination addresses, the

transport protocol type and the length of the transport packet.

Except for those fields, large parts of the IPv6 header are not

covered by the UDP checksum. Moreover, other non-TCP headers lack

checksums altogether, for example fragments.

In order to safely avoid incorrect decompression of non-TCP headers,

each version of the compression state for non-TCP packet streams is

identified by a generation, a small number that is carried by the

full headers that establish and refresh the compression state.

Compressed headers carry the generation value of the compression

state that were used to compress them. When a decompressor sees that

a compressed header carries a generation value other than the

generation of its compression state for that packet stream, the

compression state is not up to date and the packet must be discarded

or stored until a full header establishes correct compression state.

Differential coding is not used for non-TCP streams, so compressed

non-TCP headers do not change the compression state. Thus, loss of a

compressed header does not invalidate subsequent packets with

compressed headers. Moreover, the generation field changes only when

the compression state of a full header is different from the

compression state of the previous full header. This means that losing
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a full header will make the compression state of the decompressor

obsolete only when the full header would actually have changed the

compression state.

The generation field is 6 bits long so the generation value repeats

itself after 64 changes to the compression state. To avoid incorrect

decompression after error bursts or other temporary disruptions, the

compressor must not reuse the same generation value after a shorter

time than MIN_WRAP seconds. A decompressor which has been

disconnected MIN_WRAP seconds or more must wait for the next full

header before decompressing. A compressor must wait at least MIN_WRAP

seconds after booting before compressing non-TCP headers. Instead of

reusing a generation value too soon, a compressor may switch to

another CID or send regular headers until MIN_WRAP seconds have

passed. The value of MIN_WRAP is found in section 14.

3.3.1. Compression Slow-Start

To allow the decompressor to recover quickly from loss of a full

header that would have changed the compression state, full headers

are sent periodically with an exponentially increasing period after a

change in the compression state. This technique avoids an exchange of

messages between compressor and decompressor used by other

compression schemes, such as in [RFC-1553]. Such exchanges can be

costly for wireless mobiles as more power is consumed by the

transmitter and delay can be introduced by switching between sending

and receiving. Moreover, techniques that require an exchange of

messages cannot be used over simplex links, such as direct-broadcast

satellite channels or cable TV systems, and are hard to adapt to

multicast over multi-access links.

|.|..|....|........|................|..............................

^

Change Sent packets: | with full header, . with compressed header

The picture shows how packets are sent after change. The compressor

keeps a variable for each non-TCP packet stream, F_PERIOD, that keeps

track of how many compressed headers may be sent between full

headers. When the headers of a non-TCP packet stream change so that

its compression state changes, a full header is sent and F_PERIOD is

set to one. After sending F_PERIOD compressed headers, a full header

is sent. F_PERIOD is doubled each time a full header is sent during

compression slow-start.

3.3.2. Periodic Header Refreshes

To avoid losing too many packets if a receiver has lost its

compression state, there is an upper limit, F_MAX_PERIOD, on the
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number of non-TCP packets with compressed headers that may be sent

between header refreshes. If a packet is to be sent and F_MAX_PERIOD

compressed headers have been sent since the last full header for this

packet stream was sent, a full header must be sent.

To avoid long periods of disconnection for low data rate packet

streams, there is also an upper bound, F_MAX_TIME, on the time

between full headers in a non-TCP packet stream. If a packet is to be

sent and more than F_MAX_TIME seconds have passed since the last full

header was sent for this packet stream, a full header must be sent.

The values of F_MAX_PERIOD and F_MAX_TIME are found in section 14.

3.3.3. Rules for sending Full Headers

The following pseudo code can be used by the compressor to determine

when to send a full header for a non-TCP packet stream. The code

maintains two variables:

C_NUM -- a count of the number of compressed headers sent

since the last full header was sent.

F_LAST -- the time of sending the last full header.

and uses the functions

current_time() return the current time

min(a,b) return the smallest of a and b

the procedures send_full_header() and send_compressed_header()

do the obvious thing.

if ( <this header changes the compression state> )

C_NUM := 0;

F_LAST := current_time();

F_PERIOD := 1;

send_full_header(); -- generation value incremented

elseif ( C_NUM >= F_PERIOD )

C_NUM := 0;

F_LAST := current_time();

F_PERIOD := min(2 * F_PERIOD, F_MAX_PERIOD);

send_full_header(); -- generation value unchanged

elseif ( current_time() > F_LAST + F_MAX_TIME )

C_NUM := 0;

F_LAST := current_time();
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send_full_header(); -- generation value unchanged

else

C_NUM := C_NUM + 1

send_compressed_header(); -- with current generation value

endif

3.3.4. Cost of sending Header Refreshes

If every f'th packet carries a full header, H is the size of a full

header, and C is the size of a compressed header, the average header

size is

(H-C)/f + C

For f > 1, the average header size is (H-C)/f larger than a

compressed header.

In a diagram where the average header size is plotted for various f

values, there is a distinct knee in the curve, i.e., there is a limit

beyond which further increasing f gives diminishing returns.

F_MAX_PERIOD should be chosen to be a frequency well to the right of

the knee of the curve. For typical sizes of H and C, say 48 octets

for the full header (IPv6/UDP) and 4 octets for the compressed

header, setting F_MAX_PERIOD > 44 means that full headers will

contribute less than a byte to the average header size. With a four-

address routing header, F_MAX_PERIOD > 115 will have the same effect.

The default F_MAX_PERIOD value of 256 (section 14) puts the full

header frequency well to the right of the knee and means that full

headers will typically contribute considerably less than an octet to

the average header size. For H = 48 and C = 4, full headers

contribute about 1.4 bits to the average header size after reaching

the steady-state header refresh frequency determined by the default

F_MAX_PERIOD. 1.4 bits is a very small overhead.

After a change in compression state, the exponential backoff scheme

will initially send full headers frequently. The default

F_MAX_PERIOD will be reached after nine full headers and 255

compressed headers have been sent. This is equivalent to a little

over 5 seconds for a typical voice stream with 20 ms worth of voice

samples per packet.

During the whole backoff period, full headers contribute 1.5 octets

to the average header size when H = 48 and C = 4. For 20 ms voice

samples, it takes less than 1.3 seconds until full headers contribute
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less than one octet to the average header size, and during these

initial 1.3 seconds full headers add less than 4 octets to the

average header size. The cost of the exponential backoff is not

great and as the headers of non-TCP packet streams are expected to

change seldomly, it will be amortized over a long time.

The cost of header refreshes in terms of bandwidth are higher than

similar costs for hard state schemes like [RFC-1553] where full

headers must be acknowledged by the decompressor before compressed

headers may be sent. Such schemes typically send one full header plus

a few control messages when the compression state changes. Hard

state schemes require more types of protocol messages and an exchange

of messages is necessary. Hard state schemes also need to deal

explicitly with various error conditions that soft state handles

automatically, for instance the case of one party disappearing

unexpectedly, a common situation on wireless links where mobiles may

go out of range of the base station.

The major advantage of our soft state scheme is that no handshakes

are needed between compressor and decompressor, so the scheme can be

used over simplex links. The costs in terms of bandwidth are higher

than for hard state schemes, but we feel that the simplicity of the

decompressor, the simplicity of the protocol, and the lack of

handshakes between compressor and decompressor justifies this small

cost. Moreover, soft state schemes are more easily extended to

multicast over multi-access links, for example radio links.

4. Grouping packets into packet streams

This section explains how packets may be grouped together into packet

streams for compression. To achieve the best compression rates,

packets should be grouped together such that packets in the same

packet stream have similar headers. If this grouping fails, the

header compression performance will be bad, since the compression

algorithm can rarely utilize the existing compression state for the

packet stream and full headers must be sent frequently.

Grouping is done by the compressor. A compressor may use whatever

criterion it finds appropriate to group packets into packet streams.

To determine what packet stream a packet belongs to, a compressor

might

a) examine the compressible chain of subheaders (see section 7),

b) examine the contents of an upper layer protocol header that

follows the compressible chain of subheaders, for example ICMP

headers, DVMRP headers, or tunneled IPX headers,
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c) use information obtained from a resource manager, for example if a

resource manager requests compression for a particular packet

stream and provides a way to identify packets belonging to that

packet stream,

d) use any other relevant information, for example if routes flap and

the hop limit (TTL) field in a packet stream changes frequently

between n and n+k, a compressor may choose to group the packets

into two different packet streams.

A compressor is also free not to group packets into packet streams

for compression, letting some packets keep their regular headers and

passing them through unmodified.

As long as the rules for when to send full headers for a packet

stream are followed and subheaders are compressed as specified in

this document, the decompressor is able to reconstruct a compressed

header correctly regardless of how packets are grouped into packet

streams.

4.1 Guidelines for grouping packets

In the absence of specific instructions as to which packet streams to

compress, we offer the following quidelines for how a compressor may

group packets into packet streams for compression.

Defining fields

All fields in subheaders that are marked with DEF in section 7

should be present and identical in all packets belonging to the

same packet stream. The DEF marked fields include the flow

label, source and destination addresses of IP headers, final

destination address in routing headers, the next header field

preceding a UDP or TCP header, port numbers, and the SPI in

authentication and encryption headers.

Fragmented packets

Fragmented and unfragmented packets are never grouped together

in the same packet stream. The Identification field of the

Fragment header or IPv4 header is not used to identify the

packet stream. If it was, the first fragment of a new packet

would cause a compression slow-start.

No field after a Fragment Header or an IPv4 header for a

fragment should be used for grouping purposes.

Upper protocol identification
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The first next header field identifying a header not described

in section 7 should be used for identifying packet streams,

i.e., all packets with the same DEF fields and the same upper

protocol should be grouped together.

TTL field

A sophisticated implementation can monitor the TTL field and if

it changes frequently use it as a DEF field. This might occur

when there are frequent route flaps so that packets traverse

different paths through the internet.

Priority field

It is concievable that the Priority field of the IPv6 header

can change between packets with identical DEF fields when the

Flow Label is zero. A sophisticated implementation can watch

out for this and be prepared to use the Priority field as a DEF

field.

When IP packets are tunneled they are encapsulated with an additional

IP header at the tunnel entry point and then sent to the tunnel

endpoint. To group such packets into packet streams, the inner

headers should also be examined to determine the packet stream. If

this is not done, full headers will be sent each time the headers of

the inner IP packet changes. So when a packet is tunneled, the

identifying fields of the inner subheaders should be considered in

addition to the identifying fields of the initial IP header.

An implementation can use other fields for identification than the

ones described here. If too many fields are used for identification,

performance might suffer because more CIDs will be used and the wrong

CIDs might be reused when new flows need CIDs. If too few fields are

used for identification, performance might suffer because there are

too frequent changes in the compression state.

We stress that these guidlines are only educated guesses, when IPv6

is widely deployed and IPv6 traffic can be analyzed, we might find

that other grouping algorithms perform better. We also stress that if

the grouping fails, the result will be bad performance and not

incorrect decompression. The decompressor can do its task regardless

of how the grouping algorithm works.
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5. Size Issues

5.1. Compression Identifiers

Compression identifiers can be 8 or 16 bits long. Their size is not

relevant for finding the compression state. An 8-bit CID with value

two and an 16-bit CID with value two are equivalent.

The CID spaces for TCP and non-TCP are separate, so a TCP CID and a

non-TCP CID never identify the same compression state, even if they

have the same value. This doubles the available CID space while using

the same number of bits for CIDs. It is always possible to tell

whether a full or compressed header is for a TCP or non-TCP packet,

so no mixups can occur.

Non-TCP compressed headers encode the size of the CID using one bit

in the first byte of the compressed header. The 8-bit CID allows a

minimum compressed header size of 2 octets for non-TCP packets, the

size bit and the 6-bit Generation value fit in the first octet and

the CID uses the second octet.

For TCP the only available CID size is 8 bits. 8 bits is probably

sufficient as TCP connections are always point-to-point.

The 16 bit CID size is probably not needed for point-to-point links;

it is intended for use on multi-access links where a larger CID space

may be needed for efficient selection of CIDs.

The major difficulty with multi-access links is that several

compressors share the CID space of a decompressor. CIDs can no

longer be selected independently by the compressors as collisions may

occur. This problem may be resolved by letting the decompressors

have a separate CID space for each compressor. Having separate CID

spaces requires that decompressors can identify which compressor sent

the compressed packet, perhaps by utilizing link-layer information as

to who sent the link-layer frame. If such information is not

available, all compressors on the multi-access link may be

enumerated, automatically or otherwise, and supply their number as

part of the CID. This latter method requires a large CID space.

5.2. Size of Compression State

The size of the compression state should be limited to simplify

implementation of compressor and decompressor, and put a limit on

their memory requirements. However, there is no upper limit on the

size of an IPv6 header as the chain of extension headers can be

arbitrarily long. This is a problem as the compression state is

essentially a stored header.
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The configurable parameter MAX_HEADER (see section 14) represents the

maximum size of the compression state, expressed as the maximum sized

header that can be stored as compression state. When an IPv6 header

is larger than MAX_HEADER, only part of it is stored as compression

state. An implementation must not compress more than the initial

MAX_HEADER octets of a header. An implementation must not partially

compress a subheader. Thus, the part of the header that is stored as

compression state and is compressed is the longest initial sequence

of entire subheaders that is not larger than MAX_HEADER octets.

5.3. Size of full headers

It is desirable to avoid increasing the size of packets with full

headers beyond their original size, as their size may be optimized

for the MTU of the link. Since we assume that the link layer

implementation provides the length of packets, we can use the length

fields in full headers to pass the values of the CID and the

generation to the decompressor.

This requires that the link-layer must not add padding to the

payload, at least not padding that can be delivered to the

destination link user. It is also required that no extra padding is

added after UDP data or in tunneled packets so that the values of

length fields can be calculated from the length of headers and the

length of the link-layer frame.

The generation requires one octet and the CID may require up to 2

octets. Length fields of 2 octets occur in the IPv6 Base Header, the

IPv4 header, and the UDP header.

A full TCP header will thus have at least 2 octets available in the

IPv6 base header to pass the 8 bit CID, which is sufficient. [RFC-

1144] uses the 8 bit Protocol field of the IPv4 header to pass the

CID. We cannot use the corresponding method for IPv6 as the sequence

of extension headers is not fixed and CID values are not disjoint

from the legal values of Next Header fields.

An IPv6/UDP or IPv4/UDP packet will have 4 octets available to pass

the generation and the CID, so all CID sizes may be used. Fragmented

or encrypted packet streams may have only 2 octets available to pass

the generation and CID. Thus, 8-bit CIDs may be the only CID sizes

that can be used for such packet streams. When IPv6/IPv4 or

IPv4/IPv6 tunneling is used, there will be at least 4 octets

available, and both CID sizes may be used.

The generation value is passed in the higher order octet of the first

length field in the full header. When only one length field is

available, the 8-bit CID is passed in the low order octet. When two
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length fields are available, the lowest two octets of the CID are

passed in the second length field and the low order octet of the

first length field carries the highest octet of the CID.

5.3.1. Use of length fields in full TCP headers

Use of first length field:

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Length field | LSB of pkt nr | CID |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Use of second length field if available:

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Second length field | MSB of pkt nr | 0 |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

See section 11 for a description of how the pkt nr field is used.

5.3.2. Use of length fields in full non-TCP headers

Full non-TCP headers with 8-bit CID:

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

First length field |0|D| Generation| CID |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Second length field (if avail.) | 0 | Data (if D=1) |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Full non-TCP headers with 16-bit CID:

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

First length field |1|D| Generation| Data (if D=1) |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Second length field | CID |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

The first bit inthe first length field indicates the length of the

CID. The Data field is zero if D is zero. The use of the D bit and

Data field is explained in section 12.
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6. Compressed Header Formats

This section uses some terminology (DELTA, RANDOM) defined in section

7.

a) COMPRESSED_TCP format (similar to [RFC 1144]):

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| CID |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| O I P S A W U|

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| |

+ TCP Checksum +

| |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| RANDOM fields, if any (see section 7) (implied)

- - - - - - - -

| Sequence Number Delta (if S=1)

- - - - - - - -

| Acknowledgment Number Delta (if A=1)

- - - - - - - -

| Window Delta (if W=1)

- - - - - - - -

| Urgent Pointer Value (if U=1)

- - - - - - - -

| Options (if O=1)

- - - - - - - -

The latter flags in the second byte (IPSAWU) have the same meaning as

in [RFC-1144], regardless of whether the TCP segments are carried by

IPv6 or IPv4. The C bit has been eliminated because the CID is always

present. The compression state associated with the CID keeps track of

the IP version and what RANDOM fields are present. The order between

delta fields specified here is different from [RFC-1144]. An

implementation will typically scan the compression state from the

beginning and insert the RANDOM fields in order. It is thus simpler

if the RANDOM and DELTA fields occur in the same order as they occur

in the original uncompressed header.

The I flag is zero unless an IPv4 header is present as there is no

Identification field in the IPv6 header. If there are more than one

IPv4 header present, only the Identification field of the IPv4 header

closest to the TCP header is delta encoded, other Identification

fields are RANDOM. The delta of the Identification field is placed

among the RANDOM fields at the position corresponding to the IPv4

header.
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If the O flag is set, the Options of the TCP header were not the same

as in the previous header. The entire Option field are placed last in

the compressed TCP header. The first bit in the flag byte is

reserved. It is always zero.

See section 7.12 and [RFC-1144] for further information on how to

compress TCP headers.

b) COMPRESSED_TCP_NODELTA header format

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| CID |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| RANDOM fields, if any (see section 7) (implied)

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Whole TCP header except for Port Numbers

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

c) Compressed non-TCP header, 8 bit CID:

0 7

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| CID |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

|0|D| Generation|

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| data | (if D=1)

- - - - - - - -

| RANDOM fields, if any (section 7) (implied)

- - - - - - - -

d) Compressed non-TCP header, 16 bit CID:

0 7

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| msb of CID |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

|1|D| Generation|

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| lsb of CID |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| data | (if D=1)

- - - - - - - -

| RANDOM fields, if any (section 7) (implied)

- - - - - - - -

The generation, CID and optional one byte data are followed by

relevant RANDOM fields (see section 7) as implied by the compression

state, placed in the same order as they occur in the original

uncompressed header, followed by the payload.
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7. Compression of subheaders

This section gives rules for how the compressible chain of subheaders

is compressed. Subheaders that may be compressed include IPv6 base

and extension headers, TCP headers, UDP headers, and IPv4 headers.

The compressible chain of subheaders extends from the beginning of

the header

a) up to but not including the first header that is not an IPv4

header, an IPv6 base or extension header, a TCP header, or a UDP

header, or

b) up to and including the first TCP header, UDP header, Fragment

Header, Encapsulating Security Payload Header, or IPv4 header for

a fragment,

whichever gives the shorter chain. For example, rules a) and b) both

fit a chain of subheaders that contain a Fragment Header and ends at

a tunneled IPX packet. Since rule b) gives a shorter chain, the

compressible chain of subheaders stops at the Fragment Header.

The following subsections are a systematic classification of how all

fields in subheaders are expected to change.

NOCHANGE The field is not expected to change. Any change means

that a full header must be sent to update the compression

state.

DELTA The field may change often but usually the difference

from the field in the previous header is small, so that

it is cheaper to send the change from the previous value

rather than the current value. This type of compression

is not used for non-TCP packet streams.

RANDOM The field should be included "as-is" in compressed

headers, usually because it changes unpredictably.

INFERRED The field contains a value that can be inferred from

other values, for example the size of the frame carrying

the packet, and thus need not be included in the

compressed header.
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The classification implies how a compressed header is constructed. No

field that is NOCHANGE or INFERRED is present in a compressed header.

A compressor obtains the values of NOCHANGE fields from the

compression state identified by the compression identifier, and

obtains the values of INFERRED fields from the link-layer

implementation, e.g., from the size of the link-layer frame, or from

other fields, e.g., by recalculating the IPv4 header checksum. DELTA

fields are encoded as the difference to the value in the previous

packet in the same packet stream, the decompressor adds the value in

the compressed header to the value in its compression state to obtain

the proper value. RANDOM fields are sent "as-is" in the compressed

header. DELTA and RANDOM fields occur in the same order in the

compressed header as they occur in the full header.

There is currently little experience with actual IPv6 traffic, so

this classification may change as IPv6 traffic can be observed.

Fields that may be used to identify what packet stream a packet

belongs to according to section 4.1 are marked with the word DEF. To

a compressor using the guidelines from section 4.1, any difference in

corresponding DEF fields between two packets implies that they belong

to different packet streams. Moreover, if a DEF field is present in

one packet but not in another, the packets belong to different packet

streams.
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7.1. IPv6 Header [IPv6, section 3]

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

|Version| Prio. | Flow Label |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Payload Length | Next Header | Hop Limit |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| |

+ +

| |

+ Source Address +

| |

+ +

| |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| |

+ +

| |

+ Destination Address +

| |

+ +

| |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Version NOCHANGE (DEF)

Prio NOCHANGE

Flow Label NOCHANGE (DEF)

Payload Length INFERRED

Next Header NOCHANGE

Hop Limit NOCHANGE

Source Address NOCHANGE (DEF)

Destination Address NOCHANGE (DEF)

The Payload Length field of encapsulated headers must correspond to

the length value of the encapsulating header. If not, the header

chain cannot be compressed.

This classification implies that the whole IPv6 base header can be

compressed away.

7.2. IPv6 Extension Headers [IPv6, section 4]

What extension headers are present and the relative order of them is

not expected to change in a packet stream. Whenever there is a

change, a full packet header must be sent. All Next Header fields in

IPv6 base header and IPv6 extension headers are NOCHANGE.
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7.3. Options [IPv6, section 4.2]

The contents of Hop-by-hop Options and Destination Options extension

headers are encoded with TLV "options":

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+- - - - - - - - -

| Option Type | Opt Data Len | Option Data

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+- - - - - - - - -

Option Type and Opt Data Len fields are assumed to be fixed for a

given packet stream, so they are classified as NOCHANGE. The Option

data is RANDOM unless specified otherwise below.

Padding

Pad1 option

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| 0 |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Entire option is NOCHANGE.

PadN option

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+- - - - - - - - -

| 1 | Opt Data Len | Option Data

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+- - - - - - - - -

All fields are NOCHANGE.
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7.4. Hop-by-Hop Options Header [IPv6, section 4.3]

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Next Header | Hdr Ext Len | |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ +

| |

. .

. Options .

. .

| |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Next Header NOCHANGE

Hdr Ext Len NOCHANGE

Options TLV coded values and padding.

Classified according to 7.3 above, unless

being a Jumbo Payload option (see below).

Jumbo Payload option

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| 194 |Opt Data Len=4 |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Jumbo Payload Length |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

First two fields are NOCHANGE and Jumbo Payload Length INFERRED.

(frame length must be supplied by link layer implementation).

NOTE: It is silly to compress the headers of a packet carrying

a Jumbo Payload Option since the relative header overhead is

negligible. Moreover, it is usually a bad idea to send such

large packets over low- and medium-speed links.
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7.5. Routing Header [IPv6, section 4.4]

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Next Header | Hdr Ext Len | Routing Type | Segments Left |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| |

. .

. type-specific data .

. .

| |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

All fields of the Routing Header are NOCHANGE.

If the Routing Type is not recognized, it is impossible to determine

the final Destination Address unless the Segments Left field has the

value zero, in which case the Destination Address is the final

Destination Address in the basic IPv6 header.

In the Type 0 Routing Header, the last address is DEF if (Segments

Left > 0).

Routing Headers are compressed away completely. This is a big win as

the maximum size of the Routing Header is 392 octets. Moreover, Type

0 Routing Headers with one address, size 24 octets, are used by

Mobile IP.
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7.6. Fragment Header [IPv6, section 4.5]

The first fragment of a packet has Fragment Offset = 0 and the chain

of subheaders extends beyond its Fragment Header. If a fragment is

not the first (Fragment Offset not 0), there are no subsequent

subheaders (unless the chain of subheaders in the first fragment

didn't fit entirely in the first fragment).

Since packets may be reordered before reaching the compression point,

and some fragments may follow other routes through the network, a

compressor cannot rely on seeing the first fragment before other

fragments. This implies that information in subheaders following the

Fragment Header of the first fragment cannot be examined to determine

the proper packet stream for other fragments.

It is possible to design compression schemes that can compress

subheaders after the Fragment Header, at least in the first fragment,

but to avoid complicating the rules for sending full headers and the

rules for compression and decompression, the chain of subheaders that

follow a Fragment Header must not be compressed.

The fields of the Fragment Header are classified as follows.

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Next Header | Reserved | Fragment Offset |Res|M|

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Identification |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Next Header NOCHANGE

Reserved NOCHANGE

Res RANDOM

M flag RANDOM

Fragment Offset RANDOM

Identification RANDOM

This classification implies that a Fragment Header is compressed down

to 6 octets. The minimum IPv6 MTU is 576 octets so most fragments

will be at least 576 octets. Since the 6 octet overhead of the

compressed fragment header is amortized over a fairly large packet,

the additional complexity of more sophisticated compression schemes

is not justifiable.

NOTE: The Identification field is RANDOM instead of NOCHANGE to

avoid one compression slow-start per original packet.
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Grouping of fragments according to the guidelines in section 4.1:

Fragments and unfragmented packets should not be grouped together.

Port numbers cannot be used to identify the packet stream because

port numbers are not present in every fragment. To adhere to the

uniqueness rules for the Identification value, a fragmented packet

stream is identified by the combination of Source Address and

(final) Destination Address.

NOTE: The Identification value is NOT used to identify the

packet stream. This avoids using a new CID for each packet

and saves the cost of the associated compression slow-start.

We hope that the unfragmentable part of the headers will not

change too frequently, if it does thrashing may occur.

7.7. Destination Options Header [IPv6, section 4.6]

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Next Header | Hdr Ext Len | |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ +

| |

. .

. Options .

. .

| |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Next Header NOCHANGE

Hdr Ext Len NOCHANGE

Options TLV coded values and padding.

Compressed according to 7.3 above.

The only Destination Options defined in [IPv6] are the padding

options. When further Destination Options are defined, more clever

compression techniques may be defined.

7.8. No Next Header [IPv6, section 4.7]

Covered by rules for IPv6 Header Extensions (7.2).
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7.9. Authentication Header [RFC-1826, section 3.2]

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+

| Next Header | Length | RESERVED |

+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+

| Security Parameters Index (SPI) |

+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+

| |

+ Authentication Data (variable number of 32-bit words) |

| |

+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+

Next Header NOCHANGE

Length NOCHANGE

Reserved NOCHANGE

SPI NOCHANGE (DEF)

Authentication Data RANDOM

[RFC-1828] specifies how to do authentication with keyed MD5, the

authentication method all IPv6 implementations must support. For

this method, the Authentication Data is 16 octets.

7.10. Encapsulating Security Payload Header [RFC-1827, section 3.1]

This header implies that the subsequent parts of the packet are

encrypted. Thus, no further header compression is possible on

subsequent headers as encryption is typically already performed when

the compressor sees the packet.

However, when the ESP Header is used in tunnel mode an entire IP

packet is encrypted, and the headers of that packet may be compressed

before the packet is encrypted at the entry point of the tunnel.

This means that it must be possible to feed an IP packet and its

length to the decompressor, as if it came from the link-layer. The

mechanisms for dealing with reordering described in section 11 must

also be used, as packets are likely to be reordered in a tunnel.

+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+

| Security Association Identifier (SPI), 32 bits |

+===============+===============+===============+===============+

| Opaque Transform Data, variable length |

+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+

SPI NOCHANGE (DEF)

Opaque Transform Data RANDOM

Everything after the SPI is encrypted and is not compressed.
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7.11. UDP Header

The UDP header is described in [RFC-768].

The Next Header field (IPv6) or Protocol field (IPv4) in the

preceding subheader is DEF.

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Source Port | Destination Port |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Length | Checksum |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Source Port NOCHANGE (DEF)

Destination Port NOCHANGE (DEF)

Length INFERRED

Checksum RANDOM, unless it is zero,

in which case it is NOCHANGE.

The Length field of the UDP header must match the Length field(s) of

preceding subheaders, i.e, there must not be any padding after the

UDP payload that is covered by the IP Length.

The UDP header is typically compressed down to 2 octets, the UDP

checksum. When the UDP checksum is zero (which it cannot be with

IPv6), it is likely to be so for all packets in the flow and is

defined to be NOCHANGE. This saves 2 octets in the compressed header.
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7.12. TCP Header

The TCP header is described in [RFC-793].

The Next Header field (IbPv6) or Protocol field (IPv4) in the

preceding subheader is DEF.

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Source Port | Destination Port |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Sequence Number |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Acknowledgment Number |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Offset| Reserved |U|A|P|R|S|F| Window |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Checksum | Urgent Pointer |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Options | Padding |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

U, A, P, R, S, and F stands for Urg, Ack, Psh, Rst, Syn, and Fin.

There are two ways to compress the TCP header.

7.12.1. Compressed with differential encoding

Source Port NOCHANGE (DEF)

Destination Port NOCHANGE (DEF)

Sequence Number DELTA

Acknowledgment Number DELTA

Offset NOCHANGE

Reserved NOCHANGE

Urg,Psh RANDOM (placed in flag byte)

Ack INFERRED to be 1

Rst,Syn,Fin INFERRED to be 0

Window DELTA (if change in Window,

set W-flag in flag byte

and send difference)

Checksum RANDOM

Urgent Pointer DELTA (if Urg is set, send

absolute value)

Options, Padding DELTA (if change in Options,

set O-flag and send

whole Options, Padding)
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A packet with a TCP header compressed according to the above must be

indicated to be of type COMPRESSED_TCP. The compressed header is

described in section 6.

This method is essentially the differential encoding techniques of

Jacobsson, described in [RFC-1144], the differences being the

placement of the compressed TCP header fields (see section 6), the

use of the O-flag, and elimination of the C-flag. The O-flag allows

compression of the TCP header when the Timestamp option is used and

the Options fields changes with each header.

7.12.2. Without differential encoding

Source Port NOCHANGE (DEF)

Destination Port NOCHANGE (DEF)

(all the rest) RANDOM

A packet with a TCP header compressed according to the above must be

indicated to be of type COMPRESSED_TCP_NODELTA. It uses the same CID

space as COMPRESSED_TCP packets, and the header is saved as

compression state. The compressed header is described in section 6.

This packet type can be sent as the response to a header request

instead of sending a full header, can be used over links that reorder

packets, and can be sent instead of a full header when there are

changes that cannot be represented by a compressed header. A

sophisticated compressor can switch to sending only

COMPRESSED_TCP_NODELTA headers when the packet loss frequency is

high.
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7.13. IPv4 header [RFC-791, section 3.1]

As we expect many IPv6 packets to be encapsulated in IPv4 packets,

and many IPv4 packets to be encapsulated in IPv6 packets, it is

important to be able to compress IPv4 headers.

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

|Version| IHL |Type of Service| Total Length |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Identification |Flags| Fragment Offset |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Time to Live | Protocol | Header Checksum |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Source Address |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Destination Address |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Options | Padding |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

There are two ways to compress the IPv4 header

a) If the IPv4 header is not for a fragment (MF flag is not set and

Fragment Offset is zero) and there are no options (IHL is 5), it

is classified as follows

Version NOCHANGE (DEF)

IHL NOCHANGE (DEF, must be 5)

Type of Service NOCHANGE

Total Length INFERRED (from link-layer implementation

or encapsulating IP header)

Identification DELTA/ (for TCP)

NOCHANGE/ (for UDP when UDP Checksum = 0)

RANDOM (otherwise)

Flags NOCHANGE (MF flag must not be set)

Fragment Offset NOCHANGE (must be zero)

Time to Live NOCHANGE

Protocol NOCHANGE

Header Checksum INFERRED (calculated from other fields)

Source Address NOCHANGE (DEF)

Destination Address NOCHANGE (DEF)

Options, Padding (not present)
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b) If the IPv4 header is for a fragment (MF bit set or Fragment

Offset nonzero), or there are options (IHL > 5), all fields are

RANDOM (i.e., they are sent as-is and not compressed). If the

IPv4 header is for a fragment it ends the compressible chain of

subheaders, i.e., it is the last subheader to be compressed. If

the IPv4 header has options but is not for a fragment it does not

end the compressible chain of subheaders, so subsequent subheaders

will be compressed.

A compressor that follows the guidelines of section 4.1 will in case

a) use the Version, Source Address and Destination Address to define

the packet stream, together with the fact that there are no IPv4

options and that this is not a fragment.

Case b) can define two kinds of packet streams depending on whether

the IPv4 header is for a fragment or not.

If the IPv4 header in case b) is for a fragment, the compressor uses

that fact together with the Version, Source Address, and Destination

Address to determine the packet stream.

If the IPv4 header in case b) is not for a fragment, it must have

options. The compressor uses that fact, but not the size of the

options, together with the Version, Source Address, and Destination

Address to determine the packet stream.

8. Changing compression identifiers

On a point-to-point link, the compressor has total knowledge of what

CIDs are in use at the decompressor and can change what CID a packet

stream uses or reuse CIDs at will.

Each non-TCP CID is associated with a compression state with a

generation value. To avoid too rapid generation wrap-around and

potential incorrect decompression, an implementation must avoid

wrap-around of the generation value in less than MIN_WRAP seconds

(see section 14).

To aid in avoiding wrap-around, the generation value associated with

a CID must not be reset when changing to a new packet stream.

Instead, a compressor must increment the generation value by one when

using the CID for a new non-TCP packet stream.
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9. Rules for dropping or temporarily storing packets

When a decompressor receives a packet with a compressed TCP header

with CID C, it must be discarded when the compression state for C has

not been initialized by a full header.

When a decompressor receives a packet with a compressed non-TCP

header with CID C and generation G, the header must not be

decompressed using the current compression state when

a) the decompressor has been disconnected from the compressor for

more than MIN_WRAP seconds, because the compression state might

be obsolete even if it has generation G.

b) the compression state for C has a generation other than G.

In case a) and b) the packet can either be

i) discarded immediately, or else

ii) stored temporarily until the compression state is updated by a

packet with a full non-TCP header with CID C and generation G,

after which the header can be decompressed.

Packets stored in this manner must be discarded when

*) receiving full or compressed non-TCP headers with CID C

and a generation other than G,

*) the decompressor has not received packets with CID C in

the last MIN_WRAP seconds.

When full headers are lost, a decompressor may receive compressed

non-TCP headers with a generation value other than the generation of

its compression state. Rule ii) allows the decompressor to store

such headers until they can be decompressed using correct compression

state.
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10. Low-loss header compression for TCP

Since fewer bits are transmitted per packet with header compression,

the packet loss rate is lower with header compression than without,

for a fixed bit-error rate. This is beneficial for links with high

bit-error rates such as wireless links.

However, since TCP headers are compressed using differential

encoding, a single lost TCP segment can ruin an entire TCP sending

window because the compression state is not incremented properly at

the decompressor. Subsequent headers will therefore be decompressed

to be different than before compression and discarded by the TCP

receiver because the TCP checksum fails.

A TCP connection in the wide area where the last hop is over a

medium-speed lossy link, for example a wireless LAN, will then have

poor performance with traditional header compression because the

delay-bandwidth product is relatively large and the bit-error rate

relatively high. For a 2 Mbit/s wireless LAN and a RTT of 200 ms, the

delay-bandwidth product is 50 kbyte. That is equivalent to about 97

512-byte segments with compressed headers. Each loss can thus be

multiplied by a factor of 100.

This section describes two simple mechanisms for quick repair of the

compression state. With these mechanisms header compression will

improve TCP throughput over lossy links as well as links with low

bit-error rates.

10.1. The "twice" algorithm

The decompressor can compute the TCP checksum to determine if its

compression state is not updated properly. If the checksum fails, the

error is assumed to caused by a lost segment that did not update the

compression state properly. The delta of the current segment is then

added to the compression state again on the assumption that the lost

segment contained the same delta as the current. By decompressing and

computing the TCP checksum again, the decompressor checks if the

repair succeeded or if the delta should be applied once more.

Analysis of traces of various TCP bulk transfers show that applying

the delta of the current segment one or two times will repair the

compression state for between 83 and 99 per cent of all single-

segment losses in the data stream. For the acknowledgment stream, the

success rate is smaller due to the delayed ack mechanism of TCP. The

"twice" mechanism repairs the compression state for 99 - 53 per cent

of the losses in the acknowledgment stream. A sophisticated

implementation of this idea would determine whether the TCP stream is

an acknowledgment or data stream and determine the segment size by
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observing the stream of full and compressed headers. Trying deltas

that are small multiples of the segment size will result in even

higher repair success rates for acknowledgment streams.

10.2. Header Requests

The relativley low success rate for the "twice" algorithm for TCP

acknowledgment streams calls for an additional mechanism for

repairing the compression state at the decompressor. When the

decompressor fails to repair the compression state after a loss, the

decompressor requests a full header from the compressor.

Node A lossy link Node B

------------------ ------------------

| | Acks | |

>---> Compressor >--------------------> Decompressor >---->

| | | |

| | Data | |

<---< Decompressor <--------------------< Compressor <----<

| | | |

------------------ ------------------

The most common configuration is likely to be that the TCP

acknowledgment and data streams pass through the same nodes on each

side of a lossy link such as a wireless link. There will then be a

compressor/decompressor pair on each side of the link.

Assume that an acknowledgement is damaged on the lossy link from node

A to node B. The link-level checksum detects the damaged frame and

discards it. Also, assume that the decompressor in node B fails to

repair its compression state when the next compressed acknowledgment

arrives. The decompressor in node B will then ask the compressor in

node B to set a bit in a full header in the corresponding TCP stream

going in the opposite direction, in this case the data stream. When

the decompressor in node A sees the bit, it asks its companion

compressor to send a full header in the packet stream with the

corresponding IP addresses and port numbers. The full header updates

the compression state for the decompressor in node B and

acknowledgments start to flow again.

In this manner the TCP acknowledgment stream is repaired after a

roundtrip-time over the lossy link, and most of the window will get

through undamaged. The lower packet loss rate due to smaller packets

will then result in higher throughput because the TCP window can grow

larger between losses.

The header request mechanism will not work when routes are not

symmetric and the TCP streams do not visit the same nodes. Such
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situations are perfectly normal. Sending a header request is a hint

that it is a good idea to send a full header in the corresponding TCP

packet stream. However, header requests is only a performance

improving mechanism and it is safe to ignore such hints if no

corresponding TCP packet stream can be found. Compressors must

silently ignore requests for full headers in TCP streams they are not

compressing. Decompressors must ignore requests for full headers when

they cannot contact a suitable compressor.

What bit to use for requesting a full header is specified in section

13. The corresponding TCP stream going in the opposite direction is

identified by examining the source and final destination addresses of

the innermost IP header plus the TCP source and destination port

numbers. If one TCP stream has the values (SA1, DA1, SP1, DP1) in

these fields and another has the values (SA2, DA2, SP2, DP2), they

correspond to each other if and only if SA1 = DA2, DA1 = SA2, SP1 =

DP2, and DP1 = SP2.

11. Links that reorder packets

Some links reorder packets, for example multi-hop radio links that

use deflection routing to route around congested nodes. Packets

routed different ways can then arrive at the destination in a

different order than they were sent.

11.1. Reordering in non-TCP packet streams

Compressed non-TCP headers do not change the compression state, and

neither do full headers that refresh it. It is only when a full

header that changes the compression state arrives out of order that

there can be problems. There are two cases:

- A packet with a full header with generation G arrives *after* a

packet with a compressed header with generation G. This case

is covered by rule b) ii) in section 9.

- A packet with a full header with generation G arrives *before* a

packet with a compressed header with generation G-1 (modulo

128). The decompressor can then keep both versions of the

compression state around for a while to be able to decompress

subsequent compressed headers with generation G-1 (modulo 128).

The old compression state must be discarded after MIN_WRAP

seconds.

11.2. Reordering in TCP packet streams

A compressor can avoid sending COMPRESSED_TCP headers and only send

COMPRESSED_TCP_NODELTA headers when there is reordering over the
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link. Compressed headers will typically be 17 bytes with that

method, significantly larger than the usual 4-7 bytes.

To achieve better compression rates the following method, adding only

two bytes to the compressed header for a total of 6-9 bytes, can be

used. A packet sequence number, incremented by one for every packet

in the TCP stream, is associated with each compressed and full

header. This allows the decompressor to place the packets in the

correct sequence and apply their deltas to the compression state in

the correct order. A simple sliding window scheme can be used to

place the packets in the correct order.

Two bytes are needed for the packet sequence numbers. One byte gives

only 256 sequence numbers. In a sliding window scheme the window

should be no larger than half of the sequence number space, so

packets can not arrive more than 127 positions out-of-sequence. This

is equivalent to a delay of 260 ms on 2 Mbit/s links with 512 byte

segments. Delays of that order are not uncommon over wide-are

Internet connections. However, two bytes giving 2^16 = 65536 values

should be sufficient.

Full TCP headers will only have space for one byte of sequence number

when there is no tunneling. It is not feasible to increase the size

of full headers since the packet size might be optimized for the MTU

of the link. Therefore only the least significant byte of the packet

sequence number can be placed in such full headers. We believe that

such full headers can be positioned correctly frequently enough with

only the least significant byte of the packet sequence number

available.

The packet sequence number zero is skipped over. Avoiding zero takes

care of a problem that can occur when the TCP window scale option is

used to enlarge the TCP window. When exactly 2^16 bytes of TCP data

is lost, a compressed header will be decompressed incorrectly without

being detected by the TCP checksum. TCP segments are often a power of

two. So by using a packet sequence number space that is not a power

of two either the sequence number or the packet sequence number will

differ when 2^16 bytes are lost. Whenever a compressor sees the

window scale option on a SYN segment, it must use packet sequence

numbers when subsequently compressing that packet stream.

In compressed TCP headers the two byte packet sequence number is

placed immediately after the TCP Checksum. See section 5.3 for

placement of packet sequence numbers in full headers.
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12. Hooks for additional header compression

The following hook is supplied to allow additional header compression

schemes for headers on top of UDP. The initial chain of subheaders is

then compressed as described here, and the other header compression

scheme is applied to the header above the UDP header. An example of such

additional header compression would be Compressed RTP by Jacobson and

Casner [CRTP]. To allow some error detection, such schemes typically

need a sequence number that may need to be passed in full headers as

well as compressed UDP headers.

The D-bit and Data byte (see section 6) provides the necessary

mechanism. When a sequence number, say, needs to be passed in a full

header or COMPRESSED_NON_TCP header, the D-bit is set and the sequence

number is placed in the Data field. The decompressor must then extract

and make the Data field available to the additional header compression

scheme.

Use of additional header compression schemes like CRTP must be

negotiated. The D-bit and Data byte mechanism is automatically enabled

whenever use of additional header compression schemes has been

negotiated.
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13. Demultiplexing

It is necessary to distinguish packets with regular IPv4 headers,

regular IPv6 headers, full IPv6 packets, full IPv4 packets,

compressed TCP packets, and compressed non-TCP packets. It is also

desirable to find one bit for requesting a header refresh as

described in section 10.2.

The decision to use a distinct ethertype (or equivalent) for IPv6 has

already been taken, which means that link-layers must be able to

indicate that a packet is an IPv6 packet.

IPv6 header compression requires that the link-layer implementation

can indicate three new kinds of packets: COMPRESSED_TCP for format a)

in section 6, COMPRESSED_TCP_NODELTA for format b), and

COMPRESSED_NON_TCP for formats c) and d).

Full headers are indicated by special encodings of the first four

bits (Version field) in a packet indicated to be an IPv6 packet by

the link layer. The first four bits are encoded as follows:

Version Meaning

------- -------

0110 regular IPv6 header

1T** T=1 indicates a TCP header, T=0 indicates a non-TCP header

1*V* V=1 indicates a IPv6 header, V=0 indicates a IPv4 header

1**R R=1 requests a full header

If the link-layer cannot indicate these packet types, all packets

with compressed headers must start with a byte indicating the packet

type, followed by the compressed header.

First byte Type of compressed header

---------- -------------------------

00000000 COMPRESSED_TCP

00000001 COMPRESSED_TCP_NODELTA

00000002 COMPRESSED_NON_TCP
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14. Configuration Parameters

The following parameters are fixed for all implementations of this

header compression scheme.

MIN_WRAP - minimum time of generation value wrap around

3 seconds.

The following parameters can be negotiated between the compressor and

decompressor. If not negotiated their values must be as specified by

DEFAULT.

F_MAX_PERIOD - Largest number of compressed non-TCP headers that

may be sent without sending a full header.

DEFAULT is 256

F_MAX_PERIOD must be at least 1 and at most 65535.

F_MAX_TIME - Compressed headers may not be sent more than

F_MAX_TIME seconds after sending last full header.

DEFAULT is 5

F_MAX_TIME must be at least 1 and at most 255.

NOTE: F_MAX_PERIOD and F_MAX_TIME should be lower when it is

likely that a decompressor loses its state.

MAX_HEADER - The largest header size (in 8-octet units) that may

be compressed.

DEFAULT is 21 (168 octets), which covers

- Two IPv6 base headers

- A Keyed MD5 Authentication Header

- A maximum-sized TCP header

MAX_HEADER must be at least 13 (120 octets) and

at most 125 (1000 octets).

TCP_SPACE - Maximum CID value for TCP.

DEFAULT is 15 (which gives 16 CID values)
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TCP_SPACE must be at least 3 and at most 255.

NON_TCP_SPACE - Maximum CID value for non-TCP.

DEFAULT is 15 (which gives 16 CID values)

NON_TCP_SPACE must be at least 3 and at most 65535.

EXPECT_REORDERING - The mechanisms in section 11 are used.

DEFAULT no.
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15. Implementation Status

A prototype using UDP as the link layer has been operational since

March 1996. A NetBSD implementation for PPP has been operational

since October 1996.
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17. Security Considerations

We advise against identifying packet streams with the aid of

information that is encrypted even if such information happens to be

available to the compressor. Doing so would expose traffic patterns.
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Abstract

We describe some of the issues in the design of a new packet switched network protocol.
Adaptation to various network technologies along the dimensions of speed, error model,
robustness, etc., is a goal for this new protocol. We look at the adaption in size of the
packet header to the speed and robustness of the underlying network to allow e�cient
communication on low-speed wireless networks, for example. We also explore issues in
resource reservation and multicast for real-time multimedia, the notion of a network
\ow", a hybrid of datagrams and virtual circuits, and suggest common solutions for
both mobile and multicast routing. The authors are engaged in the design of a network
protocol, NP++, whose goal is exibility over a wide dynamic range of speeds and
varying kinds of hardware switching elements.

7.1 Introduction

The last quarter century has produced mainly two sorts of packet-switched networks:
virtual circuit and datagram. Virtual circuit networks emulate circuit switching by
setting up a permanent path through a network for packets to travel during the time
of a connection. Datagram networks allow packets to be routed along any available
path such that no two packets have to follow the same path in the network. There
are clearly advantages and disadvantages to both of these schemes. In an e�ort to
provide the most exible protocol for next-generation networks, we are developing a
new network protocol that we call NP++. This paper will describe some of the issues
in the design of this new protocol.

A new network protocol must be exible enough to operate over a large variety
of communication technologies. It must be designed for exibility in the face of
networks with widely di�erent speeds, latencies, error characteristics, packet formats,
abilities to provide quality of service, etc. A new network protocol should build on

1This work was supported by a grant from the Centre for Distance Spanning Technology (CDT),
Lule�a, Sweden, and a grant from Ericsson Radio Systems AB
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the core properties of both datagram and virtual circuit networks, as well as on the
the properties of their hybrids.

7.2 High and Low Speed Networks

The new generation of computer networks can be characterized as having a wide
dynamic range of properties. Speed, latency, robustness in the face of errors, and
other properties, vary much more among today's networks than last generation's. New
high speed �ber optic networks are being developed at the same time as relatively low
speed radio channels. Such high speed networks exhibit very low error rates especially
in comparison with lossy wireless links.

Today's network protocols are being designed mainly with high speed links in
mind. This is generally a good guiding principle since even low speed radio channels
will be getting faster. But protocol designers should also realize that the dynamic
range across the set of new networks will also be increasing. Thus, exibility to adapt
to both high and low speed networks, high as well as low delay paths, and high and
low error rates, should be the design principle for a next generation network protocol.

A new network protocol should adapt to such a wide dynamic range of computer
networks. Borrowing from a number of traditions in the history of packet switching
protocols, the new protocol should take advantage of the most successful features
of both datagram virtual circuit protocols with the goal of minimizing their disad-
vantages. For example, where connections and state in the network make sense for
communication, the new protocol should maintain a virtual circuit path between
sender and receivers; in other situations, it should use datagrams as the main mode
of packet transmission. Similarly, on networks with low bandwidth{delay products, a
new protocol should rely on end-to-end mechanisms at the transport layer to control
congestion. On high bandwidth{delay product networks, hop-by-hop congestion con-
trol should be provided. This is because the minimum granularity for the end-to-end
control of congestion in a network is one round-trip time, and the amount and rate
of change of data in a high bandwidth{delay product network may be too large to
control during this time.

A key idea in NP++ is that a packet header (or trailer) is seen as a set of inde-
pendent �elds which can all be sent with each piece of data, or can be sent separately
from other header �elds more or less frequently. Thus, by removing large addresses
from packets and assigning small, temporary connection identi�ers, header compres-
sion can be achieved on a low speed link with soft state that is refreshed by the arrival
of address �eld chunks sent less frequently than the data [24, 26]. On a high speed
link the small connection identi�er may speed up forwarding as no routing lookup is
necessary.
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7.3 Network Hardware Architectures

Another dimension in which NP++ is designed to be exible is in its adaptability
to various network hardware architectures. Network switches and routers are being
developed in rapid succession to provide high performance switching, quality of ser-
vice such as bounded delay, etc. New hardware switch designs often require changes
to packet formats, forcing redesign of the protocol when new switch architectures
are deployed. Advances in VLSI design methods, for example, have enabled the
production of some low-cost, high speed switching fabrics for small �xed length pack-
ets (cells). Thus, it has been argued that today's ATM cell switches o�er the best
price/performance for high speed packet switching. On the horizon however are new
designs and prototypes for IP routers [77] that will provide cost-e�ective routing of
variable-length packets at multi-gigabits per second, where large packets increase the
total throughput.

The point is that new network hardware architectures are being developed at an
increasing rate and we should not have to specify, negotiate, deploy or even have to
choose new network protocols each time next-generation network hardware is intro-
duced. So, it is important for a exible network protocol to adapt to new hardware in
the network. We are designing a network protocol that can be either switched as �xed
size cells or routed as variable length packets depending on the hardware of choice in
the network. For this to be the case, the new protocol must be able to fragment and
reassemble itself in the network when necessary [38].

7.4 Datagrams and Virtual Circuits

This section describes the two dominant ways of designing protocols for packet switch-
ing networks: datagrams as in the IP protocol used in the Internet, and virtual circuits
as in ATM.

When a source is sending packets into the network, it needs to specify the source
and destination of the packets. With datagrams this is done on a per-packet basis
and with virtual circuits it is done once per connection. The source address is needed
for error reporting, some forms of multicast forwarding, and perhaps cost allocation.
The destination address is needed for locating and/or specifying (as in the case of a
multicast address) the intended receiver(s).

7.4.1 Datagrams

Datagram protocols place full addresses in every packet, which means that routers
do not have to keep any inter-packet state for routing purposes2. This has obvious
advantages in terms of robustness and simplicity since packet forwarding state need

2Some datagram networks use source routing, where each packet contains the complete list of
routers the packet should pass through on its way through the network. We do not consider such
networks here.
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not be maintained in the network. For example, if the path a stream of packets
is following through the network fails, packets will automatically detour around the
damaged part as soon as the dynamic routing protocols �nd a viable path.

If the address space is large, however, the lookup required to �nd the forwarding
information can be costly. Today the size of a backbone Internet routing table is
around 35,000 routing entries.3

Moreover, routing information is not the only kind of information that may be
needed to forward a packet. If some packets need special treatment, for example, to
get acceptable delay through the network for real-time voice and video, routers may
have to maintain and access forwarding state for those packets. For each packet, a
router must determine if the packet needs special treatment and, if it does, the router
must access the forwarding parameters for that kind of packet.

Current work in the IETF on Controlled Load Service [107] is attempting to reduce
the amount of forwarding state needed by lumping packets together into classes of
packets that are treated in the same way. Such aggregation does not reduce the lookup
time, however, since the size of the lookup domain is not decreased. Classi�cation
of packets is typically done on the basis of addresses, transport protocol, and port
numbers. Aggregation of the form discussed in [107] reduces the amount of forwarding
state by sharing it, but does not help to simplify the procedure of deciding what
class a packet belongs to. In a general classi�cation scheme, where it is possible to
specify special treatment by arbitrary combinations of addresses and port numbers,
classi�cation can be an expensive operation.

7.4.2 Virtual Circuits

Network protocols built on the virtual circuit model do not put full addresses in each
packet. Instead, a connection phase occurs before data is sent in which addresses are
given to the network and routing and forwarding state is established in the network
switches. The switch normally uses a small integer per-hop to access the forwarding
state, and this index is made consistent at switches on both sides of the hop. This
index is sometimes called a virtual circuit identi�er, (VCI), and is placed in each
data packet belonging to the connection. In addition, there has to be an end-to-end
virtual circuit identi�er that uniquely identi�es the circuit across all of its hops, as in
ST-2 [100]. These two identi�ers, along with the per-switch identi�ers that must be
present in order to negotiate the VCI between any two hops, mean that virtual circuit
networks need at least three levels of naming. An advantage of virtual circuits, on
the other hand, is that it reduces forwarding state lookups to simple table lookups
based on the VCI. This advantage works especially well when there are many packets
sent per connection.

One problem for virtual circuits is that one must establish a connection before
transmitting any data, even in the case where only a single packet needs to be sent.

3Statistics of the routing table at the Mae East NAP are available from
http://compute.merit.edu/stats/mae-east/routing-table . Its size (pre�x count) on Aug
20th 1996 was 34617 entries, and on Oct 10th it was 38515 entries.
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This adds complexity and delay. To alleviate this problem for virtual circuits, various
caching schemes to reuse existing connections and reduce setup delay have been de-
veloped. Another problem is that the forwarding state is typically hard and must be
torn down by explicit control messages, which adds further complexity. Soft-state [18],
where timers and refresh messages keep state in place avoiding tear-down messages,
has been developed for networks where hard-state is a problem.

In large networks, routing tables are usually maintained by dynamic routing pro-
tocols. Changing network conditions can cause such protocols to modify the routing
table. With virtual circuits such changes do not a�ect the quality of service since
the path through the network is pinned down. With datagrams, however, changes
in the routing table causes packets to follow di�erent paths through the network,
possibly resulting in changes in service quality. Routing changes are not uncommon
in the Internet. A recent study [79] shows that the routing instability in the Internet
has increased slightly between December 1994 and December 1995. When the net-
work is actually damaged, on the other hand, virtual circuit networks require special
mechanisms if connections through the damaged part are to be recreated on paths
circumventing the damage. If such special mechanisms are not used, the failure of
a single router along the path of a connection will destroy the connection. With
datagrams, all paths between sender and receiver must fail before communication
fails.

7.4.3 Datagrams or Virtual Circuits?

With both datagrams and virtual circuits a router needs to access a routing table to
be able to �gure out where to forward packets. In the datagram case, this routing
table may have to be accessed once per packet. For virtual circuits, the routing
table is accessed when a connection is established. If all IP addresses were given out
systematically such that all addresses in a certain part of the Internet had identical
pre�xes [43, 90], the number of entries in routing tables would be smaller than today,
probably in the hundreds instead of in the tens of thousands.

The cost of a routing lookup would thus be signi�cantly reduced and there would
be one less advantage of virtual circuits over datagrams. The routing lookup would
cease to be the bottleneck of router processing. Changing IP addresses in the cur-
rent Internet to achieve such small routing tables is not an option. The required
changes to millions of computers and routers around the globe are administratively
and politically impossible. However, new datagram network protocols, for example
IPv6, are designed to allow simple renumbering of addresses and can achieve such
fast routing lookups. In such networks the virtual circuit model o�ers no advantages
to traditional elastic data tra�c and it is clear that such tra�c is best served by the
datagram model.

To support real-time tra�c, future routers are likely to maintain many entries of
forwarding state related to quality of service. Thus, it is packet classi�cation that is
the processing bottleneck instead of the routing lookup. The feature of virtual circuits
to associate forwarding state with a small identi�er in each packet can be important
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to allow fast lookup of such forwarding state. Traditional bulk data tra�c, however,
does not need quality of service handling and can be forwarded with less processing
as only the fast routing lookup is needed.

In a exible network protocol all packets should be able to carry complete ad-
dresses. They can also carry an identi�er to �nd appropriate forwarding state quickly
if such state has been established. The addresses do not need to be present if for-
warding state is present. In this manner the network protocol syntax, exempli�ed by
the �elds contained in the packet header or trailer, can be used for datagrams, virtual
circuits or an intermediate form such as soft state-based \ows", where addresses are
sent occasionally to refresh forwarding state that might otherwise time out.

7.5 Flows and Packets

The concept of a network \ow" has been introduced into contemporary discourse.
Generally, a network ow is a stream of packets from one source to one or many (in
the case of multicast) destinations. Packet streams that require di�erent qualities of
service are normally distinguished into di�erent ows even if they have the same source
and destination(s); the idea is that packets belong to the same ow if they are to be
forwarded along the same path with the same service from the network. Obviously, a
virtual circuit is also a network ow. In the Internet, unicast or multicast IP packets
from source to destinations have also been termed \ows," especially when these
packets contain real-time continuous media like voice and video.

In the next-generation IP protocol, IPv6 [21], there is a new �eld called the Flow
Label that provides at least syntactical support for ows in the Internet. One pro-
posed use for the IPv6 Flow Label is to provide at least one part of a name (along
with the source IP address) for an Internet resource reservation made by the RSVP
resource reservation protocol [108]. Thus, even in the Internet, one may be able to
make reservations on behalf of ows. These reservations are not made using classical
hard-state based signaling protocols (although they could be). RSVP uses soft-state
in hosts and routers to provide ow-based resource reservations from the receiver
upstream towards the source of the ow.

The IPv6 ow label is a 24-bit �eld that is autonomously chosen by the source and
is guaranteed to be unique only in combination with the source address. All packets
that should receive the same service from the network are labeled with the same ow
label by the source. The ow label is meant to simplify classi�cation of IP packets
and avoid the need to parse the whole packet to look at port numbers in the transport
protocol header. Such parsing can be costly for IPv6 because the header is composed
of a list of sub-headers that must be traversed before the transport protocol header
can be examined.

The way the ow labels are designed is typical for the Internet architecture; it
avoids complexity in the network. Since sources autonomously choose ow labels, no
signalling is needed for this purpose. The drawback is that ow labels are not unique
unless combined with the source address, and thus cannot be used by themselves to
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access forwarding information. In virtual circuit networks the VCI is used instead of
ow label/source address, but then a signalling protocol is needed to select VCIs.

With some caveats, such as the requirement that the source address must be
included with the ow label to individuate a ow, it should be clear that the Internet
has borrowed concepts from classical virtual circuit networks to integrate new real
time services with traditional Internet services. It is arguable then that IPv6 and
RSVP are steps along the way to a hybridization of the Internet. The design of a new
network protocol should bene�t from the experiences of this hybridization. An aim of
a new protocol should be to incorporate both hard and soft-state resource reservation
into the network as well as providing support for pure datagram routing.

7.6 Adapting Headers to Networks

A dominant assumption of packet-switched protocols is that the header (or trailer of
a packet) contains �elds that are always sent together with each packet. If we look at
the �elds of a header as separate pieces of control information that can be sent with
varying frequencies, we can derive a more exible network protocol. This principle
could also be applied to protocols that are now being speci�ed as standards such as
IPv6.

For example, as address size grows larger, as in IPv6, or as the need increases to
include more than just the source and destination addresses in a packet (for tunneling,
etc.), a good use of resources might be to take the large addresses out of some of
the packets and substitute a smaller identi�er. Soft-state could be established at a
downstream switch, with the larger addresses sent downstream periodically to refresh
the state. This can provide a new kind of header compression for links in a path that
have relatively low-bandwidth. Our design for IPv6 header compression [27], uses this
principle to achieve soft-state-based header compression for UDP/IP. On links that
have high bandwidth, i.e., where bandwidth is not the dominant factor in the delay
of the packet through the switch, the whole header can be reassembled and sent as a
unit with the data to provide higher robustness. Indeed, if it is the processing power
of the switches that is the forwarding bottleneck, one could add more �elds to the
header, as suggested in [17], to decrease the processing time in the switch. This is, in
e�ect, the inverse of header compression.

Another example of adapting headers to networks is the use of header implication
such as can be done when layering IPv6 over ATM. Since the ow label in IPv6 is
the same size of the ATM Virtual Circuit Identi�er (VCI), it is plausible to map a
ow label onto a single VCI. For the common case, when the IPv6 header does not
change between the packets in a ow, the IPv6 header need not be sent at all, since it
is implied by the ATM VCI and can be recreated on the other side of the IP hop. IP
would then present very little protocol overhead from the point of view of the ATM
network. This would be especially useful when sending IP tra�c over wireless ATM.
Moreover, the scheme easily allows quality of service to be preserved over the hop for
real time multimedia, if the ATM network provides the quality needed by the IP ow.
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7.7 Switching at one layer only

The Ipsilon ow switching system [50] for switching IP packets in an ATM network is
similar to the header implication scheme outlined in the previous section, except that
the IP header is not removed. There, a switch that detects an incoming IP network
ow4 that should be switched and forwarded in the same way tells the upstream node
to use a separate VCI for packets in that ow. The ATM cells that arrive on that VCI
can then be forwarded directly without reassembling the IP packet and examining the
IP header. The Ipsilon technique could be used to speed up datagram forwarding over
any virtual circuit network technology. For it to work well, it is important that the
recognition of network ows is quick and reliable. In the network protocol, the IPv6
Flow Label provides the needed syntactic support.

Ideas similar to Ipsilon's approach for speeding up IP datagram forwarding are
now under development in other parts of the Internet community [7, 20, 30, 89].
These techniques are aimed at utilizing ATM switching hardware but do not use
ATM connection establishment protocols.

In these schemes, once a packet ow has been detected a VCI is allocated for it
and subsequent packets belonging to that ow are sent over that VCI. In this manner
the routing lookups and forwarding state lookups need only be done once or at most
a few times per packet ow instead of once per packet. Which VCIs are used for what
ow is established by a separate protocol.

We believe that the basic idea behind these techniques are general enough to
warrant support in the network protocol itself. Having a VCI-like �eld in network
packet headers would allow all switching/routing to occur in one layer only. In this
manner, the overall complexity of the network architecture would be reduced. The
combination of datagram and virtual-circuit ideas, as exempli�ed above with ow
and tag switching, provides the simplicity and exibility of datagrams and the fast
forwarding capability of virtual circuits.

A new network protocol should recognize this and provide syntactic and signaling
support for virtual circuit switching and datagram routing. A new protocol should
be able to do one or the other, or a combination of both, as the packet travels from
source to destination. This implies that the packets of the new network protocol
should be able to be fragmented and reassembled in the network; something that
IPv6 forbids. In this way, the new protocol can be used over a variety of network
hardware elements, and avoids the necessity of network protocol layering, as seen in
IP/ATM architectures with all of their complexities.

4The technique can be used even if the IPv6 ow label is zero or if the switch forwards IPv4
packets. Packet streams that are not normally considered ows in the IPv6 sense, for example large
�le transfers, will also bene�t from this technique.
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7.8 Hierarchy and Scalability

An important property of a network protocol is its ability to scale to a large number
of end systems and network elements. A factor that limits the size of networks is the
amount of routing/forwarding information that routers or switches in the network
need to maintain.

For datagram networks, one bottleneck is the size of routing tables. With CIDR
[43] a hierarchical structure is imposed on subnet identi�ers by assigning subnet iden-
ti�ers in the same \area" a common pre�x. Several routing table entries can thus be
collapsed into a single entry consisting of the common pre�x. When combined with
the \longest-match" strategy for searching routing tables, the original exibility of the
routing table is maintained and the routing topology need not be totally hierarchical.

Virtual circuit network protocols also use hierarchy to decrease the size of forward-
ing tables. For example, ATM virtual circuit identi�ers exhibit a two-level hierarchy.
In the backbone of an ATM network, only the �rst part of the identi�er, called the
virtual path identi�er (VPI), is used when forwarding. Cells that follow the same path
through the backbone have the same VPI. This decreases the size of the forwarding
table in backbone switches and allows faster switching.

A potential problem with the Flow Labels of IPv6, as currently de�ned, is that
sources pick them autonomously. This makes it di�cult to combine several ows that
should be forwarded in the same way into a single forwarding entry. If the number
of ows passing through a switch is large, the size of the forwarding table can reduce
the forwarding speed.

If we consider IPv6, it would be desirable if all ows that are forwarded along the
same path and are classi�ed in the same way for quality of service could use the same
forwarding information. With the current speci�cation of IPv6 ow labels this is not
possible, this is likely to limit the scalability of resource reservation mechanisms in
an IPv6 Internet.

7.9 Reservation Architectures

In traditional connection-oriented virtual circuit protocols, if resource reservations
need to be made, they must be made during or after connection establishment. In
protocols such as ST-2 or ATM, resources are reserved for real time tra�c as the path
is being setup in the network, i.e., at connection establishment time. There are some
provisions for making or changing reservations during the life of the connection. But
there are no provisions for making the reservation in advance of the actual communi-
cation. Unfortunately, where network resources are low and time pressures high, e.g.,
in global teleconferencing where participants reside in widely di�ering time zones,
advance reservations may be necessary for e�cient communication. To compare, the
airline reservation system would be ine�cient for customers and airlines if one could
not make reservations in advance.
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The case for advance reservations is somewhat better with the proposed resource
reservation protocol for the Internet, RSVP. Even though RSVP is designed to provide
reservations at the time of communication, reservations in advance of communication
can be made. The source of a ow in a multi-party teleconference, for example, sends
PATH messages downstream periodically through multicast routers to receivers who
then send Reservation messages upstream towards the source. Reservations for the
ow are then made in the routers where Path and Reservation messages meet. If a
receiver receives a Path message in advance of a scheduled teleconference, a reser-
vation could then be made and refreshed periodically before as well as during the
teleconference. The burden on the network by advance reservations could be mini-
mized by having the sender send Path messages in advance infrequently, increasing
the frequency as the time of the teleconference approaches [25].

The problem with this scheme for RSVP is that the sender must be present and
sending Path messages for the receiver to be able to make a reservation; and this may
be impractical. Also, it should be possible for nodes other than receivers to make
advance reservations on behalf of receivers who plan to be part of future communi-
cation. A promising approach for providing advance reservations is to see it as an
administrative task, i.e., a task for network management. Such a scheme would allow
reservations to be made by proxies, without the presence of the actual senders or
receivers.

Our conclusion is that the most exible approach to making resource reservations
is to use all three mechanisms mentioned above. When resources are scarce enough so
that quality could degrade during a session, but not scarce enough to demand advance
reservation, then it may make sense to reserve resources by setting up hard state in
a connection establishment phase. When senders and receivers are available before a
session starts, soft-state based reservation could be used. Finally, when resources are
so scarce as to demand reservations far enough in advance that senders and receivers
are not yet in place, it makes sense for network management protocols to administer
advance reservations in the network. A reservation architecture for a new network
protocol should be prepared to make all three kinds of reservations.

7.10 Multicast

At least two models of multicast are available in today's communication networks:
the group broadcast model used in datagram networks and the point-to-multipoint
model used in connection-oriented virtual circuit networks. As usual, each model has
its advantages and disadvantages.

The point-to-multipoint model builds a tree from each sender to a group of re-
ceivers. This model is exempli�ed in one version of ATM signaling and in the ST-2
protocol. The model is centralized in that the sender must know the identities of
all the receivers, and new receivers can only join the tree by consent of the sender.
This centralized approach provides the most security since the sender has almost total
control (with the exception of network tapping) over who receives data packets. A
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disadvantage of this centralized approach, however, is that since the sender must keep
track of every receiver, the number of receivers per-sender is limited.

The group broadcast model of multicast, used in Multicast IP [23], builds trees
from senders to receivers without the sender necessarily knowing the identities of the
receivers. The DVMRP multicast routing protocol for IP, for example, uses ooding
and pruning to reach potential receivers on the edges of the network. In addition, local
grafting of new nodes onto a pre-existing tree prevents senders from being bothered
by changes to the multicast receiver group. The sender does not even have to be a
member of the group it is sending to.

On the group broadcast model of multicast, a sender only has to send a packet to
a group address and the routers conspire to forward the packets to all the members
of the group. This means, however, that a receiver may become a member of a
group simply by listening on the multicast address for the group and no consent of
the sender is needed. To achieve privacy and security on the broadcast model of
multicast, transmissions must be encrypted and receivers may sometimes need to be
authenticated at a protocol layer higher than the network.

7.11 Mobility

An increasing number of users wish to be mobile while accessing the network. This
is a problem for some protocols as addresses usually encode topological information,
i.e., an address encodes a point of attachment to the network. For example, unicast
IP addresses encode a particular subnet and an interface on that subnet.

Better support for mobility is possible if addresses denote a particular end system,
regardless of where it happens to be connected to the network. Mobile IP [82, 83]
solves the problem by having a home agent , located at the mobile host's home network.
The home agent captures packets sent to the mobile host and forwards them to where
the mobile host happens to be at the time. Forwarding is done by encapsulating
packets with an additional IP header whose destination address speci�es the mobile's
current location. The mobile host reports back to the home agent when it moves
again. When the mobile host and its correspondent have established contact, packets
can take a shortcut around the home agent and follow the direct route from the
correspondent to the mobile host.

In this manner, the address of the mobile host loses its topological signi�cance.
The destination address is only used for �nding the home agent, after which it is
no longer used by the network. There is another kind of IP address that also lacks
topological signi�cance: an IP multicast address. At a su�ciently high level of ab-
straction, the address of the mobile host is like a multicast address that is restricted
to having only a single receiver.

The similarity between Multicast and Mobile IP becomes clear when comparing
the latter to the PIM multicast routing protocol [22]. In PIM, a rendez-vouz point, RP,
acts as a place where senders and receivers in a multicast group can meet. Receivers
inform the RP that they want packets sent to the multicast group, and senders send
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their packets to the RP for further delivery to receivers. So, an RP and a home agent
have very similar tasks. The principal di�erence is that there is a single receiver in
the Mobile IP case and that authentication of a receiver is vital for Mobile IP but
not necessarily for multicast. A network protocol should support both multicast and
mobility. It would be surprising if the routing support needed for multicast could not
be used to simplify or improve mobility mechanisms.

7.12 Related Work

Another way to achieve a exible network protocol is the ActiveNet or Active IP ap-
proach described in [1, 97, 98]. There, packets carry code to be executed by network
elements. This provides an easy way to add control or monitoring functions to the
network without having to wait for standardization bodies and updating of code in
network elements. There are obvious security threats with such schemes and conse-
quently much e�ort is expended to make the code safe. [97] uses Tcl[11], [98] also
mentions Java [47] and various forms of safe platform-dependent binary code.

We agree that the idea of having packets contain the code that network elements
should use to process them is very exible. However, the approach seem to be most
useful at moderate speeds; for high speeds, where the processing power of network el-
ements is the bottleneck, it is questionable if such code can be interpreted or compiled
and executed fast enough. On low speed networks it is questionable if the increase in
packet size can be justi�ed; adding as little as 10 bytes of code to each packet in a
ow of interactive audio tra�c can increase the required bandwidth beyond what is
available.

7.13 Conclusion

To summarize, a new network protocol should combine the best features of datagram
and virtual-circuit packet switching paradigms. To achieve a high degree of exibility,
�elds in packet headers can be seen as independent pieces of control information that
can be sent with varying frequency in a ow of packets. When a packet does not
belong to a ow, all �elds can be present. As a packet travels through the network,
it might be either switched or routed, or a combination of both, on the path towards
the destination(s). Such exibility allows adaption to various current and future
hardware. The new protocol should incorporate both hard and soft-state resource
reservation mechanisms, possibly for making reservations in advance. Scalability is
an important goal for a network protocol, and thus network addresses as well as ow
labels should be hierarchical. Since the routing support for multicast and mobility
has some overlap and the problems are similar it might be fruitful to merge the
mechanisms.

In this position paper we have tried to lay out some of the fundamental assump-
tions behind traditional packet switched protocols. We have identi�ed a number of
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network protocol philosophies such as datagram and virtual circuit models, connec-
tionless and connection-oriented methods of communication, and talked about hybrid
models such as network \ows.". In addition we have mentioned di�erent views of
resource reservation, hard-state and soft-state, multicast and mobility. We have sug-
gested that a new network protocol incorporate the best features of the foregoing
and avoid their pitfalls. We are designing a new protocol, NP++, whose aim is to
provide exibility across many di�erent kinds of networks and hopes to combine the
best features of its predecessors.
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